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National Population Offlice
PNAS Programme National des Actions Sociales

National Social Action Program
TFR Total Fertility Rate
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This report was prepared but could not be reviewed by the Government before the
tagic events unfolding in Rwanda since the beginning of April, 1994. It is widely believed
that hundreds of thousands of people have been killed and over two million people (L
quarter of the population) have been displaced. This has no doubt greatly worsened the
poverty situation. It is, however, far too early to assess the full impact of these events.

The report shows the difficult conditions that Rwanda faced even before the recent
events. The poverty reduction strategy proposed is based on accelerated economic
growth, particularly agricultural growth, and all facets of human resource development. It
is likely to be the ordy viable one after peace is restored and after a first phase of
reconstruction/rehabilitation and restoration of basic economic and social services.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OVERVIEW

i. With a population of 7.2 million growing at just under 3% a year, Rwanda has a
population density of 280 per mn2. Over 90% live in rural areas on subsistence agriculture.
Through bringing marginal lands under cultivation and expanding productivity by
increasingly labor intensive practices on small holdings, Rwanda was able to increase per
capita food production in the past. This is no longer continuing and frequent localized
famines have started since the late 1980s. When its per capita income is adjusted for
pu: chasing power differentials, Rwanda falls among the ten poorest countries in the world.
Due to poor economic conditions which have been exacerbated by an armed conflict since
1990, the percentage of the population living belowv the poverty line ($170 at 1985 prices
and exchange rates) is estimated to have risen sharply from 40% in 1985 to over 53% in
1992. This ch-onic poverty problem has been worsened by the civil-war related
displacement of people.

IFig. 1: Trends in Percent Population Below Poverty Line
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Source: Bank Staff Estimates

i. The extent of Rwanda's poverty problem means that the country cannot address it
by targeted programs' alone. It needs to attain sustained labor intensive growth while
assuring that the strategy chosen provides the poor with equitable access to the benefits.
A system of targeted transfers to bring all those below the poverty line up to the that line
would have cost 4.5% of GDP in 1985 and almost 10% of GDP in 1992 which is not
feasible. Rwanda needs to: (a) create an environment to encourage development of

Nevertheless, tageted progams such as labor intensive works to help the poore suive tdi sustamed growth
reduces poverty will be tnecessazy and are being executed with World Bank support
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export-oriented labor-intensive industries (a long term growth strategy moving towards an
open economy has been developed in Rwanda: Note de Stratigie Econonmque:Vers une
Croissance Durable, World Bank, 1993);2 (b) remove restrictions to population
movements to allow non-agricultural development and the growth of larger market
centers; (c) promote food security and environmentally sustainable agriculture by
encouraging a mnix of food crops, animal husbandry and cash crops; (d) reduce fertility by
improving the outreach and effectiveness of family planning programs; (e) augment the
human capital of the poor through investments in education; (f) improve health
conditions; and (g) address malnutrition through nutritional surveillance, nutritional
education and supplemental feeding. All of these should increase growth and reduce
poverty. Hunran resource development and removal of restrictions on labor mobility
should allow the poor to benefit from growth. Increased agricultural productivity and
growth of the urban informal sector would directly help to reduce poverty and provide the
basis for sustained growth.

POVERTY PROFIE

iii. A poverty profile based or, the household surveys from 1983-85 (the most rec..at
available surveys) shows that the mean value of expenditure per capita for the Rwandese
population was 18,760 FRW per year in 1985 (US$235 using rates of exchange prevalent
at the time of survey). The average consumption of the bottom 40% was under 11,000
FRW per year and that of the bottom 20% was under 9,500 FRW per year. The share of
the population living below the poverty line (set at 13,810 FRW/capita3) was 11% in
urban areas and 41% in rural areas. The average consumption of those above the poverty
line was about 22,000 FR. per year. There was a gender bias in urban areas where female
headed households had an average consumption level 35% below that of male-headed
households. Poverty was worst in the south central region while the northwest region
was the most well-off. Income sources varied significantly between poor and non-poor
households with agriculture production and wages accounting for over 70% of the income
of the poor households but only 52% for the non-f oor. Expenditure patterns varied
between the poor and the non-poor with the poor spending 88% on food and the non-
poor 74%.

iv. The chronic poverty problem has been worsened by the 1990-93 armed conflict
and associated events which displaced 900,000 persons at one stage (more than 12% of
Rwanda's population). The displaced persons abandoned some of Rwanda's most
productive farm-land, affecting output and food supply. These flows were accompanied by
a dramatic rise in mortality among the displaced.

2 The macrenomic firmework in this report has bee based on the ESN and underlies the projections given in
this report

3 This is defined as the consumption of the 40% percentile and in 1985 was equivalent to about $170 at the
exchange rate prevailing at the time of the survey. The level is held constant in real terms as a bencbmnark for
making calculations for other years.
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MACROECONOMIC AND REGULATORY POLICIES

v. Rwanda!s macroeconomic and regulatoty policies have historically worked against
the onset of private sector led growth and sustained poverty reduction (though during the
1970s and early 1980s the country made considerable progress). The adjustment program
carried out from 1990 put in place reforms wnich should have reduced poverty and
increased growth had it not been for the effect of the armed conflict and some regulatory
practices which worked against the goals of the program.

Trends before the 1990 Structural Adjustment Program

vi. Supported by generous donors and good coffee prices, the govermnent was able to
maintain over-valued exchange rates, low inflation and fiscal balance through the 1970s
and 1980s. Export taxes on coffee were a good source of revenue, but, following the
drop in coffee prices during the 1980's, these had to be replaced by price supports causing
fiscal imbalance. These imbalances became unsustainable by 1990 and the govermnent
requested support of the Bretton Woods institutions for a structural adjustment program

Iupact of the Structural Adjustment Program

vii. The core of the 1990 adjustment was a 40% devaluation (in foreign cuffency
terms) designed to stimulate production of tradable goods and to creat3 employment.
Rwanda's adjustment program benefited the poor on balance though this positive effect
was dampened considerably by regulatory restrictions on the mobility of labor, the impact
of state marketing boards and a downward trend in international prices for tea and coffee.
Most of the poor produce and sell cash crops in Rwanda and should have benefited from
an increase in the price oftradables. While there seems to have been some incre-se in the
production of tradable goods due to higher prices, the poor were generally unable to
benefit from any increased employment opportunities in production of tradables due to
restricted labor mobility. Significantly, the poor were hardly affected by increased prices
of consumption goods b'^ause (a) they are less exposed to the cash economy than the
non-poor and (b) the price of food, which is the major consumption item among the poor,
did not rise significantly.

Incidence of Public Expenditures and Revenues by Poverty Group

viai. Unlike that of many other countres, Rwanda's fiscal system was historically fair to
the poor, with the incidence of public expenditures and revenues having little net effect on
income distribution. The situation changed with the down-turn in coffee pdces, which led
the govemment to support the domestic producer price turning the coffee sector from a
source of revenues to a drain on the treasury. Another negative factor was the anned
conflict. The share of social sectors declined from 35% of current expenditures in 1985 to
20% in 1992 while the share of defense and administration rose from 45% to 64%. The
Government ran a surplus equivalent to 1.4% of GDP in 1985 which had changed by 1992
to a deficit of about 7.4% of GDP. These changes in the expenditure pattern made the net
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effect ol the tax and expenditure system less equitable as illustrated by Figure 2 (this
shows the net effect of government revenues and expenditures on consumption).

Fi1g. 2 Net Inddence of Goit SpendingandaRewnutd
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Source: Bank Staff Estimates

SECTORAL ISSUES AECrING POVERTY REDUCING GROWTH

ix. Apart from macroeconomic problems, several sectoral issu-s affect the onset of
sustained poverty reducing growth in Rwanda. These include: (a) rapid population
growth and the relative ineffectiveness of 'amily planning services; (b) environmental
degradatior (c) constraints to developing larger market centers for domestic agricultural
and other production; (d) agriculture policies focused on specific crops rather than broad
sectoral issues; and (e) ineffective human resource development.

Population

x. Rwanda's rapid increase in population is a majur constraint to achieving sustainable
growth because it leads to: (a) increased investments in basic services such as health and
education just to keep up with the population, consuming scarce resources which could
otherwise be used to improve access to and the quality of these services; (b) increased
pressure on marginal lands increasing erosion and deforestation problems; (c)
pauperization of families as land is divided among heirs in each generation; and (d)
reduced household per capita resource availability to invest in improving the quality of
human capital of their members. Despite the decline in the total fertility rate from 8.5 in
1982 to 6.2 in 1992, popula&. ' growth is just under 3% per year and much more needs
to be done. Only 12% of women use modern contraceptives even though over 95% are
aware of their availability. Figure 3 illustrates what could happen if Rwanda does not
implement an effective family planning program immediately aimed at reducing the
underlying rate of population growth to zero (i.e. Net Reproduction Rate=1) by 2015.
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Figure 3: Density 1960-2030 with and ithout
Family Planning
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Envionment

id. Poverty and environmental degradation go hand in hani - the poor are both the
vicdms and the cause of many forms of environmental degradation. It is di$ficult to
envisage environmental protection without reducing poverty and providing the poor a
stake in protecting the environment.

Agriculture

xii. Rwanda's farmers have historically defied predictions of disaster by keeping food
production growing ahead of population through a varety of measures. This success has
faltered recenty because of: (a) increasing scarcity of additional land to bring under
cultivation; (b) very low use of inputs to restore and/or increase soil fertility due to high
cost and high risk; (c) high risk environment because Qt) markets are thin, (ii) agriculture
is mostly rain-fed and (iii) firms are small maldng inter-cropping to reduce risk more
difficult; and (d) excessive intervention by the state particularly in favor of coffee. Most
studies show that small famers lead the way in increasing productivity and are adopting
practices which provide valuable clues about how to increase agricultural productivity per
hectare in Rwanda, which remains low despite the high population density. Farmers in the
poorer regions of Rwanda are moving to faming systems similar to those in other densely
populated parts of the world. They are: (a) diversifting by combining food crops, cash
crops and animal husbandry, (b) using animal husbandry (particularly pigs) to convert
household residues and waste from beer production into or anic fertilizers; (c) switching
to sweet potatoes as a bulk food crop; and (d) applying soil conservation techniques such
as tree planting. These practices which are getting more and more widespread are not
only good for reducing risk and food insecurity but also environmentally sustainable.

Development of Non-Agriculture Economy and Markets

xi& Restrictions on population movements and on urbanization have impeded the
development of market centers essental for developing a cash economy where resources
move to their most efficient use. This has increased poverty by limiting options for the
poor and has reduced the potential for economic growth. Freeing population movements
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would improve resource allocation and lead to increased development of market centers.
This would induce growth by: (a) reducing the pressure on marginal lands; (b) building a
critical mass for the development of export industries and the informal sector; (c)
providing markets for food crops encouraging farmers to move to a more productive input
intensive agriculture; (d) providing a place for the refugees to settle and find work; and
(e) reducing the costs of providing basic services to the population. Restrictions on
population movements and growth of market centers are directly harmful to the poorest
members of society and the economy. Yet, there is very strong resistance to free
circulation and obstacles take many forms including: (1) requiring residence permits; (2)
requiring trading licenses even for those wishing to sell a basket of vegetables; and (3)
lack of investment in urban services for the poor. On the part of government officials
there is strong resistance to the idea that many of the returning refugees will want to settle
in the cities: no plans are being made for their urban settlement whereas plans are under
way to invest in rural infrastructure to settle them on the already scarce rurs' land.

Human Resources Development

xiv. Human resource development is at the root of the success of all countries which
have achieved sustained growth with reductions in poverty. Education increases the
ability of the poor to contribute to and benefit from economic growth. Educated people
are better able to improve their health status and use family planning. A healthy trained
labor force is essential for achieving sustained economic growth and may indeed help to
drive economic growth. However, despite a strong commitment to education, Rwanda
has failed to produce the quality human resources necessary for sustained development.
The primary school enrollment late is 65% and the transition rate from primary to
secondary is about 8%. Health conditions are below ave XOe for sub-Saharan Africa and
deteriorating with a growing AIDS epidemic which in turn increases the frequency of
other diseases such as TB. Life expectancy is 49 years and the infant mortality rate is 120
per thousand. AIDS reduces productivity due to frequent absences for treatment and
workers tend to die in their most productive years. Malnutrition has a debilitating effect
on worker effort and tends to reduce earning capacity perpetuating poverty. Nutrition
conditions are poor with about 20% of the new-born babies being born under-weight and
over 40% of children are chronicatly malnourished.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A POVERTY REDUCING GROWTH STRATEGY

Overview

xv. Poverty is widespread and cannot be eliminated without sustained economic
growth. Rwanda needs to choose a growth strategy that assures that the poor benefit. A
poverty reducing growth strategy for Rwanda will need to start with removing restrictions
to labor mobility and moving agriculture policy and practices away from a bias towards
specific crops to encouraging an environment where producers will shift towards the most
profitable crops.
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xvi. A long term vision for growth based on labor intensive export production to
provide the cash stimulus to get the economy moving has been developed4. Under such a
strategy, the Government would promote exports by creating appropriate conditions by
removing those fiscal, regulatory and monetary restrictions which tend to hamper export
development. Labor-intensive exports would create employment and incomes which
would increase the demand for upstream activities and for domestically produced food.
The increase in exports of labor-intensive manufactures would be accompanied by growth
in exports of high value agriculture products. The role of the state would be reduced to:
(a) providing a stable macroeconomic environment; (b) enforcing a coherent legal and
regulatory system enabling private entrepreneurs to operate in a business-fiiendly
environment; (c) maintaining quality infrastructure; (d) promoting human resource
development; and (e) protecting the environment.

Fig. 4: Projected Impact of Sustained Growth on Povert
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Source: Bank Staff Estimates

xvfi. The strategy above has modest growth targets averaging under 4% during the
1990s and 5% during the next decade. Yet even these modest growth rates can
significantly reduce poverty if accompanied by decelerated population growth. The impact
of growth on poverty is shown in Figure 4. The combination of economic growth and
decelerating population growth would reduce the percentage of the population below the
poverty line from 53% in 1993 to 44% in the year 2000 and to only 10% in the year 2015.
By 2015, the remaining poor could be brought up to the poverty line through targeted
transfers which would cost an easily manageable 0.1% of GDP.

Macroeconomic Environment, Regulations, and Sector Policies

xviii. The overall objective would be to achieve average growth of 4% per annum in
this decade and 5% in the next. Accelerated growth would be the result of coherent
macroeconomic and sector policies. Macroeconomic policies would have to aim at lower

4 See Footiote 2.
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government budget deficits which would be financed in a non-inflationary and sustainable
way, mainly from external sources. The exchange rate would need to be competitive so as
to make existing export crops profitable without government subsidies and to stimulate
the development of new export activities. With declining govenmment deficits and low
inflation, monetary policy would be freed to provide credit at reasonably low real interest
rates for accelerated pri-vate-sector growth.

xix. Regulatory Policy: To stimulate growth, the Government needs to: (a) remove
restrictions on spatial and sectoral labor mobility; (b) remove price fixing arrangements
and regulations in transport which keep costs high and discourage the development of an
open economy; (c) revise expropriation law so that expropriated land is compensated at
full econonic costs; and (d) improve land tenure to clearly define property rights and
reduce transactions cost. Such deregulation would support non-agricultural development
and growth of market centers which, in tun, would require adequate investment in
infrastructure. The growth of these market centers would facilitate marketing (and thus
intensification) of agriculture production and non-agriculture development.

xx. Public Expenditure and Taxes: The public expenditure program is an essential
tool in orienting a country's growth strategy and in reducing poverty. This report makes
proposals for a public expenditure program to sustain growth and reduce poverty through
a combination of (i) withdrawal of the state from productive sectors, (ii) reducing general
administration and defense budgets to the minimum necessary, (iii) increased financing for
human capital formation to provide the quality work-force necessary for a modern
economy, (iv) increased support for family planning, and (v) expanding infrastructure to
facilitate overall growth and expansion of market centers. These actions are essential to
encourage growth and to provide the poor with the tools necessary to benefit from it. The
proposed public expenditure program would also be more equitable as shown in Figure 5.

Fig.: Projected Impact of Proposed Public Expenditure Program byVMS PrjetedImpctPovert Groupb 1
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xxi. Agricultural Growth and Diversification: A successfil strategy to achieve
sustained agriculture growth in Rwanda will need to include the following: (a) allow the
growth of a market oriented economy by removing restrictions on trade and allowing
growth of market centers; (b) reduce risk by promoting proper inter-cropping practices;
(c) promote animal husbandry to diversify agriculture and help replenish soil nutrients;
and (d) improve food security by providing research and extension in crops such as sweet
potatoes. Furthermore, in view of the higher productivity of small farmers, the
Government should reconsider recommendations to consolidate farms into larger units.

Population and Human Resource Strategy

xxii. Family Planning and Environment: Rwanda needs to develop an aggressive
family planning program by: (a) launching Information Education and Communication
(IEC) campaigns targeting social constraints and mores opposed to family planning; (b)
re-dynamizing family planning services through increasing professionalism in its corps of
volunteers; (c) improving management and logistics in the public health system as over
95% of contraceptive users get their contraceptives from this source; and (d) improving
the quality of care in the public health system. Dwcelerating population growth and
expanding market centers would curb land pressure. At the same time, policies would
need to be pursued to protect the environment, particularly to control erosion and
preserve soil fertility important factors for sustained income from agriculture, particularly
for the poor.

xxiii. Education: The affordability and attractiveness of education needs to be
increased by: (a) improving quality and relevance of education; (b) developing primary
schools which tend to generate the highest social benefits; (c) developing general
secondary education including support to private secondary schools; (d) improving
participation and performance of girls at all levels of education; (e) establishing a program
to help poor families finance their education costs and increase equity e.g. free primary
education for children, financed in part by cost recovery for higher and technical
education, and (t) eliminating controls on labor movement to improve the economic
returns to education.

xxiv. Health: It is recommended that: (a) resources allocated to primary health care and
preventive medicine be increased; (b) the drug procurement and distribution system should
be reformed; (c) preventive care should have priority in allocation of public sector
resources for health care; and (d) an effective AIDS program be developed and executed.

xxv. Malnutrition: It is recommended that the following steps be taken: (a) monitor
nutritional status of children; (b) provide nutrition education; and (c) support supplemental
feeding integrated with nutrition education where possible.
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xvi. Women in Development Issues: Strategies to redress the special problems facing
women and to help increase their income include: (a) adopt laws improving women's
rights in marriage and land ownership; (b) launch EEC campaigns to raise women's
awareness of their rights; (c) expand women's organizations to promote credit programs
targeted to poor women such as the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh; and (d) promote
female enrollment at all levels of education.



I. COUNTRY BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF
REPORT

A. BACKGROuND

1.1 The population of Rwanda is currently 7.2 million, growing at 3 percent with a
population density already at a high 280 per sq. kilometer. GDP per capita was estimated
at $230 in 1992 - meaning tnat Rwanda is among the twenty poorest countries in the
workd. Rwanda falls among the ten poorest countries in the world when the per capita
income is adjusted to reflect purchasing power differentials.

1.2 The population includes tvwo main ethnic groups: the Hutus (85% of the
population) and the Tutsis, who were politically dominant before independence. Ethnic
conflict led to a major exile of Tutsis in 1959, before independence in 1962. After 1959,
only minor incidents of ethnic violence occurred until exiled Tutsis invaded Rwanda in
October 1990. Following the start of the civil war, political reform has begun to
complement the economic reform process with the establishment of a multi-perty system.
After protracted negotiations, a peace treaty with the rebels was signed and the rebels
formed a political party. They were expected to join an interim government to organize a
series of elections for local adninistrators, for parliament and finally for President. The
tragic events that have engulfed the country since the death of President Habyaiimana at
the beginning of April have destroyed that process.

1.3 Rwanda is a predominarntly rural society - about 95% of the population live in
rural areas and denve their livelihood from subsistence agriculture and the cultivation of
coffee and tea. Agriculture produces about 40% of GDP and employs some 90% of the
active labor force. The most important crops are bananas, sweet potatoes, cassava, beans,
sorghum, and white potatoes. Forty percent of small holders grow Arabica coffee which
is Rwanda's principal export commodity accounting for 75-85% of foreign exchange
earnings.

1.4 The industrial sector represents about 23% of GDP. This category includes
manufacturing (mostly agro-processing and beverages accounting for 15% of GDP),
construction, a small mining sector, electric power and water. Local entrepreneurship is
not well developed, except for a small informal sector. In addition to the physical
constraints - Rwanda is land-locked and hilly - the major obstacles to private sector
development are the presence of the state as a privileged competitor and a disabling
environment characterized by an inadequate incentive system and pervasive govemment
interference in virtually all aspects of economic life. Furthermore, labor and other factors
of production are relatively expensive when compared to neighboring countries.

1.5 Services provide 40% of GDP and includes commerce, tourism, banking,
insurance, and public administration. Tourism is a small source of foreign exchange,
particularly since the initiation of "mountain gorillas tourism" in the National Park in
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Northwest Rwanda in 1985. The strife in Rwanda has put a temporary halt to the
expansion of tourism, particularly in the northern prefectures.

1.6 Official Rwandan imports include consumer goods (44% of the value), fuel and
lubricants (17%), equipment (23%), and raw materiais (16%). Offlicially imported food
products include rice, sugar, powdered milk, vegetable oil, and processed foods. There is
also evidence of informal trade with neighboring countries, notably imports of palm oil,
beans, and coffee, and export of consumer goods and white potatoes.

1.7 During the I960s and I970s, the country experienced high rates of economic
growth (5% per annum on average) due to political stability, prudent economic and fiscal
management, high coffee prices and high levels of external assistance. This generated
budget surpluses and large external reserve. Rwanda then invested heavily in infiastructure
- improvement of the road network, telecommunications, air transport facilities - and in
the social sectors. In addition, until the mid-1980s, Rwanda was able to increase food
production to meet the needs of the growing population. This was accomplished by
expanding production in swampy valley bottoms, on steep hillsides, and in the less
populated Eastem region of the country. Some intensification has occurred, primarily by
changing the production mix toward crops with high caloric output per hectare.

1.8 The economic situation deteriorated in the 1980s as coffee prices fell, arable land
continued to become more and more scarce, and public spending grew less efficient; the
authorities responded to the fall of world coffee prices by increasing controls over the
economy instead of adjusting to the external environment and maintaining the
competitiveness of the economy. During the period from 1979 to 1990, the Rwandese
franc was allowed to appreciate in real terms even though the country's terms of trade
were deteriorating. (These were adjusted after 1990 and by 1993 the Rwandese Franc had
been devalued almost 80%). The sharp fall in coffee prices in 1987 accelerated the decline
and early in 1990 the government requested the Bretton Woods institutions for support in
developing a structural adjustment program.

B. OVERVIEW OF THS REPORT

1.9 This report is organized into five chapters. Following this introductory chapter,
Chapter II examines the level and depth of poverty, poverty trends since the last
household survey, the country's institutional capacity to monitor poverty trends, special
problems worsening poverty for women and the transitional poverty issues caused by
refugees and persons displaced by the civil war. Chapter m looks at macroeconomic
issues including an assessment of the effect of the structural adjustment program on
poverty followed by an examination of regulatory issues and public expenditure trends.
Chapter IV examines the key sectoral issues relevant to poverty reduction and sustained
growth including population, environment, urban development, agriculture and human
resource development.

1.
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10 Chapter V proposes a strategy for the future starting from an overall growth
perspective and examining what effect sustained growth can have on poverty. The chapter
goes on to recommend a series of actions that can help sustain poverty reducing growth.
These include macroeconomic policies, a public expenditure program, population policies,
environmental policies, urbanization policies, agriculture policies, human resources
development policies and policies targeted to women.



II. SUMMARY POVERTY PROFILE AND TRENDS

A. OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS

2.1 Poverty in Rwanda is widespread and the proportion of the population below the
poverty line is estimated to have risen from 40% in 1985 to over 50% in 1992. This level
of poverty means that it is difficult to address Rwanda's poverty problems through
targeted programs alone. Growth accompanied by human -capital development will have
to be the main vehicle to help reduce poverty. The rise in overall poverty has been
accompanied by falling health and education indicators while AIDS infection rates are
high and spreading into rural areas. Women face some special problems as growing land
pressures are circumscribing their role as food producers and traditional customs and
behavior pattems make it difficult for them to take on new roles. The war and
accompanying events have contributed to worsen an already critical poverty problem.

B. POVERTY PROFILE

2.2 The last national household budget and consumption survey was conducted
during 1983-85 (Enquete Nationale sur le Budget et la Consommation or ENBC) by the
Ministry of Planning'. It provides the data necessary to analyze the extent and depth of
poverty in Rwanda. A Poverty Profile has been developed based on this survey. Poverty
was measured using expenditure per capita as a proxy variable for the standard of living.
The family of poverty indices developed by Foster, Greer and Thorbecke2 was used
because it can be: (a) decomposed by region or socioeconomic group; (b) adjusted to
reflect the weight given to the depth of poverty; and (c) used to approxmately estimate
the amount of transfer payments necessary to bring the consumption of the poor to the
poverty line.

2.3 The following definitions of poverty are used in this report:
* Poverty Head Count: This is the proportion of the population below the poverty line.

* Poverty Gap: This is the gap between the average expenditures of the population
below the poverty line and the poverty line expressed as a percentage of the poverty
line.

• Poverty Severity: This measure takes account of distribution among those below the
poverty line and can therefore be used to calculate the level of transfers necessary to
bring the poor up to the poverty line assuming that a perfectly targeted transfer were

A new survey is in the field and he reslts from tis should be available n a year or so and permit updating the
profile.

2 Foster,J., J. Greer and E. Thorbecke. "A Class of Decomposable Poverty Measures." Economehica 52: 721-
766. 1984. For a technical description of the Index see Annex B. This measure is used commonly in the Wodd
Bwak
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possible without leakage. This measure is not used to measure the amount of transfers
necessary. Its usefulness lies in the fact that of the three poverty measures used here,
this is the only one sensitive to income distribution among the poor.

2.4 The poverty profile uses total real expenditure per capita (adjusted for the level
of prices in each region and expressed in per capita terms to adjust for household
composition) as a proxy for the standard of living. The poor were defined as the bottom
40% of the sample in terms of expenditure per capita. The approach of using a percentile
in the income or expenditure distribution to fix the poverty line has been used often in
countries where there is no officially set poverty line in order to avoid value judgments
about tastes, preferences and needs. Once such a level is fixed, it is held constant in real
terms and used to monitor poverty trends over time.3

2.5 Total expenditure is the sum of cash expenditure on consumption goods and
services, the value of own-produced food, the value of transfers received in kdnd, and the
value of goods received in barter transactions. It includes some durable expenditures but
excludes the purchase of buildings, land, and vehicles. Because the imputed rental value of
houses could not be calculated, rent payments were also excluded.

Table 2-1: Poverty Inices Showing Regional and Urban/Rural Varnawn.- 1983-85
Population Mean Poverty Indices

Share Expend. Head Count Gap Severity
Rural

Northwest 14% 19,801 34% 7% 2%
Southwest 15% 15,956 38% 8% 2%
North Central 22% 17,380 45% 8% 3%
South Central 20% 14,622 58% 15% 5%
East 24% 19,292 30% 6% 2%

urban
Kigali 4% 46,901 6% 2% 1%
Other urban 2% 30,624 23% 6% 2%

RWANDA 100% 18,670 40% 8% 3%

Source: Calculated from the Enquete Nationale sur le Budget et la Consommation

2.6 The results show that while the mean value of expenditure per capita for the
Rwandese population was 18,670 FRW per year (US$235 using rates of exchange
prevalent at the time of the survey), the average consumption of the bottom 40% was
under 11,000 FRW per year and of the bottom 20% was under 9,500 FRW per year. The
average income of those above the poverty line was 23,780 FRW. The chosen poverty
line in the survey was 13,810 FRW per person per year (the consumption level of the 40th
percentile). The urban areas enjoy a mean expenditure level of 42,285 FRW per year
which was almost 2.4 times the mral mean of 17,396 FRW (these figures were already

3 The poverty threshold used in Mauritai was the 40th percentile of the income distibution and in C6te
dlvoire it was 30%. Malawi used 20% for the core poor. Ghaa used 2/3 of mean expenditures and
Miambique used 50%A of mean expenditures. At the latest count 7 out of 9 poverty assesments done by the
World Bank in the Afiica region were usiag relative thresholds.
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adjusted for the cost of living differentials between urban and rural areas). On a head
count basis the incidence of poverty was 11% in urban areas and 41% in rural areas.
Geographically, poverty was highest in the south-central region. Nationally, the incidence
of poverty was greater among female headed households though the difference is rather
small (41% to 39% using the head-count index). The gender bias was more pronounced in
urban areas where female headed households have an average consumption level of 35%
below that of male-headed households.

2.7 Income sources varied significantly between poor and non-poor households with
agriculture production and wages accounting for over 70% of the income of the poor
households but onlv 52% for the non-poor. Poor households accounted for 32% of the
value of agriculture production and 47/o of the value of agriculture wages earned but only
4% of the income from non-agriculture wages and only 20% of income from trading
activities.

r::-:--e: .: ..: :....E -1 ':.E. 5::...@-.:.-s---.::---:-

Z ._:.. , ,, a . .- ,,..: n.d ; : : . . .?

'" '" ''

Source: Prepared by Bank Staffbased on dem tn hosemi holdsh

2.8 Expenditures on food were 88%/ of total for the poor and 740%o for the non-poor.
Starchy staples were important in the diets of both groupss but the specific starchy staples
vary anong then. Beer consumption was important forb btbut the latter drank factory
beer while the forner drank home-made banana or sorghum beer.

2.9 Analysis of health and education expenditures show that the poor use a larger
proportion of their cash non-food expenchtures on these basic services compared to the
non-poor; in fact poor households spend as much in absolute terms on health care as non-
poor households, rnalang Rwanda unique arnong Afiican countries where such data is
avalable. (In other counthes the poor pay less n absolute terms though usually tis
amou2 t is a higher percentage of their total expenditures than for the non-poor). AR
hea2 expenditures together cam 16edc of the non-food cash expenditures of the poor as
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opposed to 7% for the non-poor. Similarly, education accounts for 3.5% of cash
expenditures of the poor as opposed to 2.5% for the non-poor.

2.10 The poverty severity index (3% for Rwanda) when multiplied by the population
and the poverty line (i.e. 13,810 FRW/year in 1983-85 prices) gives the income gap, which
is the amount of resource transfer needed to bring the expenditure of the poor to the
poverty threshold, assuming that it would be possible to design a perfectly targeted
program with no administrative costs. The income gap for Rwanda is estimated to be
US$87 million in 1983-85 prices which is 4.5% of GDP,. Once administrative costs and
leakages to the non-poor are added the costs would be considerably more. This would be
in addition to expenditures on essential social services which also benefit the poor. In view
of Rwanda's public finance difficulties and the need to expand spending for basic education
and health care, such a targeted transfer program is almost impossible. Thus, poverty in
Rwanda cannot be addressed by transfers or targeted programs alone. A poverty reducing
long-term growth strategy needs to be combined with basic social service spending and a
short-term safety net for the poorest.

C. EDUCATION, HEALTH AND MALNUTRITION

2.11 The primary school enrollment rate in Rwanda is only 65% and could be on a
worsening trend. The problem is compounded by the low transition rate from primary to
secondary education (8%). Education is almost the only way through which a poor
person can acquire the skills necessary to contribute to and benefit from development.
Also, primary education has the highest social benefits (externalities5 ) and higher
education the lowest with general secondary education somewhere in between. Yet
Rwanda's cost recovery policy in education is perverse with the highest cost-recovery
rates being applied to primary education and the lowest to higher education and to
secondary technical education. Economic logic would suggest the cpposite. This
perverse cost recovery policy means that a poor family needs to pay over 1,000 FRW per
year per child to send him/her to primary school. With the total fertility rate being 6.2,
this implies that a poor family needs to spend about 4,000 to 6,000 FRW to send all its
children to primary school. The average poor household has less than 10,000 FRW per
year to spare after paying for food. This means it is almost impossible for a poor family to
send all its children to primary school. With restrictions on labor mobility and the low
transition rate to secondary school, parents see little advantage in sending children to
primary school.

2.12 Health conditions in Rwanda are below the sub-Saharan Africa average and are
deteriorating; life expectancy is estimated at 49 years. Infant mortality and under five

4 This compares to 4% of GDP in Malawi, 3% in Cdte dlvoire, 5.6% in Ghana and 14% in Mauritania.
Mauritania used the 40% threshold for poverty line while Cote dlvoire used 30% and Malawi used 20%.

5 Positive extenalities are benefits to society over and above benefits to the individual. For example, someone
with primary education may or not may not increase his/her income but additional benefits to society would be
greater than any increase in incomes. On the other hand, with higher education, most of the benefits are
capWred by the individual with increased income, and additional benefits to society are relatively small.
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mortality are estimated at 120 and 201 per 1,000 respectively and the rate of reduction in
infant mortality is one of the slowest in Africa. Maternal mortality is also high (about 600
per 100,000) because of frequent pregnancies, insufficient maternal care, and malnutrition.
More than 20 percent of newborns are underweight.

2.13 The AIDS epidemnic is among the worst in the world. A survey in 1986 found
HIV infection rates in urban areas estimated at 18 percent for the general population and
30 percent for the adults aged 26 to 40. Today, the epidemic continues to worsen, with a
new incidence rate of 3 to 5 percent in urban areas and HIV infection already a major
cause of morbidity and mortality in the cities: 30 percent of pregnant women attending
pre-natal clinics in Kigali are HIV positive and 90 percent of al! deaths among women of
childbearing age in urban areas are caused by AIDS. There are over 60,000 AIDS
orphans in Rwanda, some whom have become street children. In rural areas, the
seroprevalence rate is estimated at 2.5 percent but is expected to rise with the movement
of the military forces and displaced people in the northern part of the country. Individuals
in refugee camps are at high risk for the spread of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).
Already, adult populations living along the main roads have seroprevalence rates of 10
percent. There is fear among public health professionals that the spread of AIDS will be
similar to what happened in Uganda a few years ago during the civil war when the adult
populations of entire villages were decimated by AIDS brought in by infected soldiers.
The health and economic impact of the epidemic are severe, but the AIDS epidemic is
unlikely to have a major effect on population growth. It will probably worsen the
country's poverty and economic situation as it tends to strike the most productive parts of
the population (see box 2-2).
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Source: Prepared by Bank Staff based on interviews with households.

2.14 The results of the 1991 Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) show that 45%
of children suffer from chronic malnutrition as measured by height for age though acute
malnutrition is only 6% as measured by weight for height. The poor nutrition situation has
increased the infant mortality rate (IMR). The stunting data (height for age) and other
evidence indicates a high prevalence of parasitic infestation and diarrhea. Furthermore,
the quality of nutrition has deteriorated over time, as farmers switch from cereal3 to sweet
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potatoes and cassava which produce more calories per hectare but have fewer essential
micronutrients and protein.

D. GEOGRAPHIC DISTBUTION OF POVERTY

2.15 The 1983-85 survey provides data on the geographic dispersion of poverty in
Rwanda after adjusting for cost of living differentials. Poverty was most pronounced in
the south-central region as shown by table 2-1. As the sample size from the survey was
small, it was not possible to dissaggregate the survey results into smaller geographical
units. Data from indit sources such as the Ministries of Plan, Health and Interior were
used to construct poverty indices for all nine prefectures and all 147 communes in Rwanda
to select target zones for labor intensive works funded by the Programme National des
Actions Sociales (PNAS). These indices combined the following: destitute population,
level of underemployment, food shortages and level of economic infastructure. These
indices confirm the concentration of poverty in the south-central region as shown in Table
2-2.

Table 2-2: *Rwada -Prqfeces wked by Indev of Poverty

Prefectres Index of Poverty Poverty Rank
Kibuye 820 1
Gikongoro 674 2
Butare 392 3
aitarama 342 4

Cynagugu 291 5
Ruhengeri 221 6
Byumba 168 7
Kigali 67 8
Kibungo -169 9
National Average 312
Source: UNDP/ILO Rwanda: Programme Nalional des Actions Sociales - Document pr6paratoire
pour la composante HIMO

E. PovERTY TRENDS SINCE 1985

2.16 Estimates of poverty since 1985 are based on the assumptions that income
distribution remained constant and aveage expenditures varied directly with changes in
per capita income. The results are given in Table 2-3 and Figure 5-1. Whenever societies
have experienced severe economic crises such as famines, there has been an increase in
inequality as the poor sell off assets in one period to deal with the immediate crisis and
start the next period with less income earning potential. A sensitivity test with worsening
income distribution is described in Annex B. However, the trends from both alternatives
are similar. Table 2-3 shows the estimated evolution of poverty since 1985.
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Table 2-3: Rwan - Poverty E _it 1985-1992
Item 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Poverty Head
count 40.0% 37.9% 41.2%/ 42.4% 43.6% 46.5% 51.2% 53.7%
Poverty Gap 8.4% 7.8V0 9.0% 9.4% 9.9% 11.1% }3.0% 14.2%
Poverty Severity 2.4% 2.2% 2.70% 2.8% 3.0%/o 3.5% 4.4% 4.9%
Changes in 1.9% -3.7% -1.3% -1.4% -3.3% -4.7% -2.4%
Inc./Cap.
Source: Bak Staff Esimats

2.17 Figure 2-1 illustrates the poverty trends between 1985 and 1992 graphically.

Figure 2-1 Rwanda Poverty Trends 1985-92
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F. NATIONAL CAPACrrY FOR POVERTY MONrrORING

2.18 Rwanda's capacity to monitor poverty trends is being strengthened under the
PNAS program which is financing several rounds of poverty monitoring surveys. Within
the next four years three rounds of surveys are planned. PNAS is also providing support
to build up government capacity to analyze the survey results and monitor poverty in other
ways. Apart from the surveys, secondary data are available from nutrition monitoring,
commune reports on population affected by economic crises and the Ministry of Plan's
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decentralization unit which monitors trends in different regions. The commune authorities
are good at keeping track of the absolute poor in their areas. This is done not only to
provide assistance when available but also to detennine eliribility for exemption from po}l
taxes. These data provide a useful source of information to monitor poverty trends.

G. WOMEN AND POVERTY

2.19 The dismal poverty situation in Rwanda is worsened in the case of women by
their status in Rwandese society. Traditional women's roles are beginning to disappear
with increasing monetization of the economy and declining stocks of household assets
such as land, but tradition has generally kept women from adopting new roles suited to a
modem economy. Certain legal and institutional measures to improve women's status
have been initiated, but tend to be ineffectively implemented. The principle of gender
equality, stated in international agreements signed by Rwanda6 and in the 1978
Constitution, is claimed in official speeches, but not yet enforced. Women have no
inheritance rights under traditional law as they are supposed to produce food for their
families on land belonging to their fathers or husbands. A new Family Code has been
established which still contains several discriminatory provisions. These provisions are
related to female land and inheritance riglits as well as matrimonial and parental rights.
Discriminatory provisions regarding female adultery are also found in the Penal Code.
And finally, social and family pressure along with women's unawareness of their rights
fosters the large gap existing between the law and its application. On the rare occasion
when they do assert their right, 'frequently rule against women on traditional grounds.
This lack of access to land and the increasing number of women in non-formal marriages
(and without any traditional rights) has led to an increase in the numbers of female headed
households living in poverty.

2.20 Historically, women have been responsible for food production and have been
barred from other activities. Growing land pressures and modernization have reduced
women's traditional roles of producing food for the household, but traditional practices
and values still keep them from taking on new roles more suited for a modem economy.
Consequently, few women have opportunities to enter the modem economy and generate
cash income.

H. THE PROBLEM OF REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS

2.21 The acute poverty problem has been complicated by the problem of refugees and
displaced persons7. The 1990 civil war led to turmoil affecting the prefectures of Byumba
and Ruhengeri and to a lesser extent in the prefecture of Kigali (which received refugees

6 Rwanda signed the "Universal Declaration of Human Rights", the International Pact regarding Civil, Political,
Economic, Social and Cultural rights, the Agreement on the Abolition of all forms of Discrimination towards
Women.

7 Displaced persms are those who are stilt displaced within nationa borders while refugees have crossed
interational frontiers.
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and displaced persons from elsewhere). In early 1993, the total number of refugees and
displaced persons amounted to 900,000 i.e. over 12% of Rwanda's population.

2. . Ruhengeri Prefecture: By February 1993, one assessment mission found five of
the sixteen communes almost uninhabited, while the population had more than doubled in
six communes which accommodated the outflow. Two more communes were invaded by
refugees who subsequently left for other destinations. Refugee camps have been set up in
six communes while in the others parishes provide food and shelter.

2.23 Byumba Prefecture: Most of the population from five of the seventeen
communes had moved out while five others had doubled their populations. The remaining
seven communes saw continued in and out flows of population during the war.

2.24 Kigali Prefecture and the Urban Prefecture of Kigali City: Centers to deal
with refugees and displaced persons were set-up in several parishes in addition to refugee
canps. The total number of displaced persons in this area was estimated to be 450,000 in
early 1993. For example, Rutongo commune had 140,000 refugees in March 1993,
though recently about half seemed to have returned to their homes in the north.

2.25 These flows were accompanied by a dramatic rise in mortality. While war
casualties claimed about 100,000 young people (dead, missing or possibly prisoners),
camps for refugees and displaced persons experienced high death rates due to infectious
and parasitic diseases as well as malnutrition. The infant mortality rate in the camps was
as high as 300 per thousand live births.

2.26 There were numerous socioeconomic effects of these populations flows
including:

* The sudden and spontaneous displacements bring about separation and scattering of
entire families, and affect greatly birth, mortality, marriage and divorce rates;

e Health and nutrition: because of war and destruction in originating areas, and high
demand for health care in host areas, health care centers are disorganized, and health
care programs are either nalted or in need of restructuring. Possible consequences
include sexually transmitted diseases, malnutrition, and infectious and parasitic
diseases severely affecting the health of mothers and children;

* Lack of basic infrastructure sujch as safe water and latrines, which also has an impact
on health and sanitation;

* No schooling during the period of displacement for a considerable proportion of tne
population;

* Unemployment and under-employment, which leads to an increase in crimes and
delinquency; and
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Cessation or paralysis of socioeconomic development programs.

2.27 Displaced persons are supposed to go back to their communes following the
peace agreement, but meanwhile, they will have suffered extremely harsh living conditions.
Moreover, there is no guarantee that they will find their homes, lands and belongings
intact in their orgin communes. Many of displaced came from the most productive
agriculture regions of Rwanda and agriculture production suffered as little was planted in
these normally surplus areas.

2.28 By late 1993, the number of displaced persons had dropped to less than a third
of the peak registered at the beginning of 1993. However, the events in Burundi have led
to a tidl wave of refugees from Brundi, prncipaly in the southern part of the country
where poverty problems are already severe and the situation of the host population already
precarious.



IIL POVERTY DIMENSIONS OF MACROECONOMICS,
REGULATIONS AND PUBLIC FINANCE ISSUES

A. OVERVIEW

3.1 Rwanda's macroeconomic and regulatory famework has not been conducive to
the onset of sustainable labor intensive growth (necessary for poverty reduction) in the
past because the Govanment has historically tended to: (a) heavily regulate the economy
from artisans to air transport; (b) maintain artficially high exchange rates'; (c) restrict free
movements of population and labor, (d) control cropping patterns (forbidding cutting
down coffee trees); and (e) control social behavior. This restrictive environment has
tended to make conditions worse for the poor because it: (a) constrained economic
growth; (b) reduced the ability of the poor to better their situation by migrating; (c)
slowed the pace of urban market development; (d) made access to basic schooling too
expensive for the poor, and (e) made it difficult to set up new businesses.

3.2 This chapter examines the macroeconomic, regulatory and public expenditure
issues that have affected poverty and growth in Rwanda in the past. Section B examines
the macroeconomic framework including analysis of (a) trends before the adjustment; and
(b) the structural adjustment program and its effects on the poor. Section C focuses on
the reguatory environment and its effects on growt!i and poverty while section D focuses
on public finance trends and incidence.

B. MACROECONOInC TRENDS

1. Trends before the Adjustment Program

3.3 Rwanda's macroecononic framework has been shaped by the following: (a)
falling external terms of trade since the early 1980s; (b) an excessive focus on traditional
export crops; (c) the civil war and its associated effects; and (d) the structural adjustment
program since 1990. Despite poor macroeconomic, fiscal and regulatory policies, with
support from generous donor financing and good coffee prices, the government
maintained artificially high exchange rates, low inflation and fiscal balance through the
1970s and 1980s. Export taxes on coffee were a good source of revenue, but, following
the drop in coffee prices from 1986, these were replaced by price supports. The current
budget which had a surplus equivalent to 1.2% of GDP in 1985 changed to a deficit of
3.8% in 1990 (before the effect of the war increased the deficit fiurther). Due to
government intervention, the volume of coffee exports did not decline despite the fall in
prices. The economy also slowed down as Rwanda's rapid population growth consumed
the last remaining land frontiers and it was no longer possible to increase agricultural
output by bringing new land into production.

T lbis was mostly rectfied following the adoption of the stutualn adjustment prog, but foreg ehanw
ctinue tD be mtioncd andthe isa flouishing blawk-mart (driven by unetinty).
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3.4 In the 1980s, the slowing economy reduced non-coffee sources of government
revenues while expenditures increased and the government increasingly resorted to
domestic bank borrowing crowding out the private sector from investment capital. At the
same time, while export revenues were declining, Rwanda allowed its currency to
appreciate against those of its competitors and trading partners leading to increased
external imbalances. These imbalances became unsustainable by 1990 and the govenmment
requested support of the Bretton Woods institutions for a structural adjustment program.

3.5 The distorted economic policies did not help the poor because the poor rely
mostly on own production from the land and derive little benefit from irnported goods
made cheaper by the over-valued exchange rate. Results from farm level surveys9 indicate
that despite the fact that the official price of coffee was set at 120 FRWIkg, farmers
received about 80-85 FRW/kg. The overvalued exchange rate also hurt the poor by
providing opportunities for the better-off and better-connected to earn "scarcity rents"
from them, in addition to providing the wrong market signals and thereby stifling
econornic growth.10

2. Effects of the Structural Adjustment Program

3.6 A sructural adjustment may affect the poor in three ways: (a) as producers of
tradables; (b) as workers emnployed in the production of tradables; and (c) as consumers
faced with increased prices. The first two combine to form the supply response. The poor
benefited as producers of tradables as they account for about 35% of cash crop sales in
Rwanda and should have benefited from an increase in the price of tradables. WNhile there
seems to have been some increase in the production of tradable goods due to higher
prices,j the poor were generally unable to benefit from any increased employment
opportunities in production of tradables due to restricted labor mobility. The potentially
positive effect of Rwanda's adjustment program on poverty was highly subdued because of
regulatory restrictions on factor mobility, the effect of ste- marketing boards, a
downward trend in international prices for tea and coffee, and the armed conflict which led
to a deterioration of fiscal policy and a negative shift in public expenditures towards
defense spending at the expense of social services. However, the poor were hardly
affected by increased prices of consumption goods because (a) they are less exposed to the
cash economy and (b) the prices of food, which is the major consumption item among the
poor, did not rise significantly.

9 Carried out by Michigan State University and the Ministr of Agriculture with USAID support

10 Ravallion and Lipton (1992) note that the failure to reform policy and allow the exchange rate to adjust,
instead employ rationing and quotas to cope with imbalances in the extemal accounts, is to the clear detriment
of the poor. The beneficiaries of maintainmg an overvaTued exchange rate and related policy distortions usually
are the urban rich. The political economy of distortion favonng the urban elite, the most influential interest
group, without doubt explains why such policies prevailed for so long without being challenged, even in the
face of obvious eoonomic decline
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a. Supply Responsefrom Adjustment

3.7 The price of tradables increased relative to non-tredables but did not lead to as
high a supply response as expected because of regulatory restrictions. The poor could
not benefit by moving to jobs in tradable sectors but did benefit from increased prices of
cash crops even though this increase was not as high as expected because of interference
by agriculture parastatals.

Table 341 Classfwat on of Roo&L and services as p eradbl
items Nona-traded E!2orted Impor-ted
Food, Beverages Sweet Potaoes, White Bananas, Coffe, Tea, Cereas, Bens,
& Tobacco Potatoes, Cassava, Vegetables, Pyrethrum, Beverages, Powder Milk,

Sorghum, Peas, Maize, I)racaena Cooling Oil, Salt, Sugar
Fruits, Tobacco,
Vegetables, Eggs,
Banana Beer, Fresh Milk

Clothing & Used Clothing, School Leather New Clothing, Shoes &
Hygiene Clothing, Soap, Boots

Detergent Insect-Powder

Water & Energy Water, Charcoal Petroleum Products
Electricity,

Household Bedding Furniture Basket-work & other Crockery
Fittings Cottage Industry Products

Health & Text-books, Basic Paper, Medicines,
Education Medicines Hospital Equipment

Transport & Transport Services Private & Utility
Communications Vehicles,

Telecommunication
Devices

Leisure Sports, Games, Radio & TV Sets,
Newspapers Photographic

Equipment, Books,
Fitms

Soure: Mfint (1992)

3.8 Table 3-111 classifies various goods in Rwanda according to their tradability.
Using this breakdown of tradability, the price indices of tradables and non-tradables were
calculated for the period November 1990 to June 1991 following a nominal devaluation of
40% in foreign currency terms. Non-tradable prices fluctuate around the 110 level
(1989=100) while tradable prices continue to rise, reaching almost 130 by June 1991. The
real exchange rate defined as the ratio of tradable to non-tradable prices, rose 31% from
November 1990 to June 1991. This period covered does not include the effect of the 30%-
fatl in international coffee prices.

I The breakdown of tradablesnon-tadables and the discussion in this pargph is dramwn from Minot (1992).
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3.9 The effectiveness ratio of the devaluation (ratio of increase in relative price of
tradables to the size of the devaluation) was 47%. A study'2 on the effectiveness ratio'3 of
devaluation for a wide range of countries found an average of 60% for the calendar year
following devaluation. While, the effectiveness of the Rwandan devaluation fafls short of
this average, more recent price data indicate that prices of tradables continue to rise
relative to non-tradables.

Box 34: Yhe Tea Sector

The production and processing of tea are closely motitored by a Gate agency, OCIR-TMe
which also has the purchasing monopoly in the country. The producerp is fixed by
decree and, at the time of the November 1990 devaluation, was lS FRW per kg. The
devaluation caused the price of tea, in FRW terms, to go up, The rise, it passed on to the
firmer, should have stimulated an increase in the volume and an imnprovement in the quality

tea produced. Instead tea exports decreased by 9.5% in : 190.while world market prices
had. gone up by 5.6%. Exports picked up significantly th hin 1991, both in value and
vohune. .

OCIR-The did however not pass the price increases to the prodbcers.. arguing that the
devaluation had also caused costs of inputs to nse - uni.February -1 993, when a new
deaie set the producer price at 20 FRW per kg. A sight n ei :production has been
rec rded since then, although it is too early to assess ita sicn. Production extension
is restricted by the availability of land, and production intensification is hampered by a
recet two-fold increase in the cost of ferttlizers.

OCIR-Th6 returns increased from about FRW 250 million in 1990 to FRW 500 million in
1991 and FRW 600 million in 1992.

Source: Prepared by Bank Staff based on interviews with OCIR-Thd.

3.10 The increase in the relative price of tradables should have translated into an
increase in output and a consequent increase in income. This income would have then
fueled demand for domestic goods generating a further supply response. While the price
of tradables relative to non-tradables did increase, this did not result in as large a supply
response as expected because of several factors: (a) restrictions on factor mobility
particularly labor; (b) sharp falls in international prices of Rwanda's main export
commodity; (c) increased transport costs as the direct route through Uganda was cut off
by the war; (d) continued interference by government and parastatals in the market; and
(e) fall-out from the civil war. Whatever supply response was beginning to happen was
hurt by the collapse of international prices of Rwanda's major export, coffee, which fell

12 Edwards (1989)

13 Measured as the ratio of the increase in relative price of tradeables to non-tradeables to the level of
devaluation.
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almost 30% recovering slightly in 1993 but remaining far below its previous level.
Nevertheless, there seems to have been some increase in non-traditional agricultural
exports but these were limited by high transport costs, continued government regulations
on export business and the lack of an effiective Rwandese export network.

3.11 Th.e few sectors which recorded an increase in their exports are: bananas
(towards Switzerland), processed and unprocessed leather (towards Belgiu~m), Dracaena'
plants (towards Germany), and green beans (towards France). These isolated cases cannot
compensate for the absence of a general supply response to the change in relative prices.
The factors working against expansionary effects of a devaluation included increase in the
cost of imported- intermediate goods and other inputs. Rising transport costs also offset
some of the competitive edge the devaluation might have provided. The box below
attempts to explore the reasons for the rise in land transport costs.

Source: Prdlepaed by Bnk tafbsedo itb iews disavnaevsBvsis neighbos; ra
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b. Effect of Adjustment on the Incomes of the Poor

3.12 It is difficult to analyze the effect of the adjustment program on the incomes of
poor because overall economic conditions worsened and everybody was worse off. The
poor may have been affected less than the non-poor because their labor market
participation is low. The poor also earn a larger proportion of their cash income from
cash crop sales and may have benefited proportionately more from increases in prices of
tradables (such as coffee and tea).

3.13 Real wages fell following the devaluation though these decreases in real wages
were probably related more to a fall-off in economic activities due to the war than to the
adjustment program. The effect on the income of poor households, particularly in the
rural areas, would have been marginal simply because participation in the wage labor
market is low. The data available points towards a 3.5% decrease in real agricultural
wages and an 8.5% decrease in real urban wages during the year following the first
devaluation. In the rural areas, where most of the poor dwell, only 4.4% of households
have wage employment as their primary occupation; 52.1% of them derive some income
from wage employment. The corresponding figures for the urban areas are 35.3% and
67.3% respectively - which is still low.

C Effect on Consumption

3.14 Due to various shocks including the war, real per capita incomes declined over
7% between 1990 and 1992 and everybody got worse off. Nevertheless, the inflationary
effect of devaluation on the poor in Rwanda has been buffered by the fact that "own-
consumption" is significant among them. While incomes fell, the inflationary
consequences of devaluation did not affect the poor very much as illustrated by Tables 3-2
and 3-3 below which show the evolution of the Consumer Price Index for all commodities
taken together and for food (the major consumption item of the poor).

Table 3-2: Consume Price Index weighted by market partcipaton: All commodites
CPL: All 1990 1991 1992 1993
UrbanPoor 100 110.33 115.10 125.66
Rural Poor 100 103.80 104.99 106.98
Urban Non-Poor 100 112.71 118.57 131.56
RuDl Non-Poor 100 104.26 105.59 107.82

Source: Bank Staff Esimates

Table 3-3: Consumer Price Index weighted by market participation: Food items Only
CPI: Food 1990 1991 1992 1993
Urban Poor 100 101.43 102.48 105.67
Rural Poor 100 102.52 102.81 103.43
Urban Non-Poor 100 101.57 102.73 106.23
Rumal Non-Poor 100 102.77 103.09 103.78

Source: Bank staff estimates based on Government price series and results of the household income and
expenditure survey.
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3.15 These price indices which take into account actual market participation indicate
that the potentially deleterious consequences of adjustment on consumption have been
relatively moderate - especially as far as food items are concerned (for which two effects
combine: limited market participation, and the fact that the traded components of food
expenditures are significantly less than the non-traded components). Thus, while there is
legitimate cause for concern over the adverse impact of retail price increases for the low-
income net consumers in resource-poor areas, it needs to be tempered by the recognition
of the high share of home production and the realization that price-related adjustment is an
important element of any strategy to increase farm-gate prices, raise agricultural
productivity, and boost off-farm incomes.

3.16 The poorest segments of the population may still be adversely affected by
changes in prices and it may be desirable to develop targeted programs to help them.
Also, while the high level of home production protects the rural poor from higher
consumer prices, it does not help the urban poor. The latter will pay higher transport
costs to get to and from work. This effect can be mitigated by decreasing restrictions on
the urban transport sector.

C. INCENTIVE AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

1. Incentive Framework

3.17 Rwanda's regulatory and incentive framework have worked to the disadvantage
of Rwanda's poor by restricting their opportunities to improve their cone 'on. They have
also allowed the non-poor who are better connected to earn rents. The proposals for
regulsatory reform in the adjustment program would have tended to work in favor of the
poor had they been fully implemented. Implenmezntation was delayed in many areas
because of the wa-.

3.18 A major item of the structural adjustment package was the modification of the
incentive structure by (a) eliminating all export taxes and most import prohibitions and
quotas; and (b) introducing a new simplified tariff structure. Trade restrictions allow a
favored few to enjoy "rents" and these tend to be the better-off. Trade liberalization
would therefore tend to increase equity.

3.19 The various changes brought to the tariffltaxation structure were: (a) increase in
the specific tax on petroleum products, proportional to the exchange rate adjustment; (b)
increase in the sales tax from 6% to 10% for most commodities'4 and changing the tax
base from the cost of production to the selling price; (c) reduction in the scope and
extent of tax exemptions; (d) merging customs duties and other charges on imports; (e)
conversion from specific to ad valorem custom duties for all commodities except for oil
products, alcoholic beverages and tobacco; (f) removal of export duties on all
commodities except coffee; (g) increase in minimum tariff from 5% to 10%; and (h)

t4 2% to 5% for essetWia commodities, and of 1% to 5% on services and entertainMent
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introduction of a temporary 5% service fee on foreign exchange transactions for import
purposes.

3.20 Many of these accompanying measures were clearly intended to dampen the
immediate effects of devaluation on the balance of trade: exports are rendered still more
attractive by the removal of export taxes while imports are discouraged by a seies of
measures. While these measures are useful in the short-term, they might be harmful in the
long run. Anti-trade biases have never really proved successful, except in very specific
cases like Taiwan and Korea.

3.21 Relaxing trade and other distortions alone is not sufficient to stimulate poverty-
reduction. Lipton and Ravallion (1993) note: "The emerging consensus is that successful
adjustment, while it can help reduce poverty, is harder than had once been thought. It
requires a large and not too slow aggregate supply response. Markets may achieve this
best where states do more - by providing infrastructure, public or merit goods - to enable
the poor to be part of that response."

2. Employment and the Labor Market

3.22 The number of new entrants on the labor market is expected to increase from
130,000 per year in 1960 to 360,000 per year in 2015. It will be difficult for the Rwandan
economy to absorb this work-force because the agricultural sector is already saturated and
the development of off-farm employment will take time. The industrial sector consists
mainly of small-scale agro-industries; its expansion will necessitate adjustment measures
and while some increase in employment may be possible in the short run, this is unlikely to
be enough to absorb the growing labor force.

3.23 Private enterprise development is hampered by (a) excessive government
regulation and insufficient promotion; (b) lack of access to credit; and (c) limited domestic
markets. Migration from rural areas to cities where migrant workers could find
opportunities in the informal sector is made difficult by laws and regulations restricting
labor mobility. Migration towards neighboring countries is limited either by political
reasons or by the absorptive capacity of the neighboring regions.

3.24 Presently, the law is extremely burdensome on employers. All employment
must be registered with the Ministry of Labor in order to avoid ethnic discrimination,
although this is planned to be phased out in 1994 following the installation of the new
multiethnic government. Minimum wages and benefits packages are legislated by the state.
Both hiring and firing are administratively cumbersome, even for small enterprises. The
Chamber of Commerce has identified these restrictions as important limitations on the
development of the private sector in Rwanda.

3.25 Modifications have been proposed to the labor code which are intended to
stimulate employment in the private sector and will be discussed by the new parliament
when it meets in early 1994. The main elements of this reform are:
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(a) Abolition of the residence permit required for anyone wishing to stay in a
town/village other than that of his permanent residence for more than three
days. In order to obtain this permit, a work permit must be obtained first.
This measure is now in the process of being abolished. The urban private
sector, both formal and informal, should benefit from labor mobility.

(b) Burden of proof in case of lay-off is the employer's. The rationale for this
measure is to ensure access to courts by people who would otherwise be
deprived of it because of the absence of arbitration boards. This system is
going to be maintained while the possibility of creating arbitration
structures is being studied.

(c) Minimum wage: the basic hiring wage has not been an effective constraint
so far. Its effect has been to force the unskilled poor to accept jobs which
are not officially recognized increasing the potential for exploitation. What
has been constraining is the rigid classification of work categories (the
minimum wage is established for each one of five categories). The labor
legislation reform proposes to abolish these categories, except for unskilled
workers. The statutory wage increase system may be abandoned; wage
determination will henceforth depend upon market conditions and upon the
state of public finance.

(d) Days off and bonuses: the new labor legislation framework will allow for
fewer emergency leaves and days off, and plans to monitor the
bonus/allowance system.

(e) Female labor: the previous ban on night-work for women will be lifted.
(This is an old law designed to improve morality by attempting to ban
prostitution indirectly).

3. Access to Financial Markets by the Poor

3.26 Rural Rwanda is a net generator of savings though studies show that while 75%
of deposits come from rural areas, 60% of lending goes to urban areas. Most poor
families have little access to financial markets even though the Banque Populaire (see Box
3-3), which is considered a commercial bank, has branches everywhere and is quite
successful in mobilizing rural savings. Despite this large pool of savings the poor are
unable to get credit because they lack formally recognized security (land cannot be used as
security). They are thus generally shut out of formal credit and rely on traditional sources.

3.27 Traditional financial arrangements such as "tontines" are common. The tontine
is a financial association between people who are already acquainted with each other; the
contributions of the members are pooled and paid to each member in turn. Small-scale
tontines do not make any use of the official banking system though the larger associations
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use banks. Rural households provide labor and other factors of production to each other
in the form of credit payable later in kind. Deposits in these banks were of the order of
FRW 3.4 billion in 1992 excluding deposits made in small tontines. The B3anque Populaire
has facilities to lend to small businesses at reasonable rates. Most informal cooperatives
have bank accounts in their local Banque Populaire. Savings rates are thought to be high,
and the Banque Populaire had FRW 4.4 billion (US$32 million) on deposit in 1993.

Pwemjatoc;r , ,, s: 589 :f ,e,er .n 4,1 ,f ;e. ,
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D. PuBLIc ExpnDrruRI AND REVNUES

3.28 Rwanda has had a history of conservative fiscal management which was made
possible by revenues generated from good coffee prices and generous donor assistance.
S.rplus budgets were conmnon, and the civil service was smaSl but relatively well paid. At
the same time the incidence of public expenditures and revenues was more or less
distribution neutral. The situation changed with the down-turn in coffee prices and led
the government to decide to support the price of coffee and turned the coffee sector from
a source of revenues to a drain on the treasury. The govermment ran a surplus equivalent
to 1.4% of GDP in 1985 which had changed by 1992 to a deficit of about 7.4% of GDP.

Table 3-4 Rwd Dsriblion of Pblic E Nur ad Rwum by Brad Category

Economic Category 1985 1989 1990 1991 M2
EXPEANDrTURI?

SocialSemoes 35% 30% 27/o 20% 20%

Economic Services 13% 13% 9% 7% 5%

OtherEpenditure 45% 49° 570/ 61% 640

Interest on Pubhc Debt 7Yo 90A 7%o 12% 11%

Total Expenditures 18,550 23,850 29,930 39,830 43,200

Public Expenditures as Percent of GDP 9.4% 12.3% 15.70% 21.6% 20.7%

RE

Tax on ncomne and Prflt 19% 21% 23% 19%/e 2

Taxes on Propety 2% 2% 3% 2% 2%

Domnec Taxes on Goods & Sences 25% 33% 34% 35% 34%

Eips Taxes 15% 7%o 8% 6% 5%

Impo,lDutie 27/o 21% 19°h 25% 26%

Tota Tax Revenues 89% 85% 87% 87/o 860

Non-Tax Revenue andAdjusiment 11% 15% 13% 13% 14%

Total Revenues (milion F7R1V) 21,183 24,443 21,622 24,994 27,691
Revenues as Percent of GDP 10.8% 12.6% 11.4% 13.5% 13.30
Source: Preparedby Bak Staffbdon Minityof Pln dat. 1992 is based onbugtfige Otryears are als

3.29 Another negative factor was the armed conflict. The proportion of expenditures
going to social services declined from 35% to 20% while economic services declined from
13% to 5%. Other expenditures which include primarily defense and general
administration increased their share from 45% to 64%. The role of income-based taxation
remaned stagnant in revenues and the primary sources of revenues are taxes on domestic
goods and services and on imports. The share of export taxes dropped sharply from 15%
of revenues to 5% primarily as a result the coffee tax being transformed into a coffee
price support.

3.30 It is very difficult to track execution of public expenditures through the budget
accounting systems. Significant changes in public finance management and accounting
systems are necessary. The execution of public expenditures continued to be a problem
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and the problem is particularly acute in the health sector e.g. drug procurement is usually
late.

3.31 The incidence of the tax and expenditure system was analyzed to assess its
impact on the poor. This type of analysis provides insights into how govermnent
expenditures and taxes impact the poor over time and can be used to recommend more
equitable expenditure/tax programs. Data on the income sources and consumption
patterns of the poor provides useful insights into the progressiveness of the tax system in
economies where income-based taxation is not the major source of revenue. For example,
taxes on factory beer are paid mostly by the non-poor as the poor tend to drink mostly
home made sorghum and banana beer. Similarly, taxes on motor vehicle fuel would be
progressive, but taxes on used clothing would be regressive. If home brewed beer were to
be taxed, it would be regressive. The results from the 1985 income and expenditure
survey were used to assess which group paid what tax and which group benefited from
government expenditures between 1985 and 1992. The methodology is described in
Annex B and results are shown in Figures 3-1 to 3-3. These show that Rwanda's tax and
expenditure system was distribution neutral in 1985. In 1985, the tax and expenditure
system of the government decreased both the incomes of the poor (by 2.8%) and of the
non-poor (by 1.3%). By 1992, the situation had become much more regressive primarily
due to increased defense expenditures; even though the system has had little net effect on
incomes of the poor; it increased the incomes of the non-poor by 13.4%.

3.32 Figures 3-1 to 3-315 show that, unlike many countries in Africa, Rwanda had a
fairly equitable tax and expenditure system when examined from the perspective of its
impact on consumption. It has become less equitable over time even though the equity of
the tax system improved as the export tax on coffee dropped in importance. The
government needs to develop public expenditure proposals to redress the bias. This will
mean increasing resources for health services and education while providing targeted
assistance to the poor.

5 These estinates have been prepared using the expenditure pattems from the expenditure survey of 1985. The
low impact on the poor is due to the fact that the proportion of cash purchases is a much smaller part of the
consumption basket of the poor than of the non-poor. It is possible that this proportion has increased since
1985. If that is so, the tax and expenditure system would be less equitable than shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3-1: Rwanda - Trends in Tax Incidence by
Poverty Level
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Figure 3-2: Rwanda - Trends in Incidence of Public
Expenditure by Poverty Level
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Figure 3-3: Rwanda - Net Incidence of Government
Expenditures and Taxes by Poverty Level
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IV. SECTORAL CONSTRAINTS TO POVERTY
REDUCING GROWTH

A. OVERVIEW

4.1 Apart from the macroeconomic problems discussed in the previous chapter,
several sectoral issues affect the onset of labor-using growth in Rwanda. These include:
(a) rapid population growth and the ineffectiveness of family planning services; (b)
environmental degradation; (c) constraints to urbanization impeding the development of
markets for domestic agriculture and other production; (d) agriculture policies focused on
specific crops rather than broad sectoral constraints; (e) land tenure problems; and (f)
ineffective human resource development. This chapter addresses how these issues have
impeded development and poverty reduction in the past and continue to do so at present.

B. POPULATION ANm FAMILY PLANNING

1. Evolution and Consequences of Rapid Population Growth

4.2 Rwanda's population density is 280 persons per square kilometer and is
increasing at 3% (or 8 persons per km2) per year. The results from the Demographic and
Health Survey (DHS) of 1992 show the total fertility rate (TFR)'6 falling from 8.4 in 1982
to 6.2 in 1992. The fertility reduction between these two periods has been the most
pronounced among younger cohorts implying that future surveys may find even lower
TFR. The reduction in fertility seems to have been accomplished by a much sharper than
expected increase in contraceptive use.

4.3 Despite this improvement, Rwanda has a long way to go before it has addressed
the population problem which is one of the main constraints to its development and is also
one of the main forces driving the rapid increase in poverty in Rwanda. The data in Table
4-1 illustrates the potential effect of continued populaticn growth in Rwanda. The
population projections in Table 4-1 already build in the impact of the reduction in fertility
and assumes enough fertility decline to reduce the Net Reproduction Rate (NRR)1 7 to I by
204018. NRR to 1 means that the underlying growth rate of the population is zero even
though age-structure effects (such as larger than normal proportion of women in child-
bearing ages) may persist keeping the growth rat non-zero for a period). Even with some
though slow reduction in fertility the population density is expected to increase to over

16 The total fertlity rate is number of children that a women would have if she went through her childbearing
years at each age reflecting the average probability of having a child. In effect, the TFR measures the number
of children born to an average mother in the country if she survives the whole span of her child-bearing years.

17 NRR = I means that the underlying growth rate of the population is zero even though age-structure effects (such
as larger than normal proportion of women in childbearing ages) may persist keeping the growth rate non-zero
for a period.

This is the slow fertility decline alternative prepared by the World Bank staff for comparison.
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900 persons per square kilometer'9 before the population becomes stationary at about 25
million in about 2070.

Tale 4-1: Rwaada - IiitorkdEvoloandProjecaosw of PopuleWon DeniLfyNRR-- lby 20W4
Year 1960 1970 1982 1992 2000 2010 2020 2030
Density in Persons/Sq.Km. 106 142 210 280 340 453 578 705
Total Fertility Rate (TFR) 7.31 7.80 8.40 6.20 6.20 5.90 4.70 3.44
Rate of Natural hicrease 3.3% 3.4% 3.2% 3.0% 2.6% 2.5% 2.3% 2.1%
Population in'OOOs 2,753 3,695 5,471 7,282 8,840 11,769 15,024 18,325
Source: Bank Staff Estimates using low fertility reduction variant

4.4 This rapid increase in population is a major constraint to achieving sustainable
growth because it leads to: (a) increased investments in basic services such as health and
education just to keep up with the population consuming scarce resources which could
otherwise be used to improve access to and the quality of these services; (b) increased
pressure on marginal lands increasing erosion and deforestation problems; (c)
pauperization of families as land is divided among heirs in each generation; and (d)
reduced household per capita resource availability to invest in improving the quality of
their human capital. A more rapid reduction in fertility will be essential.

4.5 To reduce the potential for future catastrophe, Rwanda needs to ensure that
family planning services are available to the whole population. It also needs to identify
laws and customs that encourage high fertility and take effective measures to modify
these. One of the most important determinants of lower fertility is increased mother's
education and Rwanda needs to take a more aggressive approach to enrolling and
retaining female pupils in primary, secondary and tertiary education.

2. Increasing the Demand for Family Planning Services

4.6 The DHS survey of 1992 showed that almost all Rwandese women were aware
of modem contraceptive methods though only 17% had ever used them and only 12%
were currently using them. This discrepancy is explained by several factors including: (a)
opposition by some church leaders; (b) difficulty of access to contraceptives which are
mostly available in public health clinics and usually not in private clinics (mostly church)
which service a large part of the population; (c) traditional practices that tend to favor
high fertility; and (d) poor understanding of the nature and risks of modem contraception.
The contraceptive prevalence rate (CPR) is about 12% when traditional methods are
ignored. This needs to rise to about 20% by 2000 if population growth rates are to fall to
about 2%.

4.7 The opposition from some church leaders has to be countered by strong
leadership by secular leaders. This could involve effective Information, Education and
Communication (IEC) presentations showing the negative impact of high fertility and the

9 The Nile Valley in Egypt, Java and parts of Bangladesh have higher denities but these areas are seeing
increases in per capita income becmas they are better integrated into a market economy.
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simplicity and safety of most modem contraceptives. These IEC messages should be
developed after carefully examining the factors that drive household fertility decisions
through using qualitative studies to complement results from traditional Knowledge,
Attitudes and Practice (KAP) surveys.

4.8 Traditional practices such as land inheritance by only male heirs also tend to
increase fertility as parents (particularly mothers) try to have as many male heirs as
possible to maximize the possibility of at least one supporting them in old age.

3. Improving Supply of Family Planning Services

4.9 The quality and availability of modem family planning services have suffered
because of: (a) weak leadership by the national population office (ONAPO); (b) poor
management of the public health system which is the source of modem contraceptives for
96% of users; (c) poor coordination among donors; (d) family planning volunteers who
are not well motivated or supervised; (e) poor logistics in distribution of materials to
health centers; and (f) poor integration between ONAPO and the Ministry of Health
(MOH). These problems can be addressed and some action is already underway as
shown below.

4.10 The fundamental problems of weak ONAPO leadership and poor integration
between ONAPO and MOH are being addressed in part by transferring the large IDA-
supported population project (which has been inactive under ONAPO control) to MOH
which will provide it with the resources to better equip and supply health centers with
family planning materials. MOH can graduai 1 take over family planning services leaving
ONAPO to play an advocacy and multi-sectoral coordination role. Other donors active in
the sector such as USAID and UNFPA have also been making efforts to make their
programs more effective. Different donor projects are poorly coordinated and despite the
fact that Rwanda can use all the assistance it gets in this area, many donors seem to keep
chasing the samne programs. This problem can be resolved with strong government
leadership and by reducing the rivalry between ONAPO and MOH. Family planning is too
important to be left to volunteers; health workers (part or full-time) need to be better
prepared to provide family planning counseling and contraceptives. In view of the
importance of the sector many donors are willing to provide resources for this.

C. ENVIRONMENTAL IssuEs

4.11 The environmental situation in agricultural areas of Rwanda is worrying, and
problems are starting to develop in some urban areas. The principal problems come from
the vicious circle of poverty, high population growth and pressure on the environment. In
this cycle, the poor are the chief victims and chief culprits. A reduction in poverty itself is
therefore a step to environmental recovery, but environmental improvements can
themselves contribute to the reduction in poverty.
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4.12 In Rwanda, the rapid growth of the population and very high population density
have led since the turn of the century to dramatic deforestation and settlement on very
steep hilltops. Although agricultural productivity has been rising steadily, population
growth has recently been out-stripping it, contributing to an increased frequency of
periodic famines and high vulnerability of the population to slight changes in prices and
weather. Other consequences for the poor include long hours spent in searching for fuel
and water, with impact especially on women and girls. Additional environmental problems
related to poverty include dangerous landslides from settlement on overly steep slopes van
increasing problem as peri-urban areas become more densely settled with illegal
townships), and respiratory illnesses resulting from poor ventilation and indoor cooking
fires.

D. AGRICULTURE ISSUES

A 13 Agricultural growth in Rwanda has been affected by: (a) a high risk environment;
(b) chronic food insecurity which forces farmers to first try to assure their food supply
before looking for ways to maximize output and income; (c) excessive intervention by the
state particularly in favor of coffee; (d) inadequate access to markets despite the country's
good infrastructure because of regulatory and licensing requirements; and (e) very low
input use to restore and/or increase soil fertility. Small holders are several times more
productive than larger farmers. One study20 shows that farms under 0.37 hectares
produce crops worth over 100,000 FRW per hectare while farms larger than 1.91 hectares
produce under 18,000 FRW/ha. This variance may be partly explained by the fact that
large farms do not have many opportunities to sell in markets as the latter are poorly
developed. Furthermore, another factor is the interaction betweer. risk and food security
as small farmers try to produce as much food as they can on their small plots. Food
insecure farmers are unlikely to diversify to produce cash crops including export crops
unless they feel that they have addressed their food security problem. If markets are well
developed and reliable, farmers will be willing to trust the market, but until that happens
many are likely to define food security as food self-sufficiency.

4.14 It is difficult to subscribe to the view expressed by the "Comnmission Nationale
d'Agriculture" in 1991 and echoed in the draft agriculture strategy submitned in 1993, that
small farmers should be encouraged to sell their farms so that larger farmers could absorb
their property and become "more viable and more efficient". It seems that on the contrary,
smaller farms are far more productive. Thus, strategies designed by small farmers are
valuable contributions towards effective intensification and small farmers should be
encouraged as long as they use their meager plots in a sustainable and efficient manner.
While this does not mean that decreasing farm-size will invariably increase productivity, it
implies that the government should be careful about recommendations to consolidate small
farms into larger units.

20 Nicholas Minot. La consommation et les sources de revenu des menages en milieu rural. Presented to the
Seminaire sur les Resultats de l Enqurte Nationale sur le Budget et de la Consommation des Menages. Kigali,
October 14-16, 1991.
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4.15 The Government's recommendation to consolidate dispersed parcels into single
parcels could also have negative consequences for women, as they have no right to inherit
land and are given user rights to small plots controlled by their husband's, father's or
brothers' lineage. Consolidation may effectively deny women access to land, particularly
in the case of widows.

4.16 Even though women are responsible for food production, some surveys2" show
that only 20% of women have any say in major farming decisions such as the purchase of
agriculture equipment. These are decisions left to men by tradition. There has been a
significant increase in the numbers of female headed rural households reaching 22% in
199022. These households are highly disadvantaged and many have no land. Even for
those with access to land, the plots are small averaging less than 0.5 hectares. Agricultural
services and policies with their bias towards cash crops ignore these farmers and provide
no assistance to them. Unless this bias is removed, future programs to stimulate
agricultural productivity risk leaving behind a fifth of the farm-households (mostly poor
and increasing in numbers)23.

Table 4-2: Profitability per Iectarefor Key Crops in Rwanda, 1990
Crop Rank Returns per Hectare in FRW
Sweet Potatoes 1 79,026
Potatoes 2 74,026
Coffee 3 58,926
Banana 4 54,330
Peanuts 5 43,806
Cassava 6 36,970
Soya-beans 7 33,712
Tea 8 31,255
Sorghum 9 29,117
Beans 10 23,418
Peas 11 9,394
Maize 12 8,833

Source: Bank Staff estim based on IFPRI farm budget data and USAID/MinAgni Surveys of Production and pices. Prices used are net
revenue per umit output sold rather than official prices.

4.17 The profitability data shown in Table 4-2 demonstrate why farmers have been
switching to sweet-potatoes and other tubers. Even with price support, coffee is in third
place and is the most profitable only if farmers value the opportunity cost of their time at
more than 80 FRW per day. In reality farrners do not choose among the wide range of
crops illustrated above but within a narrower range suited to their ecological conditions,
but, even so farmers in every ecological zone can find food crops which are more

21 From data collected by the Reseau des Femmes Rwandaises.

22 According to the preliminary results fromu the population census.

23 An example could be the Govermnent/ EC/French Cooperation proposal to provide subsidized inputs during a
transitory phase in order to increase agricultural productivity. If women headed households are not in contact
with extenal services, they would not benefit and would end up paying a prenuum to those ho useholds in
contact with agricultural services. In effect, these poorer households could end up subsidizing better-off
households.
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profitable than cash crops. They will nevertheless grow coffee (and other cash crops)
because they need some cash income24 and because of restrictions against cutting down
coffee bushes.

4.18 The coping strategies being used by small farmers provide valuable clues about
how to increase agricultural productivity per hectare in Rwanda, which remains on the
whole low despite the high population density. Farmers in the poorer regions of Rwanda
are moving to farming systems similar to those in other densely populated parts of the
world. They are: (a) diversifying by combining food crops, cash crops and animal
husbandry; (b) using animal husbandry (particularly pigs) to convert household residues
and waste from beer production into organic fertilizers; (c) switching to sweet potatoes as
a staple food crop; and (d) applying soil conservation techniques such as tree planting.
These practices which are getting more and more widespread are not only good for
reducing risk and food insecurity but also environmentally sustainable.

Box 4-1: Bananas and Food Security

In Rwanda, banana varties introduced late im the lat centry now occupy dominant role,
primarily in the preparation of beer. Bana, which was a seconday crop before 1900, is now the
mnajor source of food energy. In 1990, banana. production oreahedne fifth of ffie food energy
supply or 1,000 billion kcal fbr Rwanda as a whole. This was followed by 900 biflion kcal for
sweet potato, 600 billion kcal for beans and 300 billions for maize. Interestingly, banana could
provide additional food energyAwhich is presefly lost, since an estimatd 40% of the banana's
calories are lost in the. frmentation process. A morcontribution to food security could be
obtained by the repac oifr baiiana by c as This transition will not be easy
due to culural contan and tfac tt 6much 'of the boer bans are grown by betr-off
farmers who arm not fod4nsewme.

4.19 Agricultural services in Rwanda are focused almost exclusively on cash crops.
But food crops account for 95% of the value of agricultural production in Rwanda and
growth in cash crops alone will have little impact on overall growth. While it is important
to increase cash crop production to inject the stimulus necessary for reorienting the
agriculture system from subsistence to market based, agriculture extension services should
start paying more attention to food crops.

E. THE URBAN SITUATION IN RWANDA

4.20 The development of economically dynamic urban areas is a key to the economic
development of the country at large as well as to a reduction in poverty, especially rural
poverty. This section analyses the reasons for the low urbanization found in Rwanda and
the relative weakness of its urban economy.

24 The data from the poverty profile also shows that cash eamings from sales of food crops are higher than that
from sales of coffee (see Annex A).
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4.21 To the outsider, one of the great puzzles about Rwanda is its persistently low
level of urbanization despite the mounting land pressures in rural areas and the low
productivity of farm land. With its high population density, it would be expected that
urban agglomerations would develop, but this has hardly been the case. The urban
population has been growing less than 5% per year since the late 1970s and remains less
than 10% of the population. "Villages" are usually a collection of small farms, rather than
population centers as is understood elsewhere. Remaining widely distributed, surplus
labor is unable to combine into viable units of production (even small ones) and help
develop manufacturing or other non-farm production skills.

4.22 This settlement pattern has been encouraged by policy. Rwanda avoided the
mistakes of many other developing countries and avoided the urban bias in public policy.
In a largely successfal effort to avoid the creation of slums, shanty towns and other urban
housing for the poor, successive governments since Independence have made a concerted
effort to keep the population in the rural areas. These efforts have been manifested by
regulations limiting the size of urban areas, as well as by a program of rural investment
which provides significant social services (including schoo's, health clinics, roads and
other infrastructure) in the rural areas. Much of present policy continues to reflect these
wishes, policies which are largely supported by the NGO and church communities as well
as by other intellectual groups in the country.

4.23 While the rural biased approach has served Rwanda well in the past, its
sustainability has come increasingly called into questior as land pressure mounts. Periodic
faamines have emerged in densely-settled rural are s such as Gikongoro. The slow
development of private sector enterprise (including the informal sector) is a noticeable
limit on GDP growth. The challenge of providing adequate social infrastructure to the
rural population is growing increasingly insurmountable. Meanwhile, the growth of
"quartiers spontanes" (spontaneous neighborhoods) and dense settlement just outside city
limits, is alarming policy makers. There is a threat of destabilizing disorder in urban life,
which they would like to constrain.

4.24 Kigali holds 60% of the urban population (about 5% of the overall population).
About 70% of all registered businesses are in Kigali, as are more than a third of all
banking deposits. These businesses account for more than 20% of GDP. Government
surveys have shown, however, that Kigali's commercial influence on the neighboring
population is low (reaching perhaps 400,000 people or 6% of the rural population), and
much smaller urban centers such as Butare, Ruhengeri, Gitarama, Cyangugu and Kibungo
serve over 300,000 people each, with Butare reaching over 800,000. This is due to the
proximity of these other cities to traditional trade routes, and is facilitated by Rwanda's
well-developed communications infrastructure. A government policy document
recommends the development of 10 such urban centers other than Kigali25. Many of these

25 Articulation de l'impraetif Urin avec le DeveloppementRugionad (Articulation of the Urban Challenge with
Regional Development), Division of Regional and Communal Planning, Minissty of Planning, Government of
Rwanda, November 1992
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towns are extremely small and some have small catchment areas (for instance, Kibuye2 6

has 4,000 residents and serves an estimated population of 12,000).

4.25 This report analyses the effects of these rural biased policies on the household,
especially the poor household. The conclusions drawn also have an implication for the
macro-economy, although these will not be quantified. These issues are under study by
the Government, and recommendations are often along the lines presented here though
actions in terms of important changes in regulation or in investment patterns have not
followed. The following issues in particular describe the present situation in the urban
sector in Rwanda.

4.26 Restrictions on the size of urban areas. A web of regulations exist limiting the
size of urban areas, through residence and work permits, land tenure regulations, business
registration and other bureaucratic instruments. These regulations have the effect of
increasing the number of poor people in the country, and increasing the poverty gap as
well (the severity of poverty for those who are poor). Poverty increases as pressure on
rural land increases and people are not able to move to cities (or other rural areas for that
matter) to relieve the pressure and are thus trapped in increasing poverty. Aside from land
pressure, people are not able to take up more productive job opportunities in urban areas
if these arise, reducing the potential earnings of the household. The dead-weight loss to
the economy is hard to quantify but could be significant.

4.27 This conclusion was supported by the results of the poverty profile, which
showed that urban mean incomes were (in 1984-85) more than twice rural mean incomes.
Only 11% of urban households were classified as poor, as compared with over 41% of
rural households. Although it is not expected that rural and urban incomes would be equal
(rural poverty is more pronounced in almost all countries), this difference is more
pronounced than in a number of neighboring countries and can be reduced significantly.
However, the poverty gap in the two areas was similar, (the proportionate gap between
the average expenditure of the poor and the poverty line),27 a finding which is unusual. In
other words, the poor are less common in the urban areas, but are as poor as their rural
counterparts. These data are consistent with the proposition that policies have limited the
number of the poor in urban areas. It also points to the fact that opportunities for the
poor in urban areas are limited and more need to be developed (see section (d) below on
the informal sector).

4.28 Investments in rural infrastructure have increased living standards in the rural
areas and thus limited the tendency of the population to migrate to urban areas. Religious
organizations have been a major partner in the rural development strategy, complementing
their dense network of churches with substantial assistance to schools, health centers and
other public services. Although this policy achieves the desired effects, it is expensive for

26 Kibuye is the prefectoral capital but even within the prefecture, the cross-roads market center Mabanza with
10,000 people and servicing over 25,000 is a larger urban center.

27 Adjusted for cost of living differences.
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the Government. Also, the geographical pattern of investment has been less than optimal
as measured by the accessibility of services to the poor. For example, health facilities are
widely dispersed in the rural areas, including 18 rural hospitals each with a limited
catchment area due to its rural location. Thus people in other rural areas without a health
facility find it more difficult and more expensive to gain access to care than would be the
case if the facilities were hierarchically based on town sizes (especially for transport
logistics, cost and distance). This also limits the ability of health practitioners to follow up
on their patients. The Ministry of Planning estimates that a third of the population and
40% of the land area may be in this situation.

4.29 Other low-income countries in Africa and elsewhere usually tend to place more
than two thirds of investment in urban centers where ondy a third of the population lives.
In Rwanda, however, the only sectors where urban investment has outstripped the urban
proportion of the population in 1987-92 were health and water (more than a quarter of
investment being in urban areas). All other sectors, incluOing those of education and
energy, have favored rural areas. Overall, 18% of non-agricultural investments were in
urban areas, or about 15% of the total PIP. Private investment tends to go in the opposite
direction, with only a quarter flowing to rural and agricultural projects.

4.30 Land tenure security. Under Rwandese law, all land belongs to the state.
Officially, it cannot be bought or sold. Although various studies have found the tenure
situation of rural land to be relatively secure (operating essentially under traditional law,
and provoking few disputes except in the case of female-headed households), the situation
seems to be reversed in urban areas, where the rights of the state come more directly into
play, and where new settlement patterns are being established. At present, if the
Government wishes to use land occupied by someone for another purpose, the land is
confiscated and the current user compensated for the value of the investment in it - usually
one year's harvest. Prices were set administratively in 1982. Arrears to displaced people
are thought to be substantial (see Box 4-2) and interest is not paid. Although informal
land trading takes place, the price of land is devalued by the insecurity of its tenure.

4.31 These laws are not unusual in the world, but are carried to a rather severe extent
in Rwanda. For instance, if a local government decides to zone an area for industrial
development, or middle-class housing, peasants will have their land confiscated. As
practiced, this policy is strongly anti-poor.
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Box 4-2: Up andDown rh4wry Ladder vv GovrmentA tane

1. Maria, a poor landless woman, has fr teee idren, all irs. She lives on a tiny plot
of land at the edge ofa vlAe near a martwn. The- ld is on th rest of a ridge and there are
no fields associated with-it. e of* her two t useducan nd
works, somei, aS an a .1. br. S.ys hfio airwa inte ton. Howe'ver,
she has mh te tn o t u t Wh, tX send her dldest.
daughters to go-ays l, oe tly. h si yearold is
dog Uell and hopes o -o -a-

2. Joseph, ~z~ter, he ot hisodftt: ioi o ia but fe*ilepla b and on 1a
hillside.VH wa frmrl 6h tWne .f5'Wtl losi a vrdet.bu theewr xopad

in -order to:build a sho. T-he "ho. .pihwl a qaiidstdnsfo aloe h
coot,has tenscwsadfxbi fed ntesac ltlad op a opnae

: ... .: - . .- . :.. - :~~~~~~~~~~~~~i.: D7 

2*~~~~. .- -9 Io * * l X -" :lOIbl :o
.R1,0 (mo aout UUQ n13wen thi occrr . Th ovrmntoe hi a 
Axto ""--- -0'. '

Source: Prepared by Bank Staff based on interiews with households.

4.32 Local government is fairly well developed in Rwanda. There are 10 prefectures,
of which Kigali is the only urban one. There are 147 communes, headed by a
bourgmestre, presently appointed by the president. From 1994, local elections will cover
all local officials. A 1979 law identifying 12 urban districts ("circonscriptions urbaines")
in the largest cities and towns was not followed with any actions to create urban
authorities for these districts.

4.33 Local governments are responsible for the construction of primary schools,
health and nutrition centers, certain courts, development and training centers, and for local
administration such as the police. In addition, they often perform the task of urban land
management, such as land titling, zoning etc. Zoning laws are typically strict. Due to the
weakness of services provided by urban authorities, the Ministry of Public Works and
Energy (MNNITRAPE) often performs public services such as garbage collection and
street repairs. Funding for this has come from the Central Government.

4.34 Urban local authorities have powers of taxation on economic activity including
numerous "umusanzu" or informal taxes, which account for about half of their revenue.
Estimates in 1989 indicated that local taxes, including community labor, could total as
much as 15% of central Government revenues. However, since the advent of multi-
partism in 1992, there has been a country-wide tax revolt, especially against local and
informal taxes, and against the "umuganda" system of cooperative labor, which was
required once a week of all residents. Most local governments therefore find themselves
in a very difficult financial situation, which has left them unusually vulnerable to taxpayer
lobbies (see sub-section on informal sector development) as well as severely weakening
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service provision. A tax harmonization project is under way which will streamline the
system of local taxes.

4.35 The informal sector in Rwanda is relatively weak and, although called informal,
often quite highly regulated and taxed (see Box 4-2). Transition to the formal sector is
also difficult. As the informal sector will of necessity provide the majority of new
opportunities for urban employment in the foreseeable future, actions to stimulate it will
be an important determinant of living standards for much of the poor population,
especially of towns. Unemployment among the youth in towns (ages 20-24) was
estimated at over 80% by the 1992 Employment Survey, although this may be overstated
as informal sector employment was not covered.

4.36 Numerous regulations constrain informal-sector operators, in particular: (a)
residence permits for employees; (b) zoning regulations limiting sales and production
areas; and (c) restrictive labor legislation when an enterprise wishes to become formalized.
Local regulations have if anything grown in recent years as the tax-paying and voting
public (frequently owners of registered businesses or residents of nice neighborhoods) put
pressure on local governments to further restrict and tax informal actors.

4.37 Other limitations on the size of the informal sector include the poor skills and the
frequently low level of education attained by informal sector operators. A shortage of
semi-sldlled workers has been made up traditionally with labor from Zaire. Literacy and
other training services are available from the Government to registered informal sector
operators.
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Box 4-3. Three Registered Cooperatives in Kigali

The cooperatives below are all registered with the local government of Kigali. This
provides each of them with a carte ambulante, specifying where they can sell their wares.

1. A trader's association of people who have all moved to the towkn from the same rural
commune. Thev sell fruit in a downtown, kiosk. Previously, the women sold fruit on the street as
individuals but Nvere frequently harassed by the police. Along with their husbands, they then
formed an association and appealed to the local government for assistance. They were put in touch
with a Canadian NGO, which helped them to build the kiosk, which is in a convenient location.
The opening ceremony for the kiosk wvas attended by the Ministers of Planning and Women's
Affairs. The traders are doingwell and have plans for expansion into other businesses. However,
they would like to restrict other individuals from hawking their wares close to their ldosk without
permits.

2. An association of youths who sell cloth in the city streets. They are a sub-association of a
larger group. This larger group keeps their accounts and funds, on which they do not receive
interest. Local venders associations also restrict new associations from selling on their turf.

3. An association of women who sell peas and beans in a market. They were formally
unregistered but were frequeny harassed by the police. Now that they are registered this bas
stopped. They have received credit from the Banque Populaire (FRW 180,000 between the 6 of
them) which they were able to pay off in 6 months. However, they used it for rolling funds ad
were unsure of the benefit of such a loan.

Responses to some questions put to members:

Would you let someone join your association who can't read and write?
To be able to work with the others is te most important critenon. Hoxwever, we would send threm
for training at the Government's literacy schools - ies fundamental to the business to be able to
read and write.

What is the benefit of getting registered?
The main benefit is that the police no longer harass us. You donlt need to be resistered in order to
get credit or other public benefits.

What advice would you give other people thinlig about going into your area?
Creatng an association allows you to make better use of financial resources, ideas, et. In
addition, there is a social fiuction, such as allowing you to get credit. In order to fonn a successful
orgaizaton, you have to learn from others that have been successfid.

Source: Prepared by Bank Staff based on intenriews with cooperatives.

4.38 Other costs. In addition to the obvious limitations mentioned above, there are
other less quantifiable costs of a rural biased strategy including: (a) inability to develop a
critical mass of human capital sufficient to trigger rapid industrialization; (b) urban
markets remain small and unable to stimulate the production of surpluses in the rural
areas, perpetuating the low level of monetization of the economy; and (c) returns to
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education, especially primary education, remain low as people cannot get jobs in the urban
sector which require their newly-acquired skills. These costs, although difficult to
measure specifically, could have severe negative consequences for the economic
development of the country far into the future.

F. HUMAN RESOURCEs DEVELOPMENT

4.39 Human resource development is at the root of the success of all countries which
have achieved sustained growth with reductions in poverty. A healthy trained labor force
is essential for achieving sustained econornic growth and may indeed help to drive
economic growth. AIDS reduces productivity, with frequent need for absences for
treatment, and workers tend to die in their most productive years. AIDS also increases
poverty through either the death or the inability to work of the principal earner.
Malnutrition has a debilitating effect on worker effort and tends to reduce earning capacity
perpetuating poverty.

1. Education

4.40 If Rwanda is to achieve the economic transition to labor intensive industry, the
number of students with general secondary education needs to increase. This is the group
identified by most labor intensive industries as the most trainable and adaptable. Primary
school enrollment rates in Rwanda are failing to keep up with population growth and the
transition rate to secondary remains less than 10%. The weakness of the education system
means that the labor force is not attaining the level necessary to attract labor intensive
industries

4.41 Women (and girls) have special problems and they account for less than 40% of
the enrollment in public secondary schools. Their drop-out rates are almost twice as
high28 as male students and may be explained by the cultural bias in favor of men entering
the monetary economy. The situation is worse at the tertiary level where women account
for 1% of total enrollment.

2. Health

4.42 Health conditions are poor because of: (a) a worsening malaria epidemic that is
increasingly chloroquine resistant; (b) increasing AIDS which increases other diseases
such as TB; and (c) the inability of the health system to tackle these difficulties. Most
public health facilities lack medicines and other supplies and yet these are the centers that
the poor rely on as they do not usually have the resources to pay even the nominal charges
at the NGO centers. Whatever resources are available to the public health system are
badly managed and more expensive curative medicine is favored over more cost effective
preventive medicine.

28 The dropout rate for women was 14% as opposed to 9% for men.
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3. AIDS

4.43 Thwarting the AIDS threat to overall economic and social progress and to the
success of anti-poverty measures specifically will be a gargantuan challenge, given the high
rates of HIV prevalence, the weaknesses in health and social services, and the deeply
ingrained sexual behaviors of Rwandese culture. Many of the appropriate responses have
already been initiated by the Rwandese authorities, but they will need to be scaled up
several fold to have an appreciable impact.

3. Malnutrition

4.44 Rwanda!s high rates of malnutrition could have the effect of lowering
productivity. Results from on going Bank-financed research on Rwanda shows that poor
nutritional status forces adults to take more rest between work periods. The data also
shows that were they not forced to rest, they could have done some more work to
improve productivity on their holdings. This means they are not resting just because they
have nothing to do. The high levels of productivity achieved by small holders in sweet
potatoes illustrate the possibility of increased productivity with increased effort even in
land scarce situations.



V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A POVERTY
REDUCING GROWTH STRATEGY

A. OVERVIEW

5.1 The poverty profile shows that poverty is widespread in Rwanda implying that it
cannot be reduced simply by targeted programs. Poverty reduction in Rwanda will be
achieved in the long term by sustained labor intensive growth, human resource
development and slowing down population growth. Thus, poverty atleviation should
encompass a series of measures including macroeconomic policy, regulatory issues, taxes
and public expenditures. The challenge is not only to ensure that growth takes place in
Rwanda but also to ensure that among the various choices for growth-inducing policies,
the one that does most for poverty reduction is chosen. This goes beyond simply choosing
labor intensive approaches over capital intensive approaches and includes a wide range of
public actions and policies. Rwanda's future lies in effective utilization of its abundant
hard-working labor force and in assuring that this labor force is productive and responsive
to the needs of a modern economy. Thus, the quality of human resources needs to be
enhanced through improvements in education and health. Any successful growth strategy
needs to include an effective family planning program to slow down population growth.
Moreover, any poverty reducing growth strategy for Rwanda will need to start with
removing restrictions to free labor movement and moving agricultural policy and practices
away from a bias towards specific crops towards encouraging an environment which
allows farmers to produce the most profitable crops.

5.2 This chapter proposes a poverty reducing growth strategy for Rwanda taking
account of the issues raised in Chapters II to IV. It starts by exaniing the overall
economic framework which can underpin poverty reducing growth and proceeds to
recommending essential macroeconomic, public expenditure and regulatory changes
necessary to create the conditions for poverty reducing growth. It then examines the key
sectoral policies that are needed to achieve such growth.

B. OVERALL VSON

5.3 Rwanda needs to move from a low productivity subsistence economy to a higher
productivity market based economy 2. To get its economy moving, it is necessary to
infuse cash into the economy, mainly by increasing exports. Rwanda's principal resources
are its labor force and eternal spring climate. Thus, the country needs to move towards
labor intensive exports and high value agriculture to provide the cash injections needed to
stimulate its economy. These initial cash flows into the economy can provide the catalyst

'9 The long tam surategy descrbed here is drawn fiom Rwzm& Naet de Sht:e E&oemui Vers mue
Crouace Durabk, World Bank, 1993. (ESN) The macroenomic firamework in this report has been based
on the ESN and underlies te projections given here.
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to pull Rwanda's agriculture out of subsistence, and to develop an active non-agriculture
sector creating employment opportunities for large numbers of the unemployed. Farmers
will have the incentive to increase productivity to supply the industrial market centers; and
with their cash incomes, can in turn provide the markets for urban goods. This should
help to sustain growth.

5.4 The growth strategy described above can be put in place if the role of the state
is reduced to: (a) providing a stable macroeconomic environment; (b) supporting family
planning to reduce population pressures; (c) enforcing a coherent legal and regulatory
system enabling private entrepreneurs to operate in a business friendly environment; (d)
maintaining quality infrastructure; (e) promoting human resource development; and (f)
protecting the environment. Specific actions to encourage foreign investors should
include establishing a one stop investment approval system; revised commercial codes
and setting up a commercial tribunal to arbitrate business cases. All regulations
concerning movements of population and labor would need to be lifted and the state
should be open to non-agriculture development and the emergence or expansion of major
market centers. Growth rates that appear to be feasible (starting from 3% to 4% in the
1990s rising to 5% by 2010) in response to improved policies are shown in Figure 5-1
below. The population growth rate shown below assumes much more substantial
decreases in fertility than assumed in table 4-1.

Figure 5-1: Evolution of Key Macroeconomic Indicators with
1992=100
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5.5 Attaining and sustaining the GDP and population growth rates described above
could significantly reduce poverty as illustrated in Figure 5-2. If these growth rates are
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achieved the population below the poverty line would drop from 53% in 1993 to 44% in
2000 and to only 10% in 2015. The amount of transfers necessary to bring those in
poverty up to the poverty line would cost only 0.1% of GDP30 in 2015 which is quite
manageable. Even before the year 2000, these quite modest levels of growth can help
reverse past trends and reduce poverty significantly.

Fgure 5-2: Projections of the Impact ofSustained Growth on
Poverty
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C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MACROECONOMICS AND PUBLIC FNANCE

1. Macroeconomic Policies

5.6 The overall objective is to reach and maintain sustainable growth. Accelerated
growth would be the result of coherent macroeconomic and sector policies.
Macroeconomic policies would have to aim at lower government budget deficits which
would be financed in a non-inflationary and sustainable way, mainly from external sources.
The exchange rate would need to be competitive so as to make existing export crops
profitable without government subsidies and to stimulate the development of new export
activities. With declining government deficits and low inflation, monetary polIcy would be
freed to provide credit at reasonably low real interest rates for accelerated private-sector
growth.

5.7 As immediate steps to control the budget deficit the Government needs to (a) re-
establish budgetary controls and discipline, (b) reduce spending in non-productive areas
including the military, general administration and subsidies to public enterprises; and (c)
improve resource mobilization by improving tax administration and expanding the tax
base. In the long run, revenues would be increased by: (a) making the revenue base more
income elastic; (b) economic growth; and (c) increased monetization of the economy.
Expenditure growth can be restrained by: (a) controlling spending for general
administration; (b) reducing recurrent spending in all areas except education, health,
population and infrastructure maintenance; and (c) withdrawal of the state from the

30 Compared with over 6% in 1992 and 4.6% in 1985.
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productive sectors. If these targets are achieved, the fiscal current deficit could be
reduced from almost 9% of GDP in 1993 to under 6% by 2000. If public investment
were to be included the deficit would be higher, but there it is almost entirely donor
financed in grants and concessional loans. The loan servicing costs are already included in
current expenditures.

5.8 To stimulate growth, the Government needs to: (a) remove restrictions on spatial
and sectoral labor mobility, (b) remove pnce fixng arrangements and regulations in
transport which keep costs high and discourage the development of an open economy; (c)
revise expropriation law so that expropriated land is compensated at full economic costs;
and (d) improve land tenure to clearly define property rights and reduce transactions cost.
Such deregulation would support the development of non-agricultural development and
would require adequate investnent in infrastructure.

2. Public Expenditure and Taxes

5.9 The public expenditure program is an essential tool in orienting a country's
growth strategy and in reducing poverty. This section makes proposals for a public
expenditure program to sustain growth and reduce poverty through a combination of (a)
withdrawal of the state from productive sectors leaving them to more efficient private
sector entrepreneurs, (b) reducing general administration budgets to the minimum
necessary, (c) increased financing for human capital formation to provide the quality
work-force necessary for a modem economy, (d) increased support for family plannin&
and (e) expanding inatructure to facilitate ovemll growth of market centers. These are
essential to encourage growth and to provide the poor with the tools necessary to
contribute to and benefit from growth. Increasing the level of public expenditures for
priority activities is a necessary but not sufficient condition for poverty reduction and
growth. The additional resources should be used more efficiently and priority should
given to targeting these expenditures to the poor and to areas with high positive
externalities. (For example, increasing public higher education expenditures wil not do
much for poverty reduction and may not even be necessary for growth because private
returns to higher education are high and people will finance it privately if need be either
through their own resources or student loans). The arrival of peace and withdrawal of the
state from productive sectors should permit deficit reduction even while increasing
expenditures on human resources development, fimily planning and infratructure. Tables
5-1 and 5-2 provide two examples of how public expenditure patterns can be revised to
provide for spending on human resource development and infastructure maintenance
while reducing the deficit.
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Table 5-1: Proposed Equitable Public Expenditure Program - Alternative I
1993 1994 1995 1996 2000

Social Services 9,098 9,803 10,537 11,495 16,100
-Education 6,964 7,186 7,408 7,630 8,800
-Health 1,908 2,361 2,813 3,265 6,300
-Other 225 256 316 600 1,000

Economic Services 2,055 2,070 2,086 2,104 2,243
Other Items 27,847 27,529 27,185 26,620 26,148
Interest on Public Debt 4,851 4,931 5,013 5,095 5,605
Total Recurrent Expenditures 43,851 44,333 44,821 45,314 50,096
Public Investment Expenditures 29,350 33,274 37,573 39,755 45,438
Total Revenues 24,925 25,947 27,010 28,118 33,850
Current Deficit as % of GDP 8.7% 8.2% 7.7% 7.2% 5.8%
Source: Bank staff estimates. Amounts in Millions of Rwanda Francs at 1991 Prices

5.10 The proposals in Table 5-1 are based on the following assumptions.
Expenditures for health, population and basic education to increase at the expense of
defense expenditures and productive activities such as mining, and manufacturing which
should be transferred to the private sector. Health expenditures to rise to $5/capitWl by
the year 2000 and education expenditures to $7/capita. This would increase public health
expenditures from 1% of GDP to 2.3% of GDP by the year 2000 and would keep the
share of education expenditures constant at 3.2% of GDP. The only other sector assumed
to increase is transport and infrastructure to provide for the improvement in infrastructure
necessary for future development. This scenario would restore social sectors share to
about a third of government expenditures, which was their share when they were more
adequately funded in the more normal year 1985.

Table 5-2: Proposed More Equitable Public Expenditure Program - Alternative II
1993 1994 199s 1996 2000

Social Services 9,098 9,803 10,911 14,692 23,600
-Education 6,964 7,186 7,408 9,631 12,500
-Health 1,908 2,361 3,187 4,461 9,900
-Other 225 256 316 600 1,200
Economic Services 2,055 2,095 2,140 2,189 2,465
Other Items 27,847 27,504 26,758 23,337 18,426
Interest on Public Debt 4,851 4,931 5,013 5,095 5,605
Total Current Expenditures 43,851 44,333 44,821 45,314 50,096
Public Investment Expenditures 29,350 33,274 37,573 39,755 45,438
Total Revenues 24,925 25,947 27,011 28,118 33,851
Current Deficit as % of GDP 8.7% 8.2% 7.7% 7.2% 5.8%
Source: Bank staff esfimates. Amounts in Millions of Rwanda Francs at 1991 Prices

31 Rwanda is classified among the low income group counties of SSA , with very low average public health
expenditures of $1-2/capita. Middle grouping SSA countries are curnty spending a more adequate $5/capita
in average for health (Better Health in Afnea, World Bank, 1993).
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5.11 The second alternative proposes to increase health expenditures to $8/capita by
2000 (which is approximately the level recommended in Better Health in Africa32 once
population and water and sanitation expenditures are excluded). Education expenditures
are proposed to grow to $10/capita and family planning expenditures to $1/capita. Under
this alternative education expenditures are expected to rise from 3.2% of GDP to 4.5% of
GDP while health expenditures rise from 1% to 3.6% of GDP. The share of the social
sectors rises to 47% of expenditures in the year 2000 under this alternative. This is not
too high compared to the 35% achieved in 1985 when one considers that the state was
active in many areas in 1985 from which it should have withdrawn by the year 2000. The
education sector is capable of absorbing this level of expenditures. Primary education
enrollments need to keep up with the population and a major expansion in secondary
education is required. Some public resources allocated to the education sector may also
be used to support private secondary schools (as in Mauritius) and provide scholarship
funds for poor students. The health sector should also be able to use the level of
resources proposed with the changes in management underway. Furthermore, support to
the NGO health sector can be increased on condition that they allow family planning
workers and modern contraceptives on the premises. The public expenditure program
proposed in Table 5-2 is also more equitable as shown by Figure 5-3.

5.12 The alternative in Table 5-2 is recommended as it would sustain growth and
reduce poverty much more than that in Table 5-1. This alternative provides for significant
increases in per capita education expenditures which is necessary to create appropriate
conditions for growth. But in case public finance constraints are worse than projected in
the ESN, the first alternative provides an acceptable fall-back position.

Figure 5-3: Net Incidence of Tax and Expenditure using Alternative II
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32 Report No. 12577-AFR Better Health in Africa, Africa Region, World Bank, December, 1993.
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D. SECTORAL STRATEGIES

1. Population and Family Planning

5.13 Reduced population growth is an essential precondition for sustained poverty
reducing growth because it: (a) reduces pressure on existing capital resources, (b) frees up
resources for improving quality rather simply ke#ping up with population, (c) frees up
household resources for investments in productive capital and improving the human
capital of children, and (d) reduces pressures on the environment.

5.14 Rwanda needs to develop an aggressive family planning program by: (a)
Information Education and Communication (IEC) campaigns targeting social constraints
and mores opposed to family planning; (b) re-dynamizing family planning services
through increasing professionalism in its corps of volunteers; (c) improving management
and logistics in the public health systems as over 95% of contraceptive users get their
contraceptives from this source; and (d) improving the quality of care to attract people to
the public health centers33. Public health and family planning services often suffer from
logistics problems in supplying centers. These should be addressed by contracting the
private sector.

5.15 An aggressive family planning program will require courage and leadership from
secular leaders as many ideas will run directly against official church policy. However,
many Rwandese active in the Catholic Church are also getting more aware of the need to
support fanily planning. This can be strengthened by offering grants to NGO centers
conditional on provision of family planning services.

2. Environment

5.16 Conserving the environment is essential for long term poverty reduction even
though short term benefits can be gained from exploiting the environment. An example is
the case of burning a wooded hill-side to make charcoal. While this generates income in
the short run, it leads to increased soil erosion reducing soil productivity and increasing
poverty in the long run. Proper management of the environment can help conservation
and increase the flow of income over the longer run, particularly for the poor.

5.17 The following policies would help to diminish the cycle population pressure-
poverty-environmental degradation-poverty: (a) facilitating the population growth
reduction already under way through better provision of family planning services; (b)
improvements in agricultural techniques; (c) improvements in EEC for environment-
related issues; (d) improvements in technology for energy use; and (e) improvements in
water and sanitation infrastructure. It is difficult to envisage environmental protection
without reducing poverty or providing the poor a stake in protecting the environment.

33 This is important because while public clinics provide contraceptives and advice on fanmily planning most
church clinics do not because of the Catholic Church's interdiction on most contracepve methods.
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This can be done through participative management of common areas and allowing poor
families to derive an income from sustainable exploitation of common areas such as
community woods. Specific environmental protection measures include: (a) inter-
cropping food crops, cash crops and tree crops; (b) using animal husbandry to recycle soil
nutrients; (c) developing urban centers to reduce population pressures on marginal land;
and (d) promoting use of more efficient stoves and alternative energy sources to reduce
fuel-wood consumption.

3. Strategies to Stimulate Agricultural Growth

5.18 Growth in domestic agriculture, both food and cash crops, is essential to help
propel Rwanda to a sustainable growth path. Cash crop growth can help inject cash into a
subsistence economy moving it towards a market economy. Growth in food crop
production not only helps to increase food security but also allows the country to become
more competitive through exchange rate devaluation and with few adverse effects. As the
importance of domestically produced food in the consumers market basket grows, the
likelihood of consumer prices increasing following currency devaluation decreases.
Nominal wages follow consumer prices and when consumer prices increase less than the
devaluation, the competitiveness of the economy increases. Furthermore, as the bulk of
the poor live in rural areas and are farmers, increases in agricultural productivity will help
to reduce poverty.

5.19 A successful strategy to achieve sustained agricultural growth in Rwanda will
need to include the following: (a) allow the growth of larger market centers; (b) reduce
risk by promoting proper inter-cropping practices'; (c) promote animal husbandry35 to
diversify agriculture and help replenish soil nutrients; (d) improve food security by
providing research and extension in crops such as sweet-potatoes; and (e) target
agriculture services to women farmers who constitute a fifth of farm-households, a
proportion which is growing. Furthermore, in view of the higher productivity of small
farmers, the government should reconsider recommendations to consolidate farns into
larger units.

5.20 Women farmers have special needs and, as they are the primary food producers,
results of food crop research should be targeted to them. It is also recommended that
women be integrated in the design and implementation of programs and projects aimed at
improving agricultural productivity.

34 This is necessary because private incentives are geared to increasing short run output. Proper inter cropping is
good for the environment and while immediate yields may be somewhat lower, the long-term stream of yields
will be higher.

35 As in footnote 28 above social benefits are likely to be higher than private benefits.
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4. Strategies for Stimulating the Non-Agriculture Sector

5.21 Growth outside agriculture and progressive growth of larger market centers are
essential preconditions for moving Rwanda from a subsistence to a market economy and
relieving pressures on the fragile rural environment. These centers would provide markets
for nrual production and provide the critical mass necessary for labor intensive industries
and other wtivities that would be spawned from these industries. The increased
population concentration would also reduce the per capita costs of delivering basic
services. Increased growth of large market centers would help to reduce or slow the
growth of rural poverty though the proportion of poor in market centers would rise as
people migrate from rural areas. The poor in the market centers are likely to be better off
in their new locations than they would have been before moving as they would have
opportunities to work in the informal sector. Thus, overall poverty would decline.

5.22 This report recommends that the government relax its policy toward population
movements and allow the population to flow where it wishes. This will probably lead to
increased urbanization. While the poor population of market centers will unavoidably
increase, the stimulus to greater economic activity in both urban and rural areas should
make this policy a cornerstone of the government's poverty-reduction program. In order
to reduce the negative consequences of such an influx, this report recommends also that
the govermment make selective investments in these centers, favoring the poor and
protecting the environment. The types of changes necessary include: (a) regulatory
changes concerning population movements; (b) strengthened role for urban and local
authorities; (c) development of roads and utilities; and (d) development of private and
informal sectors.

aX Regulatory Changes Concerning Population Movements.

5.23 There are two sets of regulatory changes conceming population movements
which could have a positive impact on the living standards of the poor:

5.24 Improved land tenure, especially in urban and peri-urban areas where land use
pattems are rapidly changing, could make a significant imp-ct on the lives of the poor.
Rather than being firther impoverished by urban development, if they need to be
expropriated, they will be able to capitalize on rising land prices. Furthermore, they will
have incentives to make long-term investments in the land they own, including housing,
sanitation and roads. Secure land tenure would allow the private sector to provide
appropriate, affordable housing. Attempts by the Government to provide low-income
housing or housing credits will probably confront the same obstacles seen in other
countries - capture by the wealthier and more influential members of society. These are
therefore not recommended as a strategy for poverty alleviation. A cadastral project to
establish some tradable property rights is under way on an experimental basis in Butare.
However, progress is slow and limited by zoning regulations requiring the building of
access roads before titles can be issued. It should be accelerated and, if successfil,
implemented elsewhere.
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5.25 Easing Residence Permits. In principle, if a person stays more than three days
away from his official place of residence, he is supposed to get a residence permit from the
new local government, especially if he is planning to work. The policy is still popular with
many in central government and local government although there are many violations of
this rule (especially for short-term visitors). Its existence reduces the incentive for labor
to move, as well as reducing employment security. The abolition of residence permits has
been tabled in parliament and should be approved as soon as possible.

b. Strengthening the Role of Urban and Local Authorities.

5.26 Local institutions, especially elected ones, are of necessity responsive to local
needs and demands. National policy must counter-balance the lobby of the richer urban
residents who are understandably unwilling to allow increased immigration of the poor
into their towns. In order to reduce the local government's excessive dependence on the
few taxpayers; and their consequent and natural inclination to heavily tax all small
entrepreneurs, the central Government must transfer more resources for distribution at the
local level until local tax bases grow large enough. This will allow local authorities to
balance the interests of the public at large against the anti-competitive instincts of their
few significant taxpayers. In addition, a reduction in the tax rate and simplification of
registration procedures and requirements will bring more businesses into the taxpaying
group, broadening the tax base.

a Avoiding Problems of Urbanization

5.27 The government's desire to avoid the most obvious problems of third-world
cities (large slums, crime, drugs, etc), is understandable. Though not all problems can be
avoided as development progresses, some can be alleviated or their impact reduced as
discussed below.

5.28 Development of low-income quartiers. To support urbanization in an orderly
and progressive way, this report recommends a program of investment in basic
infrastructure, complemented by simple schemes to cover recurrent costs. In particular,
areas zoned for the dense housing associated with lower income groups should include
sufficient water and sanitation infrastructure, which should be built as a priority.
Preferably, these should be put in place before settlement occurs, which will require
zoning decisions in the coming few years.

5.29 Investment in infrastructure specifically for the poor can be much cheaper than
an overall subsidy to the population in general (poor and non-poor). In order to attain its
objectives at reasonable cost, such a policy must be well-targeted. For this reason, self-
targeting could be the most efficient method of transferring resources to the poor. In this
case, public provision of infrastructure would limit itself to relatively unpopular kinds of
structures to avoid capture by wealthier groups. For instance, public standpipes and hand
pumps would be self-targeting as opposed to indoor water systems. This way, the
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Government can assure the poorer residents of minimal health, hygiene and environmental
standards, without forcing them to bear the extra costs of a "comfortable" living.

5.30 Governments should ensure that other public service provisions (senools, health
clinics) keep pace with the rising population in the new market centers. Present policies
favoring the wealthy (in particular zoning and investment policies) should be re-examined
and perhaps eliminated. Examples of such policies are development of large lots for villas.

5.31 Use of labor-based techniques for infrastructure development. In order to
improve infrastructure in the new market centers while providing substantial employment,
the Government can make use of labor-based techniques. These could be especially useful
in the construction of roads, water supply systems, sanitation and public buildings such as
schools and health facilities.

d Development of the Prvate Sector

5.32 Liberalization of restrictions on (smaUl-scale) private business will be
imperative for the growth of non-agriculture employment and the private sector. Local
governments should consider substantially liberalizing the zoning regulations on these
operators, allowing them to produce and sell where they find the market. Registration
requirements should be simplified and kept cheap to encourage businesses to register and
to allow the state to do the necessary public health and environmental supervision.
Restrictions on all firms employing fewer than 15 or 20 people should be removed except
for regulations pertaining to public health and safety. Restrictions and taxes on trade with
neighboring countries should likewise be reduced. Only with massive growth in
employment can Rwanda foresee a socially quiet, prosperous future.

5.33 Most formal lending is already concentrated in urban areas, especially Kigali.
Constraints on credit appear to be those of collateral, information and lack of viable
investments rather than an absolute shortage of funds to invest. The policies mentioned
throughout this paper, which would improve land tenure (collateral), education
(information) and the climate for entrepreneurship development, would all have a positive
effect on improving the use and efficiency of available credit sources.

5. Strategies for Human Resource Development

a Education

5.34 Education is the principal way for the poor to acquire the skills necessary to
escape from poverty. Furthermore, a labor force with a good level of basic education is
needed to attract labor intensive industries to Rwanda. The following steps are needed:
(a) improve quality and relevance of education; (b) develop primary schools which tend to
generate the highest social benefit; (c) develop general secondary education including
support to private secondary schools; (d) increase the participation and performance of
women at all levels of education; (e) establishment of a program to help poor families
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finance their education costs e.g. free primary education for children and cost recovery for
higher and technical education; and (f) eliminate controls on labor movement to improve
economic returns to education.

b. Health

5.35 A healthy and productive labor force is an important precondition for economic
growth. Poor health conditions can affect productivity reducing incomes and increasing
poverty. To achieve better health for the population, the following steps are needed:(a)
increase resource allocation to basic health care and priority programs (AIDS, malaria,
TB, malnutrition); (b) make essential drugs accessible to the entire population through a
pharmaceutical sector reform; (c) improve health sector organization and management at
both administrative and service delivery levels; and (d) develop new health financing
mechanisms to increase resource availability as well as equity and efficiency.

C. AIDS

5.36 Increasing numbers of children including those from formerly middle class
families are becoming pauperized as parents or other income earners fall victim to AIDS.
It is rapidly becoming one of the leading causes of increasing poverty among children in
urban areas and the problem is spreading to rural areas. More information and analysis of
the impact of AIDS is needed to enlighten public policies and to mobilize the political will
and resources to attack the problem. Sustained efforts are needed to: (a) change sexual
practices, especially among the young; (b) expand the availability of condoms through
public services and social marketing, as well as creative IEC to convince high risk
individuals to use them; (c) expand training and services for detection, treatment and
prevention of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), including the integration of
STD/AIDS concerns into family planning programs; (d) develop and implement home-
based care of AIDS patients to free up hospitals and health centers for non-AIDS cases;
and (e) develop low-cost, family-oriented approaches to the care and education of
orphans.

d Malnutriion

5.37 Poverty is at the core of the malnutrition problem. While the complete
elimination of malnutrition is difficult without major reductions in poverty some
improvements can be achieved at low cost through nutrition monitoring and nutrition
education. It is recommended that the following steps be taken: (a) monitor nutritional
status of children; (b) provide nutrition education; and (c) support supplemental feeding
integrated with nutrition education where possible. --

6. Special Issues Affecting Women

5.38 Changes in Rwandese society have resulted in many women losing their
traditional roles as food producers without gaining a new role consistent with an
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increasingly monetized economy. These women are heads of household with little access
to arable land and they and their children are forced to live in poverty. Strategies to
redress the special problems faced by women and to help increase their income include: (a)
adopting laws improving women's rights in marriage and land ownership; (b) launching
EEC campaigns to raise women's awareness of their rights; (c) expanding women's
organizations to promote credit programs targeted to poor women such as the Grameen
Bank in Bangladesh; and (d) promoting female enrollment at all levels of education.
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ANNEX A: POVERTY PROFILE FOR RWANDA40

A. Introduction

1. With a GNP per capita estimated at $230 in 1992, Rwanda is among the world's
least developed and poorest countries. However, while Rwanda has a very low average
income, some groups in the country are clearly poorer than others. A premise of this
report is that these groups have a special claim on targeted assistance to raise their income
and consumption possibilities. This presupposes, in turn, that an effort be made to
establish a poverty profile and to identify target groups and regions for priority assistance.

2. A poverty profile is a study in which (i) the incidence of poverty in specified
regions and socioeconomic groups is measured by reference to a poverty line and (ii) the
differences in the sources of income, the patterns of expenditure, and living standards
achievements between the poor and the non-poor are analyzed. This should make it
possible to identify targeted policy measures capable of reaching the poor and to evaluate
the impact of proposed policy measures on the poor. For example (and hypothetically), if
coffee producers displayed a high incidence of poverty relative to the national average, a
reduction in the price of coffee to raise government revenue would have to be judged with
caution from a poverty alleviation perspective. If rural poverty were found to be
concentrated largely among those with landholdings below a certain critical acreage,
changes in land rights and inheritance practices, and employment schemes targeted to the
land-poor, would likely figure high on the list of poverty alleviation interventions. If
tradeables weighed more heavily in the consumption patterns than in the income sources
of the poor, a devaluation would be expected to further reduce the well-being of the poor
in the absence of favorable general equilibrium effects. Interventions to reduce poverty in
the short run might in this case again include public works projects, but would also need
to focus on measures to overcome the constraints which limit the participation of the poor
in the production of tradeables. And finally, if subsidies to goods and services heavily
consumed by the poor were cut, poverty would again be expected to rise in the country.
An understanding of the consumption patterns of the poor (as opposed to the population
at large) is indispensable to guide efforts to restructure the composition and regional
allocation of public expenditure for poverty reduction.

3. This annex develops a poverty profile for Rwanda for the period 1983-85 which
can thereby serve as a benchmark against which the future evolution of welfare in the
country can be evaluated. The Rwandan economy is currently undergoing a period of
profound change engendered by internal and external shocks, including high population
growth, ethnic strife, an AIDS epidemic, structural adjustment, and unfavorable terms of
trade. Both government and the donor community attach great importance to the
monitoring of fiving conditions over time in this context, and to efforts to trace changes in

40 zThis annex was prepared by Marco Ferrom with help from Nicholas Minot.
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living conditions to changes in the policy environment. The poverty profile presented in
this report is "static" in the sense that it refers to one particular point in time. Longitudinal
household data wil be collected in fiuture years under the Food Security and Social Action
Project currently under preparation in Rwanda with assistance from UNDP and the World
Bank. The poverty profile presented below, therefore, serves as a point of departure for
the analysis of future data which will permit "dynamic" or over-time analysis. At the same
time, it is hoped that the analysis below will serve the purpose of guiding policy decisions
aimed at the reduction of absolute poverty in Rwanda.

4. The report is divided into 9 sections, including this Introduction. The sections
cover methodological aspects (sections 2 - 4), an analysis of the regional distribution of
poverty (section 5), a discussion of the assets held by the poor (section 6), detailed
descriptive analyses of income sources and expenditure patterns (sections 7 and 8), and a
brief conclusion (section 9).

B. Data Source

S. Our analysis is based on the results of the Enquete Nationale sur le Budget et la
Consommation (ENBC), conducted by the Ministry of Planning of Rwanda over 1983-85.
The ENBC employed a stratified random sample of 270 rural households and 297 urban
households. Data were collected on household composition, income, expenditures, food
consumption, daily activities, and household assets. Estimates of cash expenditure, cash
income, transfers, and barter are obtained from two budget questionnaires, one involvng
four rounds of 14 daily interviews and the other involvmg four retrospective interviews.
Estimates of the home production of food are derived from the food consumption survey,
which was administered in four rounds of seven daily visits.

6. For non-cash transactions (including the home production of food), monetary
values were imputed using prices observed for cash purchases in the same round and in the
same region. In addition, all monetary values are deflated using a regional price index
based on the price of 35 basic commodities. The monetary values in this report are thus
expressed in Rwandan francs at the prices of the capital, Kigal4 in 1985 (the price index is
explained in greater detail in Annex A). Weighting (or expansion) factors were calculated
for each household as a function of the probability of selection given the sampling method.
For example, urban households represent about half the sample but barely 5% of the
Rwandan population; the use of weights ensures that urban households are not over-
represented in the national averages and percentages.

The small sample size while being robust enough for national estimates and
estimates for broad sub-regions does not lend itself to analysis at the prefecture and
commune levels. The ongoing pnoritiy survey will provide a more robust base for analysis
at the prefecture and sub prefecture level.
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C. Definition of Poverty

7. In order to define poverty, it is necessary to have a measure of the standard of
living and to choose a level which separates the poor from the non-poor. Various
measures of the standard of living have been suggested, including income, expenditure,
the proportion of expenditure allocated to food, caloric intake, and nutritional status, as
well as "intangible" criteria such as freedom, the right to vote, gender equality, and other
factors. The data available to us for the purpose of this report do not include intangibles
or physical quantities of food consumed. We use total real expenditure per capita as a
proxy for the standard of living of the households interviewed by thO ENBC. Total
expenditure is the sum of cash expenditure on consumption goods and sevices, the value
of own-produced food, the value of transfers received in kind, and the value of goods
received in barter transactions. It includes some durable expenditures but excludes the
purchase of buildings, land, and vehicles. Because the imputed rental value of houses
could not be calculated, rent payments were also excluded. This measure of total
expenditure is "real" in that it is adjusted for the level of prices in each region (Annex A).
It is expressed in per capita terms to adjust for household composition.41

8. Total expenditure is a broader measure of the standard of living than caloric intake
and nutritional status since it reflects the plausible assumption that household welfare is
affected by food variety and non-food amenities as well as more specifically nutritional
variables. Compared to income, total expenditure is more easily measured, particularly in
the context of less developed countries where many households have business expenses
which must be netted out of income. In addition, households probably "smooth" their
expenditure over time in the face of fluctuations in income. The result is that the level of
expenditure is a measure of the "permanent" or "average" income of the household. This
is the income concept which theory suggests should be used for the kind of analysis which
is presented below.

9. Given this measure of a household's standard of living, the next task is to choose
the level which distinguishes the poor from the non-poor (the poverty line). Vatious
approaches have been suggested, from the value of a basket of "necessary" goods to the
level at which caloric intake is considered "sufficient." However, all of these measures
involve some subjective decisions. A simpler, and perhaps no more arbitrary, approach is
to choose a percentile level. For the purpose of this paper, we define the "poor" as the
bottom 40% of our sample in terms of expenditure per capita, and the "hard-core poor" as
the bottom 20%. Because of sample size limitations, the tables in this report rely only on
the distinction between poor and non-poor households, although the text makes
occasional reference to the characteristics of the hard-core poor. While we are, therefore,

41 A more accurate adjustment for household composition would take into account the ages and
gender of household members. However, the construction of adult equivalent scales is a complex
task beyond the scope of this paper. Both per capita and per adult equivalent indicators ignore intra-
household distibution by asm g that the welfire of all members of the household is proportional to
the "average" welfare in the household.
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using a relative poverty line, our focus is on the lower end of the distribution of income
and, in this sense, on the absolute poor.

D. Indices of Poverty

10. In the previous section, we defined poverty in terms of total real expenditure per
capita. However, we still need indices of the extent and depth of poverty. Foster, Greer,
and Thorbecke (1984) suggest a class of indices which take the following form:

1 n ((z-yi) 'a

POC= - I -I
N i=I k z )

where N is the total number of households, n is the number of poor households, z is the
poverty line in terms of per capita expenditure, Yi is the expenditure per capita of the it
poor houseLold, and a is a parameter which can be any positive number.

11. One advantage of these indices is that they are decomposable by region or
socioeconomic group. In other words, the population-weighted average of the indices of
various groups of households is equal to the poverty index of all the groups together. For
example, the population-weighted average of male- and female-headed households is the
poverty index of all households. These indices can be used to calculate the proportion of
poverty which is attributable to each group.

12. Another advantage is that the index can reflect any desired weight on the depth of
poverty by adjusting the parameter a. As a is increased, Pa puts greater weight on the
depth of poverty. When a=0, the index (Po) is the proportion of the households which
are below the pover.y line. This "head count" measure does not incorporate the depth of
poverty. When a=l, the index (P1) may be interpreted difference between the average
income of poor and the poverty line expressed as a proportion of the poverty line. Thus,
P1 incorporates information about "how far" the poor are, on average, from the poverty
line. However, PI is insensitive to redistribution among poor households which preserves
mean expenditure among them. P2, on the other hand, is sensitive to such a redistribution,
since it puts a greater weight on the depth of poverty. Although a may take values above
2, in this paper we present calculations for just the first three indices: Po, P1, and P2. PO
is commonly known as the Poverty Head Count, P1 is commonly known as the Poverty
Gap Index and P2 is commonly known as the poverty severity index.
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E. Regional Distribution of Poverty in Rwanda

13. This section describes the extent of poverty in Rwanda and its distribution among
various regions of the country. Table A-1 provides an overview of the distribution of
Rwandan households according to the level of expenditure per capita. The mean value is
18,670 FRw per person per year, or approximately US $ 184 per capita at the official
exchange rate at the time of the survey. The poorest 40% of the households have per
capita expenditure levels below 13,810 FRw, while the poorest 20% fall below 11,142
FRw per capita. These two figures are, thus, the upper limits of expenditure for
households defined as "poor" and "hard-core poor," respectively.

14. Table A-2 presents the distribution in a slightly different way. It shows the
percentage of Rwandan households that have per capita expenditure levels below various
multiples of the mean. For example, 3% of the households fall below 40% of the mean
expenditure level, while less than one quarter (23%) have expenditure levels above 120%
of the mean level. These figures indicate that household expenditure is relatively evenly
distributed in Rwanda. For example, a similar study of Ghana showed that 13% of the
households in that country fall below 40% of the mean expenditure level in that country
and that 27% of the households are above 120% of the mean level (Boateng, et al., 1990).

15. The poverty indices discussed in the previous section are shown in Table A-3,
disaggregated into rural and urban areas. The most notable aspect of the table is the gW
between urban and rural expenditure levels. The urban areas enjoy expenditure levels
averaging 42,285 FRw/person/year, approximately 2.4 times the rural mean of 17,396
FRw/person/year. It is worth recalling that these figures have already been adjusted for
differences in the cost of living between rural and urban areas (see Annex A) and that the
value of home production is included. The Po column indicates the incidence of poverty,
that is, the percentage of households below the poverty line (13,810 FRw/person/year).
By this definition, only 11% of the urban households are poor, whereas 41% of the rural
households are so classified. By construction, 40% of all Rwandan households are
considered poor.

16. The P1 and P2 columns in Table A-3 confirm that poverty is greater in the rural
areas than in urban areas, even when the depth of poverty is incorporated into the index.
As described in the previous section, we can multiply the national figure for P1 (0.09) by
the poverty line (13,810 FRw) to estimate the cost of a perfectly targeted redistribution
scheme to eliminate poverty. This amounts to 1,243 FRw per person per year (about 7%
of mean household expenditure), or about $ 3C million per year at the prevailing exchange
rate at the time of the survey. Inflating this figure to 1991 prices and applying the post-
devaluation exchange rate brings the current cost of just raising the poor out of poverty to
a much higher figure. Any realistic program would be even more costly owing to imper-
fect targeting and incentive effects.

17. Although the incidence of poverty is much greater in the rural areas than urban
areas, the poverty gap in the two areas is similar. Dividing P1 by Po, the proportionate
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gap between the average expenditure of the poor and the poverty line is 22% in the rural
areas and 27% in the urban areas. In other words, although the poor are less common in
the cities than in the countryside, they are no better off than their rural counterparts.

18. The last three columns in Table A-3 show the proportion of poverty, as defined by
each of the three indicators, in the urban and rural areas. According to all three indicators,
the rural areas represent more than 98% of all poverty in Rwanda.

19. Hard-core poverty, as defined earlier, affects 21% of the rural households, but only
6% of the urban ones. The cost of a hypothetical perfectly targeted program to eliminate
hard-core poverty would have been 445 FRw per person per year at the time of the
survey. The rural areas represent 97-98% of the hard-core poverty, depending on which
poverty index is used.

20. The figures are further disaggregated by region in Table A-4. The rural area is
divided into five geographic zones, while the urban area is divided into the city of Kigali
and other urban areas. These numbers should be interpreted with caution due to the small
sample size.42 Mean expenditure is roughly similar across the rural zones, with the
Northwest and East being somewhat better off and the South Central and Southwest being
somewhat poorer. The residents of the capital, Kigali, enjoy a mean expenditure level of
46,901 FRw/person/yr, 2.7 times greater than the rural average. Urban areas outside
Kigali hold an intermediate position, with mean expenditure about halfway between Kigali
and the rural areas. Thus, while we concluded, earlier on, that the distribution of income
across quintiles (or other income groups) is relatively even in Rwanda, we find
considerable inequality in the distribution of income across regions.

21. The incidence of poverty (P1) is the highest in the South Central zone (58%) and
the lowest in Kigali (6%). These patterns are repeated when we consider P1 and P2,
which incorporate the depth of poverty. The contribution to total poverty is also greatest
for the South Center, which accounts for 30-38% of national poverty, depending on which
indicator is used. By contrast, poverty in Kigali accounts for less than 1% of the total.

22. It is worth noting that the most densely populated areas of Rwanda are in the
South Central and Northwest zones. However, the Northwest zone enjoys more plentiful
rainfall and richer volcanic soils than the South Central zone. Thus, it is not surprising
that, according to the ENBC results, the South Central zone suffers the highest incidence
of poverty. These factors may also help explain the fact that the localized famines in 1989
were concentrated in the South Central and Southwest zones. The South Central zone
should clearly receive particular attention in public expenditure reform aimed at reducing
povert,.

42 Each rural geographic zone is represented by an average of 54 households. The urban sample
includes 201 households in Kigali and 96 in the other urban areas.
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F. Productive Assets: Family Composition and Land Holdings

23. Labor and land are the two most important assets of the poor. The quantity and
quality of labor available to the household is determined by the family size, the age/sex
composition of the household, and the level of schooling of adult family members.
Aspects of the age/sex composition include the dependency ratio (the ratio of dependents
to working adults) and the gender of the head of household.
24. The average household size is 4.9 in the rural areas and 5.6 in the urban areas.
Among poor households (urban and rural combined), the average family size is 5.5, while
non-poor households have, on average, 4.6 persons. The mean dependency ratio (number
of persons under 15 divided by the number of persons over 15) is 1.14 for poor
households and .87 for the non-poor. Table A-5 shows that over half (54%) of the
households in Rwanda have five or more members. The Table A-also confirms that (as
expected on the basis of the average family size figures) poverty is more common among
large households than among small ones. This is reflected in the levels of mean per capita
expenditure for each category, as well as in the poverty indices. For example, Po indicates
that 40% of the households with four members are below the poverty line, whereas 55%
of those with six or more members fall below this level. According to these data
population control would not only be beneficial at the societal level, but would also make
sense from the point of view of household welfare.43

25. We can also disaggregate poverty according to the sex of the head of household.
Table A-6 shows that slightly over 20% of the households in Rwanda are headed by
women. The mean level of expenditure per capita among these households is virtually the
same as that among male-headed households, the difference being less than 2%. The
incidence of povertv (Pof is greater among female-headed households, but the difference is
very small (0.41 compared to 0.39). Likewise, the other poverty indices (P1 and P2)
indicate levels of poverty among female-headed households which are only somewhat
greater than the levels among male-headed households.

26. It is interesting to note that the disparities between male- and female-headed
households are somewhat greater for the indices which place more weight on the depth of
poverty. Nonetheless, even using P2, the difference is not marked: female-headed
households account for 20% of the households and 26% of the poverty. The results for
the indices of hard-core poverty (not shown) reflect these same general trends.

27. On the other hand, Table A-6 hides an important distinction between rural and
urban trends. In the rural areas, standards of living do not vary much with the sex of the
head of household, as found in the national figures. In the urban areas, by contrast,
female-headed households are significantly poorer than their male-headed counterparts.

43 aThis result must be qualified because per capita expenditure overstates the welire of smal1
families and understates that of large families. This is true because large families tend to have larger
propor ton of children, for whom expenditure requirements are smaller. Nonetheless, it is worth
noting that caloric intake per adult equivalent and expenditure per adult equivalent are also inversely
related to the size of the household
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Households headed by a female in the cities have a mean level of expenditure 35% lower
than those headed by a male, and the incidence of poverty (Po) among them is 20%
compared to 9% among male-headed households. However, even female-headed
households in the cities are significantly better off by all standards than rural households,
whether they are male or female headed.
28. Turning to land, it is of interest to note some characteristics of rural households by
farm size. In particular, Table A-7 points to a clear inverse relationship between farm size
and the net value of agricultural production per hectare. This finding, which is well
established in the farm management literature, indicates that smaller farms have larger per-
hectare productivity (for a discussion of this see also Annex D). The table also indicates
that, as one would expect, the importance of non-farm activities (or part-time farming)
grows as farm size declines.

29. Tables A-8 and A-9 provide indices of rural poverty by farm size and farm size per
person, respectively. The association between poverty and farm size per person is
negative, as expected. Therefore, even though farm productivity rises with declining farm
size, the productivity increments are not sufficient to compensate for the decline in arable
land per person. It should be noted, however, that poor people are encountered in all the
farm size classes accounted for in Table A-9. There is little difference in the poverty gap
(for a equal to 1 and 2) between the lower four farm size classes. The lack of arable land
is endemic in Rwanda and is an important factor in the etiology of poverty.

G. Income Patterns

30. For present purposes, income refers to the value added attributable to household
labor and land. It is calculated as the value of goods and services produced (whether sold,
bartered away, given away, or consumed in the household) minus the costs of
production.44

31. Table A-10 presents the structure of income for poor and non-poor households in
Rwanda. According to the survey data, 54% of the household income is derived from
agriculture, while artisanal activities account for 24% of the total. Over half the value of
artisanal activities is accounted for by traditional beer brewing. The income from beer
brewing is calculated in such a way as to include the value of self-provided raw materials,
principally bananas and sorghum. If this component were counted as agricultural
production, the role of this sector (agriculture) would loom larger than is shown in Table
A-10.

32. The sources of income vary significantly between poor and non-poor households.
Agricultural production and agricultural wages account for over 70% of the income of
poor households, but only 52% of that of non-poor households. In contrast, other
employment income and commerce represent 18% of the income of non-poor households,

This includes the value of food produced for the consumption of the same household. The data
collected by the ENBC do not allow calculation of the value of non-food home production.
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almost three times the corresponding level among poor households (Table A-10). Table
A-I1 shows a different side of the same pattern: poor households account for almost 47%
of agricultural wages earned and 32% of the value of agricultural production, but only 4%
of the income earned from non-agricultural wages and only one-fifth of the total income
earned from trading activities. Contrary to what might have been expected, the poor are
not more likely to work as agricultural laborers than the non-poor in the range of this
sample (this is intuitively understandable because of the small average farm size in this
society).

33. Several conclusions can be drawn from these two tables. First, policies which
strengthen agriculture have the best chance of alleviating poverty in Rwanda (focusing on
incomes only for the moment and are ignoring the basic needs dimension). This is true for
policies that stimulate agriculture in general. It is also particularly true of policies which
augment the demand for labor in the agricultural sector, because the income share which
the poor derive from agricultural labor exceeds that derived from own-production.
However, a sizeable portion of new agricultural employment is likely to be absorbed by
the non-poor (Table A-1 1). Therefore, if the poor are to be absorbed disproportionately
by newly created employment in agriculture, it is necessary to target the employment.
One targeting criterion is region, as discussed earlier. Other (self-) targeting effects might
operate through the kind of task to be performed and, in public employment schemes, the
payment of a wage low enough that better-off workers would not report to work.
Strenuous physical work, particularly when exposed to the sun, can be given as an
example of self-targeting employment. However, this is only applicable to the able-bodied
and strong. Other targeting criteria may be needed to provide public employment to the
ill range of persons willing to work, but unable to find employment in the open labor
market.

34. Second, although urban wage rates are often used as an indicator of the welfare of
the poor, in the context of Rwanda virtually all such wages are earned by non-poor
households (Table A-I 1). In other words, there is practically no direct connection
between urban (non-agricultural) wage rates and the welfare of the poor. Third, although
the standard of living of the poor in Rwanda is quite low, there is little evidence of distress
sales of assets among the poor, at least during the year of the survey (Table A- 1)

35. Another way to look at income patterns is to calculate the indices of poverty by
the principal occupation of the household, defined as the activity which generates at least
50% of net income. Net income is the value of goods and services produced by the
household, whether sold, consumed, given away, or bartered away, minus the value of
business expenses. The activities are defined as follows:

* Farmer: At least 50% of net income derived from self-employment in crop and
livestock production.

* Artisan: At least 50% of net income derived from self-employment in manufacturing
and services other than commerce.
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Trader: At least S0% of net income derived from self-employment in commerce, that
is buying and reselling goods without transforming them.

* Employee: At least 50% of net income derived from wages earned for labor services.

Diverse: None of the above activities accounts for the majority of net income.

36. Although virtually all Rwandan households have some agricultural production,
Table A-12 shows that somewhat less than three quarters of them depend on agriculture
for a majority of their income. About 10% of Rwandan households derive most of their
income from artisanal activities. This includes a large number of brewers, as well as
masons, tailors, wood and metal workers, and so on. Just 4% of the households obtain
most of their income from trading, while 6% depena primarily on wage employment. For
the remainder, no single activity accounts for the majority of net income.

37. The mean level of expenditure varies by occupation. Farmers have the lowest level
of expenditure (16,523 FRw/person/year), followed by those with "diverse" sources of
income. At the other extreme, salaried employees have the highest mean expenditure
leveL about twice that of farmers. It is worth noting that mean expenditure varies less
among occupation than it does between rural and urban areas. This implies that within the
same occupation, urban ex-penditure levels are higher than rural ones.

38. The incidence of poverty, Po, is the highest among farmers (45%) and traders
(42%). This appears to contradict the observation that traders are among the wealthiest
individuals in the economy. The solution to this apparent contradiction lies in the fact that
the category includes both large-scale wholesalers and importers and very small-scale
retailers. Although the former are highly visible, the latter are more numerous. When the
depth of poverty is incorporated into our indicator (P1 and P2), it is households with
diversified activities that exhibit the most poverty. Farmers represent the bulk of poverty
nationwide, since fanning is the most common "principal occupation" and the incidence of
poverty within the occupation is relatively high. Depending on which indicator is used,
farmers account for 82-83% of the poverty.

39. Given the importance of agriculture in Rwanda, it is worth examining more closely
the structure of agricultural production, as is done in tables A-13 to A-20. These tables
refer only to the nual sector: although there is some agricultural activity in the urban
sector, it plays a negligeable role in Rwandan agriculture overall.

40. Tables 13 and 14 show the composition of agricultural income by poverty group.
The most noTable A-result is the predominance of food produced for own-consumption,
which represents 75% of the gross value of agricultural production for the sample average
(calculated on the basis of Table A-13). Among the remaining categories, it is interesting
to note that food crop sates are siificantly larger than cash crop sales. And finally, this
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table illustrates the relatively minor role of purchased agricultural inputs in Rwandan
agriculture. Purchased inputs represent only about 8% of the gross value of agricultural
production.

41. These patterns do not varv gmatly between poor and non-poor households. For
example, the value of home produced food is somewhat higher among poor households
(80% of agricultural [as opposed to total] income) than among non-poor households
(73%), but it is not drastically higher. Self-provisioning is the mainstay of the Rwandan
rural economy. The value of purchased inputs among poor households represents a
slightly lower proportion of the gross value of agricultural production (6%) than it does
among non-poor households (9%).

42. Table A-15, on the composition of agicultural productio. does not point to
marked differences in cropping patterns between the poor and the non-poor. Cassava and
sweet potatoes are slightly more important in the cropping patterns of the poor; white
potatoes and livestock are somewhat more predomimant for non-poor farmers. The
relative income contribution of sorghum and beans is similar among the two groups under
study. The contribution of cash crops. including coffee, to the value of agricultural
production is only sligtly less important for the poor than it is for the non-poor. But cash
erops taken together contribute onl1y 7O of the value of agricultural production. This
illustrates both the scope and the difficulty (linked to the land and productivity constraint)
of promoting cash cropping in Rwanda. (For an analysis of the share of total production of
various commodities produced by the poor and the non-poor, the reader is referred to
Table A-16.)

43. Tables A-17 and A-18 are similar to the previous two tables, except that they refer
to the value of agricultural sales rather than the full value of agricultural production.
According to the figures presented in Table A-17, the most important individual cash crop
is coffee. At the same time, it should be noted that the value of all food crop sales is
greater than that of export crop sales for both poor and non-poor farmer families.

44. Table A-18 shows the percentage of agricultural revenue for each crop which
accrues to poor and non-poor households. In the case of cassava and sweet potatoes, the
poor represent over 40% of the total value of sales, implying that the sales revenue per
household is greater in absolute terms than it is among non-poor households. In the case
of sorghum and beans, the poor's share in sales is approximately equivalent to its share in
overall agricultural production. In contrast, the poor account for a smaller share of white
potatoes, export crops, and animals.

45. Although agricultural inputs currently play a relatively minor role in Rwanda, it is
worth briefly considering the composifdon of these expenses. Table A-19 shows that
about half the value of agricultural inputs takes the form of hired labor. The percentage is
lower among poor households (32%) than among non-poor households (53%). Rented
land. plantin8 materials. and hoes account for most of the remainder, other inputs such as
fertlizer representng just 5% of the ttl. The poor represent a disproportionate share of
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the demand for planting materials and hoes. Overall, they account for less than a quarter
of the purchases of agricultural inputs in the rural sector (Table A-20).

H. Expenditure Pattems

46. Earlier in this report, we considered the levels of total real expenditure per capita
in poor and non-poor households. In this section, we decompose expenditure to
determine the differences in spending patterns between poor and non-poor households.
Such information is usefull in evaluating the impact of alternative policies on the poor.
This section begins by disaggregating expenditure into five broad groups: home
production of food, food purchases, non-food purchases, transfers, and barter. Later,
food and non-food expenditures are further disaggregated.

47. Table A-21 shows that home produced food and purchased food represent 70% of
expenditure in Rwanda (sample averae, non-food purchases account for 22%, and the
remainder is primarily in the form of transfers received. Barter, defined as the
simultaneous exchange of goods and/or services, is quite rare, accounting for less than 1%
of total expenditure. Home production of food is the most important single source of
consumption goods, accounting for almost half of total expenditure and 70% of food
consumption.

48. The picture changes somewhat when we distinguish between poor and non-poor
households. Home production of food is filly 60% of the expenditure of the poor, while
the corresponding figure among the non-poor is only 44%. In contrast, non-food
purchases are significantly less important in the budget of poor households (12%) than
they are in those of non-poor households (26%). Interestingly, the relative importance of
cash expenditure on food does not vary much between the two type of households. The
importance of transfers and barter are also quite similar between the two groups.

49. Table A-22 provides the same numbers expressed in row percentages. The bottom
line indicates that the poor, representing 40% of the households, account for slightly more
than a quarter (27%) of total expenditure. These households generate one third of all
home production of food, but only 15% of all non-food purchases. Such figures are usefiu
in evaluating the efn-ciency of subsidy schemes, where efficiency is defined as the
proportion of the subsidy benefits which is perceived by the poor. For example, a subsidy
on all purchased food would be relatively inefficient in that only a quarter of the benefits
would be perceived by the poor, with non-poor households receiving the remaining three
quarters of the benefits.

50. Table A-23 provides the data needed to examine in more detail the composition of
food expenditure. Beans, sweet potatoes, banana beer, and cassava together constitute
over half of the value of food consumption (sample average). It is worth noting the
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relatively minor role of animal products in the Rwandan dietary: meat, fish, eggs, and milk
account for just 9% of the value of food consumption.

51. The pattern varies somewhat when we separate poor and non-poor households.
Beans, sweet potatoes, and cassava are more important in the food budget of the poor
than in that of other households, as one would expect. This is particularly true of sweet
potatoes, for which the food budget share is twice as high among the poor as among the
non-poor (18% compared to 9%). Thus Bennet's law, which states that the starchy staple
ratio in people's diets declines as incomes increases, is borne out in the data under
examination as it is in other countries. On the other hand, the non-poor households
allocate a larger share of their food budget to rice, white potatoes, animal products, and
factory beer. For example, animal products represent only 4.6% of the value of food
consumption among poor households but 10.9% among the non-poor.

52. Table A-24 presents the same data in terms of row percentages, that is, the
percentage of total expenditure on each food category which is incurred by poor and non-
poor households. Thus, the table indicates the portion of benefits perceived by the poor
from reducing the cost of a given food product to all consumers, including both those that
purchase the good and those that produce it for their own consumption. One type of
policy which has this effect is agricultural research which lowers the cost of production.45

Thus, the poor would receive the highest proportion of the benefits of cost-reducing
research on sweet potatoes (46.5%). In fact, sweet potato research would have a more
progressive impact than any commodity-based food subsidy. Similarly, over 35% of the
benefits of agricultural research on cassava, sorghum, and beans would accrue to the poor.
By contrast, less than 10%/o of the benefits of reducing the cost of factory beer and milk
and eggs would be perceived by the poor. Plantains, rice, white potatoes, and other
animal products fall in between these two extremes, with the poor accounting for 20-30%
of total expenditure on each item.

53. Table A-25 decomposes the first line of Table A-21 to show the relative
importance of each food product in the cash food budget. Banana beer and beans are the
most important food items on which people spend money (sample average). These items
account for 19% and 15% of the total food budget, respectively. In interpreting the first
figure, it is important to recall that almost all rural households both buy and sell banana
beer (78% sell it. while 80% buy it according to the ENBC). With respect to beans, both
the ENBC and the Agricultural Survey show greater volumes of bean purchases than bean
sales. implying the existence of informal bean imports (see Ministere du Plan, 1988 and
Loveridge, 1991). Comparing poor and non-poor households, beans, cassava, sweet
potatoes, and sorghum beer appear to be more important among poor households, while
rice, white potatoes, animal products, and factory beer play a larger role in the food
budgets of the non-poor.

45 This assumes that cost savings are passed on to consumers. Given the high degree of competition
in agricultural markets, this is a safe assumpuon for the long-run impact of research.
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54. Table A-26 shows the row percentages of cash food expenditure. This table
illustrates the distribution of benefits of a policy which affects the consumer price of
marketed food products, such as selective food subsidies.46 The most notable aspect of
this Table is that there are no inferior foods. The fact that the poor account for 40%f/o of
the households but less than 40% of the spending on any given food product means that
absolute food spending rises with income for all goods. The policy implication is that
there are no foods for which a subsidy would be progressive; that is, there are no
commodities for which a subsidy would yield larger absolute benefits to the poor than to
the non-poor. Food subsidies could, at best, be neutral. For example, in the case of
subsidies on beans, cassava, sweet potatoes, and scrghum beer, the bottom 40%fu of
Rwandan households would receive 37-40% of the benefits. For other goods, the poor
would receive a smaller share of the benefits. (Food policy decision-makers should note
that this analysis implies that there is no obvious self-targeting food in Rwanda which
could be used as a carrier for an efficient subsidy.)

55. In Table A-27, the importance of self-rovisioning is analyzed for individual
commodities. Most of the starchy staples are o- ,&whelmingly suppled by subsistence
production. For example, home production accounts for over 80% of the to"l
consumption of cassava, sweet potatoes, and bananas. The proportions are only slightly
lower for beans, maize, and white potatoes. By contrast, purchases play a larger role in
the consumption of sorghum. rice, beef, beer. cooking oil, and salt. Somewhat
surprisingly, there appears to be very little difference between poor and non-poor
households with regard to the proportion of food coming from own-production.

56. We turn now to cash expenditure on non-food items. Table A-28 shows the
disaggregated pattem of expenditure on non-food items. Clothing (the first six categories)
represents 23% of non-food cash expenditure, one third of which is in the form of used
clothing. 47 School uniforms. currently an issue in policy discussions in Rwanda. absorb
less than one percent of the average familys non-food budget. Housing costs (including
construction, improvement, and repair) account for 35% of the total, wood products being
the most important component. Household effects represent slightly less than 10% of
non-food spending, transport 9%, and fuel and utilities about 7%. The remainder of the
non-food budget (17%) is allocated to health, education, hygiene, tobacco, leisure, and
services.

57. Naturally, this patterm varies between poor and non-poor households. The poor
spend a larger share of their non-food budget on used clothing, wood products, health
care, soap, and tobacco. These items make up over half (52%) of the non-food budget for
the poor, but less than a quarter of it for the non-poor. On the other hand, the non-poor
allocate a larger portion of their non-food spending to construction services,
transportation, and leisure and services. These categories account for 29%/o of the non-
food budget of the non-poor, but only 8% of that of poor households.

46 Note that the impact of food pnce controls (instead of consmner subsidies) would be more
complex, in that it would also influence growers of these commodities.
47 Almost all the used clothing is imported commercially from Europe and the United States.
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58. Table A -29 presents the same information in terms of row percentages, indicating
the relative importance of poor households in the total expenditure on each item. Overall,
the poor represent less than 15% of the non-food cash expenditure. Looking at the
individual items, the most striking result is that the poor account for 40% of the spending
on health services. Since, by construction, the poor represent 40% of the households, this
means that they spend as much, in absolute terms, on health services as the non-poor.
Given the budgetary constraints of the poor, this is a surprising result. The poor also
account for a relatively large percentage (over 28%) of expenditure on used clothing,
school uniforms, tobacco leaves, and kerosene. By contrast, the poor represent a small
proportion (less than 5%/o) on construction services, transportation other than "taxis," and
leisure and services.

59. These results have various policy implications. First, they suggest that to the
extent that devaluation raises the price of imported goods, the main non-food impact on
poor consumers will be in the form of higher prices for used clothing. Reduced tariff rates
and improvements in marketing efficiency in the used clothing sector would serve to
cushion the impact of devaluation on the poor (improvements in these areas could, in
theory, more than compensate losses resulting from devaluation). Devaluation would also
raise the price of kerosene and drugs. a relatively large share of which are purchased by
the poor. However, the impact of price increases would be less severe than higher prices
for used clothing because kerosene and drugs represent a much smaller share of the
budget of the poor.

60. Second, changes in the cost of health-care services have a significant impact on the
poor. The poor receive about 40% of the benefits of subsidizing the cost of health care
services. This means that health subsidies are almost as efficient in improving the well-
being of the poor as reducing the cost of sweet potatoes (discussed above). At the same
time, it should be recognized that in the rural areas, part of this expenditure is on
traditional healers. The EITBC indicates that over half of the health service spending in
rural areas is on traditional healers, although modem services are used with greater
frequency (Ministere du Plan, 1988: 35). This raises an interesting question of user
charges and the quality of health care provided by the public sector relative to that of the
private sector (i.e. the healers). The question is: To what extent is there a trade-off
between people's willingness to pay for health consultations and the quality of the care. It
may be that the real issue at hand is not to lower the cost of public care, but to raise its
quality and cost-effectiveness (this would lower the cost to the government per unit of
care), thereby creating a more efficient supply mix (healer and public care) from which the
population could choose.

61. Third, and still on health, the ENBC expenditure data just described, lead to the
conclusion that subsidizing the cost of drugs is a less efficient way to help the poor than
subsidizing the cost of health care services.
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62. Fourth, these results help identify non-food items which could be taxed with little
impact on the poor. "Other clothing" (principally accessories), construction services, fuels
other than kerosene, and leisure and personal services are all consumed disproportionately
by the non-poor. Thus, taxes on these items would be progressive in the sense of reducing
after-tax income inequality. A tax on banana beer (i.e. the part of production which passes
through taxable marketing channels) would be more or less neutral in terms of the
distribution of the burden between the poor and the non-poor.

1. Conclusion

63. The above analysis has shown that there is considerable regional and
socioeconomic or between-group variation in the incidence of poverty in Rwanda. The
policy implications of the identified characteristics of poverty have been explored to the
extent that this was feasible on the basis of the descriptive analytical apparatus which was
employed. No attempt is made here to repeat these conclusions. However, a comment is
in order with respect to employment and labor productivity. The analysis has shown that
one of the most critical poverty alleviation issues in Rwanda relates to labor productivity
in agricultural and non-agricultural occupations. The income share which the poor derive
from agricultural and non-agricultural off-farm labor exceeds that derived from their own
subsistence production. What can be done to increase the demand for, and productivity
of, rural labor?

64. The two fundamental policy areas which come to mind in the context of this
question are (i) agricultural intensification to overcome yield barriers and (ii) measures to
raise effective demand to enlarge the market for farm produce and, in time, to promote
growth linkages between sectors.48 These policy areas are interlinked. Agriculture is the
main source of employment and income in Rwanda. This is true even though current and
projected person-land ratios call for an acceleration of the rate of growth of off-farm
employment relative to the rate of growth of on-farm employment. Therefore, and given
the demographic pressures on the land, technological change (i.e. modem inputs and
higher-yielding varieties) and land improvement ("terraces radicales," afforestation, soil
quality improvement, etc.) are needed to raise current and future productivity of land and
labor. Hence:

* Agricultural research and extension must be stepped up (Rwanda does not have a
strong record in agricultural research, with the possible exception of potatoes).

* Cash incomes need to rise to (i) enable people to buy yield-enhancing inputs, (ii)
enable people to supplement subsistence-produced food with purchased food, and
(iii) to elicit and absorb the agricultural surplus (together with export demand) which
can be generated by means of technological change.

48 Other important policy areas include the improvement of human resources, population control, and the
conservation and enhancement of natural resources. Time and data constraints preclude a thorough analysis of
these issues in the context of this report.
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65. These are complex areas of policy and analysis. A fresh look is currently being
taken at these issues in Rwanda in the context of the structural adjustment program and
the reform of governmental spending and investment. While the promotion of agricultural
research and extension is a long-run measure, public works programs can lend
considerable short-run support to the second objective identified above. The Food
Security and Social Action Project which was mentioned in the Introduction to this report
will contain a massive program of public works and employment. Other projects and
programs pursue the same objective. It is to be hoped that these and other endeavours
will be productively integrated into a new, longer-run strategy of development-cum-
poverty alleviation for the benefit of the poor as identified in this report, i.e. the families in
the lower 40% of the distribution of income and expenditures in Rwanda.
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ATTACHMENT A: CALCULATION OF PRICE INDICES

The monetary values in this report have been deflated using a Tournquist (or Stone's)
price index based on 36 products (see Table A-1). These products, including 26 food
products and 10 non-food items, account for 80% of the average rural budget and 53% of
the average urban budget. The prices for each good were obtained from consumer
purchases recorded in the two budget questionnaires. Average prices were calculated for
each of the five rural zones and each of the four urban areas. These prices were then
expressed as a proportion of the prices for the same products in the city of Kigali, the base
region. National average budget shares were used as weights to combine product-zone-
level price indices into a single zone-level price index. The Tournquist (or Stone's) Index
uses a weighted geometric average of the following form:

n
ln(P,) I sj ln(P#)

J=1

or

n
Pi =o (P,,Mj

i=li

where Pi is the price index in zone i where the Kigali index is 100, sj is the national
average budget share for product j, and Pij is the ratio of the price of good j in zone i
relative to the price of good j in Kigali.
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Avdcts and weights used in thprice sgx
Product Weight Product Weight
Sorghum .01305 Banana wine .11299
Rice .00560 Sorghum beer .03634
Bread .00369 Factory beer .01467
Cassava .04850 Soft drink .00598
Cassava flour .01156 Palm oil .01178
Sweet potatoes .10907 Salt .00976
White potatoes .05032 Sugar .00460
Plantains .06478 Prepared meal .00632
Dzy beans .20663 Soap .02469
Dry peas .01399 Kerosene .01544
Dried peanuts .00864 Batteries .02569
Plantains .00229 Clinic visit .01101
Eggplant .00546 Medication .01368
Cabbage .00064 Used shirt .03478
Fresh tomatoes .00157 Used blouse .03440
Beef .01765 Cloth .02492
Goat meat .01545 Cigarette .01368
|Indagala fish .01016 Tobacco leaf .01024

Source: Bank Staff Estmates from raw data from the Enquete Nationale sur le budget et la consomnmation

The resulting price indices are shown in the next table. In general, food prices are highest
in Kigali and lowest in the rural areas. In contrast, non-food prices tend to be higher in
the rural areas than in the cities. These differences reflect transportation costs, since most
food is produced in the rural areas, while most non-food items are produced in (or
imported through) the cities. The relatively low cost of non-food items in the North
Center zone may be explained by its proximity to Uganda, through which most imports
pass on their way to Rwanda.

The overali price index varies from 84 to 101 in the cities and from 62 to 75 in the rural
areas. In general, the cost of living appears to be at least 50% greater in the cities than in
the country. This is because food, which represents the bulk of the average budget, is
more expensive in the urban areas.
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Price indices for each zone and -

Zone or city Food index Non-food index Overall price
index

Cities
Kigali 100.00 100.00 100.00
Butare 93.55 126.30 99.44
Gisenyi 103.85 89.93 100.96
Ruhengeri 83.24 85.86 83.76

Rural zones
Northwest 53.37 115.57 62.77
Southwest 59.44 111.88 67.83
North Center 56.18 91.75 62.29
South Center 68.60 106.88 75.22
East 62.17 109.29 69.86

Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete Nationale sur le budget et la consommauiot
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Table A-1. Range and mean of expenditrre qaintilles
(FRwl/personlyear)

Quultllc ~~~~Minimum Maximum Me an

l - ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~17,848 9,405
5 8.5~ ~ ~ ~~~~45 27,850 12,413

3) 11.239 24,233 15,550
4 14150t) 34,455 20,167
5 8.214 - 35,720

TOTAL 18,670

Source. Banic Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete Nationale sur le Budget et la
Consommation.

7'able A-2. Percentage of households below mukiples
of mean "penditure Eer capita

m.._UItIICS of Mcan Pct. of households

.4 3.4

.6 21.1
8 48.7

I 0 66.2
1.2 76.9
1 4 83.5

Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raNw data from the Enquete Nationale sur le Budget et la
Consommation

i able A-3. Indices ofPovent in Rural and Urban Areas

Mean
L>qp .cxpcnditure Share Shr Sh

sharct%j F/vrlpers) P0 P P2 PO P1-

Rural (4 9 17.396 .41 .09 .03 98.6 98.4 98.0
U'tbani 51 42.285 .11 .03 .01 1.4 1.6 2.0

Total 10i.( 18,67( .40 .09 .03 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete Nationale sur le Budget et la
Consommination
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Table A-4. Indwces of Poverty in Region

Mean
Pop. expenditure Share Share Share

share(%o FIRIl)rs) P- P1. P2 P0 Pi P2
Rural
Northwest 14.0 19,801 .34 .07 .02 11.8 11.4 11.2
Southwest 15.3 15,956 .38 .08 .02 14.5 13.4 12.9
North Central 21.5 17,380 .45 .09 .03 24.2 21.1 20.0
South Central 20.3 14,622 .58 .16 .05 29.9 35.5 37.5
East 23.8 19,292 .30 .06 .02 18.2 17.0 16.4

Urban
Kigali 3.7 46,901 .06 .02 .01 .5 .7 .9
Other urban 1.5 30,624 .23 .06 .02 .8 1.0 1.1

TOTAL 100.0 18,670 .40 .09 .03 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enqu&e Nationale sur le Budget et la
Consommation.

TableA-5. Indices ofPoverty by Household Size

Mean
Pop hexpenditute Sare Share Share

share(%/) Fvr/riers) P0 P1 P2 PO P1 P2
Up to three 26.8 23,628 .21 .05 .01 14.3 13.5 12.2
Four 18.7 18,625 .40 .08 .02 19.0 16.8 14.6
Five 14.5 '17,115 .45 .11 .04 16.5 17.3 20.0
Six 17.4 15,722 .44 .11 .04 19.4 20.6 22.6
Over six 22.4 16,075 .55 .13 .04 30.9 31.8 30.6

TOTAL 100.0 18,670 .40 .09 .03 100.0 100.0 100.00
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete Nationale sur le Budget et la
Consommation.

Table A6 Indices of Povet by Sex of Head of Howsehold
Mean

Pop epeiture Share Share Share
share(%o) Fhr/pers) 0 P1 P2 PO P1 P2

Female 20.4 18,437 .41 .11 .04 21.1 24.8 25.7
Male 79.6 18,729 .39 .09 .03 78.9 75.2 74.3

Total 100.0 18,670 .40 .09 .03 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete Nationale sur le Budget et la
Consommation.
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Table A-7: Characteristics of Rural Households by Farm Size

Net Value of ag. production Importance of non-farm
Farm size Size of household per hectare activities
(hectares) (persons) (FRwlhect./yr) 1% of income)

Under 0.38 3.6 104.731 35.50%
0.38 - 0.65 4.6 56.631 19.60%
0.66 - 1.07 4.8 39.634 22.70%
1.08- 1.90 5.6 26.584 17.60%
Over 1.90 6.2 17.126 9.60%

Note: Non-farm activities include wage labor, commerce, services,
and artisanal activities other than beer brewing

Table A-8: Indiees of Poverty in Rural Areas by Form Size

Mean
PopM exenditu Share Share Share

share(%) re PO P1 P2 PO P1 P2
F/vr/uers)

Under 0.37 19.8 18,302 .34 .08 .03 16.6 16.3 17.7
0.38 - 0.65 20.1 16.639 .56 .13 .04 27.5 28.0 27.4
0.66- 1.07 20.0 15,981 .49 .11 .04 24.1 24.0 24.0
1.08 - 1.90 20.0 18,720 .27 .07 .02 13.3 14.6 15.9
Over 1.90 20.1 17,832 .37 .08 .02 18.6 17.2 15.0

TOTAL 100.0 17,495 .41 .09 .03 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank StaffEstimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.

TabkA-9. Indiees of Poverty in Rural Areas by Farms Size per Person

Mean
Po exenditure Share Share Share

shate(°/ F/vr/pers) P0 P1 P2 P0 P1 P2
Under 0.08 16.9 15,710 .56 .13 .04 23.3 24.3 25.2
0.08 -0.13 17.2 15,826 .46 .09 .03 19.7 16.9 15.7
0.13 - 0.21 20.6 16,887 .46 .11 .04 23.2 23.7 25.3
0.21-0.38 23.5 17,342 .38 .10 .03 21.9 24.9 24.5
Over 0.38 2.17 20,955 .22 .04 .01 11.9 10.1 9.3

~ TOTAL 100.0 17,495 .41 .09 .03 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.
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Table A-10. Sources of income by poverty group
(column percentages)

Po-or o-or All

Agricultural production 64.4 49.9 53.9

Artisamy and services 21.7 24.8 24.0

Commerce 5.1 7.5 6.8

Agricultural wages 6.1 2.6 3.5

Other employment inclrne 1.3 11.7 8.9

Sale ofassets 1.1 2.2 1.9

Rental income .2 1.2 .9

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.

Table A-Il. Sources of income by povety group
(rowpercentes)

Poor Non-poor All
Agricultural production 32.3 67.7 100.0
Artisanry and services 24.5 75.5 100.0
Commerce 20.3 79.7 100.0
Agricultur wages 46.7 53.3 100.0
Other employment income 4.0 96.0 100.0
Sale of assets 14.8 85.2 100.0
Rental income 6 3 93.7 100.0
TOTAL 27.0 73.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.

Table A-12. Indices of Poverty by principal occupaton

Mean
Pop. expenditure Share Share Share

share(o) Fhr/pers) PO Pi P2 P0 P1 P2

Farmer 73.7 16,523 .45 .10 .03 83.9 82.4 82.8
Artisan 9.7 24,443 .13 .01 .00 3.1 1.3 .8
Merchant 4.1 21,073 .42 .10 .03 4.4 4.5 4.0
Employee 5.93 3,444 .19 .04 .02 2.9 2.8 3.3
Other 6.5 19,363 .35 .11 .04 5.8 8.0 9.1

TOTAL 100.0 18,670 .40 .09 .03 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.
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Table A.13. Sourcesof Agrictural Income Among Rural Households by Poverty Group
(FRw/householdlyear)

Poor NonwM or All
Food crop sales 3,234 7,061 5,481
Cash crop sales 2,599 4,565 3,753
Animal product sales 2,569 4,643 3,787
Home produced food 33,405 44,893 40,150

Crop production costs -2,361 -5,258 -4,062
Animal prodc costs -797 -1,062 -952
Land purchases -297 -263 -277

TOTAL 38,352 54,580 47,880
Source: Bank Staff Estmates from raw data from the Enqu&e sur le budget et la consommaton.

TableA-14. Sources of Agricutal IncomeAmongRuratl Househl by Povey Group
(rw pernte)

Poor Total
Food crop sales 24.4 75.6 100.0
Cash crop sales 28.6 71.4 100.0
Animal product sales 28.0 72.0 100.0
Home produced food 34.4 65.6 100.0
Crop production costs 4.0 76.0 100.0
Animal prod. costs 34.6 65.4 100.0
Land purchases 44.2 55.8 100.0

TOTAL 33.1 66.9 700.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enqufte sur le budget et la consommation.
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Table A-IS. Conaposiie of Gross Vale of Ag wu uPrdc"o by pevety Group

Pooronoo All;

Sorghtvm 2.6 2.2 2.4
Cassava 10.1 7.0 8.2
Sweet potato 20.6 12.2 14.9
White potato 5.0 8.5 7.4
Banana 9.7 11.0 10.6
Beans 25.8 23.2 24.1
FrWutvegebles 5.1 4.9 4.9
Other food crops 5.8 7.4 6.9
Coffee 4.7 5.4 5.1
Other cash crops 1.5 1.9 1.8
Cattle 2.2 4.2 3.5
Other animals 6.4 12.0 10.2

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estmates from raw data frm the Enqu&e sur le budget etla consommation.
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Table A-16. ComposJion of Gross Value of Agricutural Production by Poverty Group
(row percentages)

Poor Non-poor All
Sorghum 360 64.0 100.0
Cassava 42.0 58.0 100.0
Sweet potato 44.5 55.5 100.0
White potato 21.7 78.3 100.0
Banana 29.6 70.4 100.0
Beans 34.5 65.5 100.0
Fruithvegetables 33.0 67.0 100.0
Otherfood crops 26.9 73.1 100.0
Coffee 29.2 70.8 100.0
Other cash crops 27.6 72.4 100.0
Cattle 19.7 80.3 100.0
Other animals 20.2 79.8 100.0
OTHER 32.2 67.8 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.

Table A-1 7 Compositon of Agcutaural Sats by Poverty Group
(column percentages)

Poor Nonpoor All

Sorghum 7.7 6.1 6.5
Cassaa 6.7 4.1 4.8
Sweet potato 3.7 3.9 3.8
White potato 2.8 9.8 7.9
Banama 9.5 7.1 7.7
Beans 4.3 5.3 5.0
Fruit/vegetables 1.5 3.1 2.7
Other food crops 2.6 3.7 3.4
Coffee 23.5 21.0 21.7
Other cash crops 7.1 7.1 7.1
Cattle 10.1 12.2 11.6
Other animals 20.5 16.7 17.7

OTHER 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.
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TabPeA-18. Composition ofAgricultural Sales by Poverty Group
(row percentages)

Poor Non-poor All

Sorghum 31.7 68.3 100.0
Cassava 37.5 62.5 100.0
Sweet potato 25.9 74.1 100.0
White potato 9.5 90.5 100.0
Banana 33.1 66.9 100.0
Beans 23.1 76.9 100.0
Fruit/egetables 14.8 85.2 100.0
Other food crops 2' 3 79.7 100.0
Coffee 29 1 70.9 100.0
Other cash crops 27.0 73.0 100.0
Cattle 23.2 76.8 100.0
Other animals 31.1 68.9 100.0

OTHER 26.9 73.1 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consornnat JU.

TableA-19. Composition of agricutral input purchases byp Jetty group
(column percentage)

Poor Non-por All
Seedstplants 33.0 10.3 15.8
Hoes 19.4 8.7 11.2
Other inputs 2.4 6.2 5.3
Hired labor 32.0 53.2 48.1
Rented land 13.2 21.6 19.6

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.

TableA-20. Composon of agricultaral input purchases by poverty group
(row percentage)

Poor Non-poor All
Seeds/plpnts 50.3 49.7 100.0
Hoes 41.4 58.6 100.0
Other inputs 10.8 89.2 100.0
Hired labor 16.0 84.0 100.0
Rented land 16.2 83.8 i00.0

TOTAL 24.0 76.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.
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Table A-21. Composition of expenditure by poverty group
(Column percentages)

Poor Non-poor All
CashExpenditureonfood 20.1 22.1 21.6
Home production of food 60.1 44.3 48.6
Cash expenditure on non-food 11.8 25.6 21.9
Expenditure via transfers 7.3 7.4 7.4
Expenditure via barter .7 .6 .6

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the "Enqu8te sur le budget et la consommation.

TableA-22. Composition of expenditure bypovertygroup
(rowpercentages)

Poor Non-poor All
Cash Expenditure on food 25.1 74.9 100.0
Home production of food 33.3 66.7 100.0
Cash expenditure on non-food 14.5 85.5 100.0
Expenditure via transfers 26.7 73.3 100.0
Expenditure via barter 32.2 67.8 100.0

TOTAL 26.9 73.1 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.
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TableA-23. Compositionoffoodexpedidkurebypoventygroup
(column percentages)

Poor Non-poor All

Sorghum 1.9 1.3 1.4
Maize 1.4 1.8 1.7
Rice .6 1.0 .9

Cassava 9.1 5.6 6.7
SweetPotatoes 18.0 9.1 11.8
white Potatoes 4.5 6.8 6.1
Bananas 6.8 7.4 7.2

Beans 26.5 21.0 22.7

Fruitivegetables 4.5 4.2 4.3

Beef 1.6 2.5 2.2
Other Meats 1.3 2.0 1.8
Fish .9 1.5 1.3
Milk and Eggs .8 4.9 3.7

Banana Beer 10.0 13.5 12.4
Sorhui -. Beer 3.7 4.2 4.0
Factory Beer .5 2.8 2.1

Oils and Fats 1.0 1.7 1.5
Condiments 1.5 2.1 1.9
Prepared meals .5 .9 .8
Other 4.7 5.9 5.5

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estmates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation
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TablekA25. CompeslenofcshfoOd edihebypvertygroup
(row pere*gi

Non0mr All
Sorghlm 33.76 62.24 100.0
Maize 38.8 61.2 100.0
Rice 12.7 87.3 100.0
Cassa 38.1 61.9 100.0
Sweet Potatoes 38.7 61.3 100.0
white Potatoes 18.4 81.6 100.0
Bananas 16.6 83.4 100.0
Beans 39.9 60.1 100.0

Fruith"etables 16.8 83.2 100.0

Beef 20.9 79.1 100.0
Other Meat 18.8 81.2 100.0
Fish 22.5 77.5 100.0
Milk and Eggs 2.3 97.7 100.0

Banana Beer 25.3 74.7 100.0
Sorghum Beer 37.1 62.9 100.0
Factozy Beer 6.9 93.1 lCO.0

Oils and Fats 18.7 81.3 100.0
Condiments 23.9 76.1 100.0
Prepared meals 19.2 80.8 100.0
Other 18.1 81.9 100.0

TOTAL 25.1 74.9 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates fiom raw data from the Enqufte sur le budget et a consommaon.
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Table A-26. Importance of home producon by poverty group
(p.ceetage of value of cons.nmption)

Poor Non-poor All
Sorghum 42.1 31.6 35.7
Maize 70.2 77.4 75.6
Rice 29.1 .0 5.7

Cassava 81.6 79.9 80.6
Sweet Potatoes 98.7 90.7 90.2
white Potatoes 77.1 67.9 70.0
Bananas 93.1 88.7 90.0

Beans 75.9 79.1 78.0

Fruit/vegetables 88.5 76.5 80.3

Beef 6.2 .6 1.8
Other Meats 56.1 42.9 45.9
Fish 52.1 55.4 54.7
Milk and Eggs 62.4 80.0 78.8

Banana Beer 21.8 25.7 24.7
Sorghum Beer 40.8 40.1 40.3
Factory Beer .0 .0 .0

Oils and Fats .0 .1 .1
Condimess 5.4 4.6 4.8
Prepared meals .0 .0 .0
Other 74.9 67.6 69.5
TOTAL
Source: Bank Staff Estimates fom raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommation.
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Table A-27. Distribution of Cash Purchases by Poverty Group
(column percentages)

Poor All

Cloth 3.2 3.1 3.1
Used Clothing 16.9 6.7 8.2
New Clothing 5.9 5.7 5.7
School Clothing 1.7 .7 .8
Shoes and Boots 2.7 2.9 2.9
Other Clothing 2.3 2.2 2.2

Construction 26.0 37 1 35.4
Household Equipment 6.1 10.1 9.5

Kerosene 3.5 1.5 1.8
Other Energy/V. ater 4.2 5.5 5.3

Medication 2.9 1.3 1.6
Medical Servic .s 6.3 1.6 2.3
SCIp 5.7 2.8 3.2
Other Hygiene .8 .9 .9

Education 1.8 1.8 1.8
Trasnsportation 4.0 9.4 8.6
Tobacco 5.2 2.7 3.1
Leisure/Services .8 4.0 3.6

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enqu&e sur le budget et la consommation.
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Table 28. Distnbution of Cash Purchases by Poverty Group
(row percentages)

Poor Non-poor All

Cloth 15.4 84.6 100.0
Used Clothing 30.8 69.2 100.0
New Clothing 15.4 84.6 100.0
School Clothing 31.4 68.6 100.0
Shoes and Boots 14.4 85.6 100.0
Other Clothing 15.4 84.6 100.0

Construction 11.0 89.0 100.0
Hous hold Equipment 9.6 90.4 100.0

Kerosene 28.4 71.6 100.0
Other Energy/Water 11.7 88.3 100.0

Medication 27.4 72.6 100.0
Medical Services 40.2 S9.8 100.0
Soap 26.0 74.0 100.0
Other Hygiene 13.8 86.2 100.0

Education 14.6 85.4 100.0
Trasnsportation 7.0 93.0 100.0
Tobacco 25.3 74.7 100.0
Leisure/Services 3.2 96.8 100.0

TOTAL 14.9 85.1 100.0
Source: Bank Staff Estimates from raw data from the Enquete sur le budget et la consommaton.
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ANNEX B: TECHNICAL NOTES

A. OVERALL GROWTH RATES FOR PROJECTIONS

1. The growth rates for GDP, population, revenues, public expenditure and public
debt were based on the rates used the Rwanda Economic Strategy Note (ESN)4 9 . These
rates are summarized in Table B-I below:

Table B-l: Gront Rates for GDP, Population. Goveent Expendie andRevenues (6)

1993 1995 1998 2000 2003 2005 2007 2009 Zell 2013 201S

GDP Growth Rate 3.0 3.2 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.0

Population Growth Rate 2.7 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.0 1 9 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.5

Growth ii Govt. Rev. 4.1 4.1 4.1 5.4 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.2

Growth in GovL Exp. 1.1 1.1 4.0 4.0 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4

Source: rank Staff Estimates.

2. The rates are not extra-ordinarily ambitious for when compared with those
achieved by low-income densely populated countries elsewhere. They do require
substantive progress in family planning coverage, a degree of economic liberalization and
substantial investments in human capital.

B. POVERTY ESTIMATES 1985-1992 AND PROJECTIONS To 2000

1. Poverty Estimates 1985-1992

3. While poverty estimates for 1985 were based on the survey results discussed in
Annex-A estimates of the poverty head count, poverty gap and poverty severity between
1985 and 1992 were calculated using the POVCAL program50 . The first alternative was
based on no changes in income distribution between 1985 &Ad 1992 i.e. the Lorenz curve
was held constant and the only thing that changed was the mean expenditure. Mean
expenditure was assumed to vary with per capita income on a one to one basis.

4. The second alternative was prepared in view of the high likelihood that income
distribution had worsened between 1985 and 1992 due to frequent localized famines and
the effects of the civil war. This happens as households facing a crisis sell of assets to
tackle the immediate problem and are forced to start the next period with less assets and
less income earning potential. Tht -ffects combined with the overall downward
economic trend to increase inequality. The arbitrary assumptions of a deteriorating
distribution by quintile for the second alternative are given below for illustrative purpose.
Under this scenario, the Gini coefficients worsens about 0.01 per year to 0.34 in 1992

'4 Rwanda Note de Siat9kie &Ecoq Vers ame CroisJw Daabe, World Bans, 1993.

50 POVCAL was developed in the World Bank by Martin Ravallion, Gaurav Dutt and Shahoua Chen, PRDPH
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from 0.27 in 1985. These data were fed into POVCAL to produce new Lorenz curves and
various poverty coefficients.

Table B-2: Rwanda - Income Distribution Patterns over Time Assum;,;g Worsening of Gini
Group 1985 1986 1987 1988 ij89 1990 1991 1992

Shares of Income Held by Quintile
Ist Quintile 10.09% 9.81% 9.54% 9.26% 8.99% 8.72% 8.44% 8.17%

2ndQuintile 13.31% 12.95% 12.59% 12.23% 11.87% 11.50% 11.14% 10.78%
3rdQuintile 16.67% 16.44% 16.21% 15.98% 15.75% 15.51% 15.28% 15.05%
4th Quintile 21.63% 21.99% 22.35% 22.71% 23.07% 23.43% 23.79% 24.15%
Top Quintile 38.30% 38.81% 39.32% 39.82% 40.33% 40.83% 41.34% 41.85%

100.000/% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00

Estimated Gini 0.281 0.290 0.298 0.307 0.316 325 0.334 0.342

Source: Bank Staff Estimates.

5. The results for the option with no Lhanges in income distribution are given in
Chapter 2. Table B-3 and Figure B-1 presents results for the alternative with worsening
income distribution.

Tabke B-3: Rwanda - Pow&ay Etimates 1985-1992 with increasng inequaf4
item 1985 1986 198'; 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Poverty Head 40.0% 3 9% 44.0% 46.0% 47.2% 50.3% 53.3% 53.5%
count
Poverty Gap 8.4% 8.7% 10.9% 12.3% 13.8% 15.9% 18.6% 19.5%
Poverty Severity 2.4% 2.5% 3.1% 4.;% 4.9% 6.1% 7.8% 8.6%
Gini Coefficient 0.270 0.287 0.298 0.307 0.316 0.325 0.334 0.342
Changes in 1.9% -3.7% -1.3% -1.4% -3.3% 4.7/o -2.4%
Inc./Cap.
Source: Bank Staff Estimates.

Figure B-1: Rwanda - Poverty Trends 1985-1992 (Distribution Wosens)
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50.0% 

40.0%

30.0%
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EIIPoverty Gap
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-~'-Glti Coefficient
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Source: Bank Staff Estmates.
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2. Projections for 1993-2015

6. The projections for 1993-2015 were carried under two assumptions of Gini (0.27
and 0.34). Per capita expenditures are expected to grow along the lines predicted in the
Economic Strategy Note for Rwanda. Even with the somewhat optimistic growth rates in
the ESN, under both scenarios, the poverty head count remains stubornly high. The
results for both scenarios are given in Table B-4 and a graphic presentation of the results
with Gini=0.34 is given in Figure B-2.

Table 4: Poveitv lFtimates with different leveL f ineqsaily 993-201S
Alternativel- GWai-Coeffwient=.27

Item 193 195 1 2000 2005 2010 2015
PovertyHeadCount 53.3% 51.4% 44.1% 35.3% 22.0% 10.5%
Poverty Gap 14.0% 13.1% 10.1% 7.0% 3.3% 1.1%
Poverty Seventy 4.8% 4.4% 3.1% 1.9% 0.7%/ 0.2%
Changes in Inc./Cap. 0.6% 0.6% 2.3% 2.8% 3.2% 3.2%

Altetanive H - Gini Coefficient .34
Item 1993 1997 2000 2005 2010 2015
Poverty Head Count 55.0% 53.9% 49.9% 45.0% 37.4% 29.9%
Poverty Gap 20.6% 19.8% 17.0% 13.8% 9.1% 4.9%
Poverty Severity 9.2% 8.7% 7.0% 5.1% 2.7% 1.1%
Changes in Inc./Cap. 0.6% 0.6% 2.3% 2.8% 3.2% 3.2%
Source: Bank Staff Estmates from raw data fiom the "Enqute Nationale sur le budget et la consommatio.'

Figur B-2: Projections of Impact of Sustained Gtrowth on
Poverty Gini=.34
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C. INCIDENCE ANALYSIS

1. Ilustrative Example of Incidence Analysis Methodology

7. The incidence analysis was carried out using data from the poverty profile,
administrative data on taxes and expenditures as well information gathered during field
visits. The analysis was carried out at the national level and the only local expenditure
included is central transfers to communes. Communes rely heavily on head taxes for
revenue. This is quite regressive though communes tend to provide assistanre with their
own resources for the poor. For each category of tax and expenditure the percent going
to the poor and non-poor established primarily based on the results of the poverty profile
but also on additional information gathered from field visits to schools, health centers,
farmers, commune tax offices etc. This was easier for expenditures with direct
beneficiaries such as education and health than for expenditures such as general
administration which are public goods. For the latter value judgements were necessary
and this study opted for the simplest approach of assigning incidence to direct beneficiaries
such as civil servants for general administration. This approach could be considered
tautological but has the advantage of avoiding value judgements.

8. The population was divided into two large groups - poor and non-poor. These
groupings follow those in the detailed poverty profile in Annex-A. Due to the limited
sample size, it was considered safer to stay with two groups rather than disaggregatmg
further. Depending on data availability, the analysis can be carried out in quintiles or
deciles or in even more detail.

9. After examining public expenditure patterns (as shown in the detailed tables in
Annex-A), and administrative data on use of different services, each type of of public
expenditure was given a weight. Expenditures such as health, education etc. were broken
down in great detail and weights assigned to the detailed breakdwon. Table B-5
demonstrates using health sector data.

Table B-5: Calculating Poverty Coefficients for Health Care
Item Expenditures Exp. Dist % % Poor % Non-Poor
Personnel 997,390,000 48.5% 45% 55%
Medicines 400,000,000 19.4% 40% 60%
Technical Materials 181,500,000 8.8% 40% 60%
Preventive Medicine 20,680,000 1.0% 60% 40%
Medical Equipment Maintenan. 5,000,000 0.2% 25% 75%
Building Maintenance 25,000,000 1.2% 35% 65%
Special Care 80,000,000 3.9% 5% 95%
Other Ministry Costs 198,794,500 9.7% 30% 70%
Transfers to Hospitals 91,698,000 4.5% 30% 70%
Transfers to NGO sector 31,440,000 1.6% 35% 65%
Transfers for Blood 25,378,000 1.2% 40% 60%
Transfusion
Total 2,056,880,500 100.0% 40% 60%
Source: Bank Staff Estimates.
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10. Weighted averages were establshed in detai for all sectors and are given in Table
B-6.

Table B-6: Allocaton PoortNon-Poor by Category
Economrc Category Non-Poor % PoorYe

General Public Sevices 96% 4%

Defense 90% 10W

Social Sevices

-Education 75% 25%

-Health 60% 40%

-Other 50% 50%

Econoaii. Serces

-Agrculture 90% 10%

-Mini Mnufac. and Construction 99% 1%

-Energ and Public Works 90Ye 10%

-Transport and Communications 99% 1%

-Other Economic Affairs 90% 10%

Interst on Public Debt

-Domnestic 100% 0%

-Exterior 60% 40%

Odter Expenditure 100% 0%

Source: Bank Staff Estimates.

I1. Similarly, weighted averages were established for revenue incidence by povarty
group and are given in table B-7.

Table B-7: Source of Revenue by Poverty Group and Category
Revenue Source
Tax on Income and Profit
-Corporate 99% 1 %
-Patents 99% 1%
-individual 99% 1%
-Other 90% 10%

Taxes on Property 90% 10%
Domestic Taxes on Goods & Services
-Excise 90% 10%
-Sales Taxes 90% 10%
-Petroleum 90% 10%
Taxes on International Trade
-import Duties 85% 25%
-Export tax on Coffee 71% 29%
-Other Export taxes 80% 20%
-Misc. Trade axes & Fees 90% 10%

Non-Tax Revenue and Adjustment 60% 40%
Source: Bank Staff Estimates.
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12. Based on the coefficients on table B-4 expenditures going to the poor and non-
poor were calculated. These totals were divided by the numbers in each category as
established by the poverty projections described in section A. The population poor/ non-
poor was established by multiplying the total population by the Poverty Head Count
Index. An example of such calculation is given Table B-8 for 1991.

Table B-8: Calculation of expenditures poor & non-poor 1991
Economic Category Poor Non-Poor
General Public Services 422 10,128
Defense 889 8,001
Social Services 2,244 5,747
-Education 1,618 4,853
-Health 536 804
-Other 90 90
Ecunomic Services 217 2,713
-Agriculture 59 531
-Mining, Manufac. and Construction 1 119
-Energy and Public Works 131 1,179
-Transport and Communications 7 713
-Other Economic Affairs 19 171
Interest on Public Debt 556 4,146
-Domestic 0 3,312
-Exterior 556 834
Other 0 4,768
Expenditures 4,328 35,502
Population 3,705,134 3,531,456
Expend/Capita 1,168 10,053
Source: Bank Staff Estimates.

13. The expenditures and revenues per capita were dived by the average expenditures
for each group to calculate the tax and expenditure rate by poverty group. Average
expenditures for the poor were calculated by multiplying the poverty line adjusted to
current prices by (1- P1) where P1 is the poverty gap index. The average expenditures
for the non-poor was then calculated as residual. Similar calculations were carried out for
revenue.

2. Mathematical Structure Underlying Incidence Analysis

14. The equations underlying the incidence calculations are as follows:

Eqn. I EpIt = (Ei,t Wp,i)

Eqn. 2 En,t = Ei,t (IWp,i)

Eqn. 3 Rp,t = RiRt QWp,i
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i

Eqn. 4 Rn,t = XRJt(IWp)

Eqn. 5 Ot = Pt Ht

Eqn. 6 Nt Pt(I-Ht)

Eqn. 7 e = Ep/Ot

Eqn. 8 ent = Ent / Nt

Eqn. 9 rp,t = Rt I Ot

Eqn. 10 rnt = Rnt /Nt

Eqn. 11 Yp LtI-Gt)/Ot

Eqn. 12 Yn= (tYtPtYptOt)/ Nt

Eqn. 13 tpt = Ypt

Eqn. 14 tt = rnt / Ynt

Eqn. 1 t ep,t /Yn,t

Eqn. 16 Xnt ent/Ynt

Eqn. 17 Ip-t (epftit,P / ypt

Eqn. 18 Int = (e,t tn,t) IYn,t

where,
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Wp i t = Proportion of expenditures for item "i" going to poor or
proportion tax "i" being paid by the poor at time "'t". In this
exercise, it has been assumed constant over time

Ei,t Public Expenditure in category "i"at time It".

Rit Revenue Category "i"at time "t ".

Ep,t Total public expenditure on poor at time "t".

En,t = Total public expenditure on non-poor at time "t"

Rp,t Total Revenues from poor at time "t"

Rnt Total Revenie from non-poor at time "t"

ep,t Per capita expenditure on poor at time "t"

en,t = Per capita expenditures on poor at time "t"

r-pt = Per capita revenues from poor at time "t"

-!-t Per capita revenues from non-poor at time "t"

Ot = Number of poor at time "t"

Nt = Number of non-poor at time "t"

Pt = Total population at time "t"

Ht = Head count poverty index at time "t"

Gt = Poverty gap index at time "t"

Lt = Poverty line at time "t"

Yp,t = Average expenditures of poor at time "t"

Yn't = Average Pxpenditure of non-poor at time "t"

Yt = Average expenditure at time "t"

tn,t Tax rate on non-poor at time "t"

tp,t Tax rate on poor at time "t"
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,t Public Expenditure incidence rate on non-poor at time "t"

X p,t Public Expenditure incidence rate on poor at time 't"

I,' Net incidence of Public Expenditure and Revenues on non-
poor at time "t"

Ip t Net incidence of Public Expenditure and Revenues on poor
p,t ~~~~~~~at time "st"
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ANNEXE C - ENQUETE PARTICIPATIVE DE LA
PAUVRETE AU RWANDA

RESUME

Dans le cadre de ltetude entreprise par la Banque Mondiale sur la lutte contre la
pauvret6 et la croissance durable au Rwanda, une enquete-participation a 6te lancee fin
1993 afm d'essayer de saisir la r6alitW des pauvres, de les 6couter et de comprendre la
manmre dont ils percoivent leurs problemes et les solutions a y apporter.

L'enquete a ete men6e dans huit prefectures du Rwanda couvrant une zone urbaine,
une zone semi-urbaine et six zones rurales. La m6thodologie est celle des enquetes
participatives basees sur des interviews non structur6es des m6nages et des groupes
particuliers cibl6s. L'echantillon, choisi en fonction des objectifs de l'enquete, comprend
les m6nages les plus d6munis des communes enquetes. Les informations suppl6mentaires
proviennent des archives des communes et des enqu6tes formelles aupres des institutions
concern&es.

Les resultats de l'enqukte, tout en confirmant les donnees existantes dans les
secteurs de l'agriculture, de l'ducation et de la sante, soulignent que la situation est
devenue grave, d6sesp6ree meme pour les m6nages qui ont fait l'objet de l'enquete. Les
groupes particulierement vuln6rables sont les meres celibataires, les femmes repudiees,
celles qui vivent en union libre et leurs enfants.

Dans le domaine agricole, l'enquete a note l'imperieuse necessite d'accroitre la
surface des terres cultivables et d'augmenter leur productivite. Les agriculteurs vivent de
cultures d'autosubsistance qui, dans la majorite des cas, ne suffisent pas A produire le
minimum vital necessaire. Les cultures de rente sont reserv&es aux familles mieux nanties
qui emploient des journaliers pour des salaires minimes. Toutes les suggestions des
agriculteurs portent invariablement sur les besoins en intrants et sur une meilleure
distribution et plus grande competence des services d'extension. Le regroupement des
exploitations agricoles, ainsi que 1' acces au cr6dit et la promotion d' activites non agricoles
ont aussi ete mentionnes. Dans les pr6fectures de Ruhengeri et de Butare, les agriculteurs
ont suggere l'exploitation des marais afin de les transformer en terres cultivables.

Les reflexions et attitudes des enquet&s d6montrent qu'une methode participative de
vulgarisaton mt6grant la recherche et le developpement pourrait etre efficace comme
strat6gie pour le secteur agricole et pourrait mener i l'adoption de nouvelles cultures
correspondant aux besoins de la population telles que le soja par exemple.
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Dans le domaine de 1'enseignement primaire, l'enquete a indique le couit e}ev6 des
frais scolaires et l'absence d'interet vis-a-vis de l'&ucation de la part des parents et des
enfants. DMs lors, il apparait qu'avant meme d'aborder les besoins de l'enseignement
secondaire qui n'ont par ailleurs pas ete couverts par cette enqu&e faute d'6leves inscrits
dans l'6chantillon, des efforts integr6s devront etre men6s sur divers fronts: sensibilisation
des parents A l'importance de l'enseignement primaire, frais scolaires, malnutrition et
morbidite des enfants, materiel scolaire inadequat et programme non adapte aux besoins et
capacit6s des enfants.

En ce qui concerne la sant6, l'insuffisance de medecins, de medicaments, de
moyens de transfert des malades et les mouvements des deplac6s et des refugies font que
dans ce secteur aussi, les besoins sont immenses. La lutte contre la malaria, le SIDA et le
kwashiorkor pour ne citer que ces maladies exigerait la mise en place de vastes
programmes. De plus, 6tant donn6 l'etat alarmant de la nutrition, specialement parmi les
groupes les plus d6favoris6s de femmes et d'enfants, il est imperatif d' examiner la
possibilit6 d'inclure systematiquement dans les programmes existants et dans les
programmes mentionn6s ci-dessus les composantes destinees a procurer de l'aide
alimentaire aux plus d6munis. Quant aux programmes de planificatioi: familiale, ils sont
loin d'avoir atteint leurs objectifs. Tandis que des efforts de sensibilisation se font dans
tout le pays, la distribution des moyens contraceptifs est interdite dans les centres de sante
tenus par des organisations religieuses et l'enquete revele aussi de serieuses contraintes
cuturelles A l'usage des moyens contraceptifs.

II y a encore lieu de noter que parmi les centaines de m6nages enquetes non
repr6sentatifs, aucun n'a mentionne l'option d'emigrer vers la ville et n'a fait reference
aux limitations administratives imposees par l'Etat a l'exode rural. Cette particularite
m6rite d'etre relevee et de domier lieu A des recherches sur les transferts du milieu urbain
vers le milieu rural et sur les possibilit6s d'emigration soit dans des villes secondaires ou
encore a IPetranger.

INTRODUCTION ET JUSTIFICATION DE L'ENQUETE

La Banque Mondiale a entrepris une 6tude sur la lutte contre la pauvret6 et la
croissance durable au Rwanda. Cette etude comprend un profil de pauvrete qui examine la
nature et l'6tendue de la pauvret6, un examen des politiques gouvernementales en cours
liees a la pauvret6, une analyse des depenses publiques, des institutions et des dispositifs
de securite en vigueur et des suggestions quant aux mesures prioritaires que le
gouvernement pourrait entreprendre pour reduire la pauvrete.
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Les experiences de la Banque et autres organismes intemationaux ont montr6
qu'une strategie efficace de lutte contre la pauvrete doit etre comprise et respectee par les
ben6ficiaires eux-memes et se doit donc de refleter leurs besoins et leurs priorites. Ce qui
permet d'assurer que les politiques et programmes destines A lutter contre la pauvrete
auront l'impact voulu sur les conditions de vie des populations en question. De plus, les
chances de durabilit6 de ces programmes issus de la participation populaire sont accrues.
Les pauvres sont en general desavantages non seulement dans l'acces et la distribution des
ressources mais aussi par rapport A la puissance et l'influence exerc6es par les groupes
d'intert. Par cons6quent, leur permnettre de s'exprimer augmente leurs possibilites de
controler leur situation et de l'ameliorer.

Des politiques economiques adequates peuvent creer les opportunites necessaires
pour la reduction de la pauvrete, mais il faut que les pauvres puissent les saisir. Tandis
que ia pauvrete est souvent apprehendee au travers de politiques ou de r*fornes
structurelles venant "d'den haut", il est egalement important de mieux comprendre les
besoins des pauvres et les institutions dont ils dependent ou au sein desquelles ils pourront
s'efforcer de depasser leur situation.

A ces fins, une enquete participation a et lancee au Rwanda en octobre 1993
couvrant six zones rurales, une zone semi-urbaine et une zone urbaine. Cette enquete de
type qualitatif sert de complement aux donnees quantitatives qui fournissent les bases de
l'6tude sur la lutte contre la pauvrete et la croissance durable au Rwanda.

MIETHODOLOGIE

Un atelier d'une semaine destine a la formation des enqueteurs et A la definition et
l'identification des zones a couivrir a et6 organise par Claudine Voyadzis, consultante pour
la Banque Mondiale. L'equipe se composait de Verediana Kaligirwa, chef d'equipe,
d'Immaculee Mukankubito et de Daniel Karenzi, assistants coordinateurs et de 16
enqueteurs de l'Organisation Non-Gouvernementale "R6seau des Fenmmes Oeuvrant pour
le Dveloppement Rural". Un homme et une femme ont couvert chacune des huit zones
d'enquete dont six sont dans les regions rurales, une dans la periph6rie de Kigali et une
dans la ville de Kigali meme. Le choix des zones a ete decide par consensus entre tous les
participants de l'atelier:

1. Kigali (Prefecture de la Ville de Kigali), Commune de Nyarugenge.
2. Kigali (Prefecture de la Ville de Kigali), Commune de Rutongo.
3. Prefecture de Ruhengeri, Commune de Ruhondo.
4. Prefecture de Kibuye, Commune de Rutsiro.
5. Prefecture de Gikongoro, Commune de Karama.
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6. Prefecture de Butare, Commune de Kigembe.
7. Prefecture de Gitarama, Commune de Mukingi.
8. Prefecture de Rwamagana, Commune de Rutonde.

Le chef d'6quipe et les deux assistants coordinateurs ont supervise les enqueteurs
en trois fois: (i) au demarrage de 1'enquete (apris un ou deux jours), (ii) apres environ 10
jours odi une premiere identification des elements dynamiques a eu lieu pour permettre une
rencontre de groupe avec les enqueteurs et les superviseurs, et (iii) A la fin de 1'enquete oil
une derniere reunion de groupe a eu lieu avec les memes personnes ou d'autres personnes
selon la dynamique de l'enquete.

Le nombre de jours consacres a l'enqu6te sur le terrain etait de vingt-cinq moins
les jours consacr£s au deplacement des enqueteurs.

Etapes

1. Pr6sentation de l'enquete, de ses objectifs et de sa fmalite au Bourgmestre avec
lettre de creance.

2. Elaboration d'un profil socio-economique de la commune A I'aide de la
documentation trouvee sur place (monographies, archives de la commune, etc.)

3. Entretiens avec les autorites communales et les agents de developpement (Centre
Communal de Developpement pour la Formation Primaire, paroisses, ONG, etc.).
Selon ces entretiens, la localisation des secteurs les plus defavoris6s s'est faite
selon les deux criteres principaux : (i) occupation de terrain inferieur A 0.25 ha, les
"sans terre' et (ii) etat de l'habitat, les "mal loges".

4. Choix raisonne du secteur (le plus d6favoris6) et choix de 12 menages au hasard
dans ce secteur.

5. Visites et interviews structurees des institutions desservant le secteur A enquater:
centres de sante, centres nutritionnels, ecoles, paroisses, organisations religieuses
ou communautaires, ONG, etc. Un ensemble de questions de base servant de cadre
de ref6rence ont ete 6laborees en commun, avec la participation du chef d'equipe,
des deux assistants et de tous les enqueteurs pour chaque type d'institutions.

6. Interviews de type EMIC des diff6rentes categories: chefs de menages, membres
des menages et, selon l'identification procuree par les groupements religieux, les
ONG ou d'autres sources d'information, des groupes sociaux homogenes ou
personnes isolees qui peuvent etre des enfants de la rue, des meres celibataires, des
delinquants, des vieillards abandonnes ou des handicapes. Ces interviews ont et
repet6es A deux ou trois reprises afm de pouvoir obtenir un maximum
d'informations. Un ensemble de questions de base servant de cadre de ref6rence
ont et6 6labor6es en commun, avec la participation du chef d'equipe, des deux
assistants et de tous les enqueteurs pour les menages et les groupes sociaux.

7. Trois supervisions par le chef d'6quipe et ses assistants dans les zones d'enquetes
ont CtM effectu6es au d6but, au milieu et a la fin de 1'enquete. Au cours de ces
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supervisions, des rapports partiels ont et6 discut6s et des r6unions avec certains
6l6ments dynamiques identifies parmi les enquetes ont ete organis6es.

8. Le rapport des deux enqueteurs comprenait un profit socio-economique de la
commune, le type de services offerts par les institutions, les caracteristiques des
m6nages et les reponses, conumentaires et opinions des enquetes.

RESULTATS PRELIMINAIRES DE L'ENQUETE

Les risultats preliminaires de 1'enqu&te ne sont pas representatifs parce que
l'6chantillon n'est pas choisi au hasard. Ils devraient etre utilises pour interpreter les
resultats d'une enquete statistiquement representative dont l'6chantillon est choisi au
hasard.

A. PERCEPTIONS DE LA PAUVRETE PAR LES MENAGES ENQUETES ET
LES ENQUETEURS

1. Priorit6s d6gagdes par les menages des conmmunes enquWtees

L'ensemble des problemes et priorites souleves par les menages enquet6s sont
repris ci-dessous. Les communes pour qui ces problemes sont prioritaires sont indiquees
entre parentheses. De xniare gen6rale, l'ordre de priorite varie l6gerement selon les
communes mais toutes mettent I'accent sur 1'exiguite des terres et la faible productivit6 des
sols.

- Le besoin d'explorer toutes les possibilites d'accroitre la surface des terres
cultivables (toutes les communes rurales);

- La n6cessite d'obtenir des fertilisants, des pesticides et des semen.ces s6lectionn6es
afin d'augmenter le rendement des terres (toutes les communes rurales);

- L'examen de la possibilit6 d'obtention de parcelles a exploiter a travers les
groupements coopdratifs (Rutonde);

- Le d6veloppement de I'habitat groupe en village pour recuperer les terres
cultivables qui ne sont actuellement pas mises en valeur (Rutsiro, Karama et
Nyarugenge);

- L'absence de credit, l'impossibilite d'obtenir des credits ou meme de pouvoir
rembourser des credits obtenus (Ruhondo);
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- La n6cessite d'avoir un revenu autre que le revenu tire de 1'agriculture et de
soutenir ou de creer des activit6s extra agricoles (Karama);

- La n6cessite pour l'Etat d'accroitre les projets de developpement pourvoyeurs
d'emploi (Karama);

- La requete pour une plus grande participation des autorites communales et autres
techniciens d'encadrement dans le developpement rural;

- La modification du code de la famille afm de proteger les droits des femmes
r6pudiees, des femmes celibataires et des femmes des m6nages polygames ainsi que
ceux de leurs enfants (Rutonde);

- La possibilite de l'education gratuite pour les enfants (Nyarugenge);

- L'augmentation par l'Etat des campagnes de sensibilisation des methodes modernes
de planification familiale (Nyarugenge).

2. Identification de groupes particuli6roment vulnerables par les enquet6s

En termes de groupes vulnerables, l'enquete a mis en 6vidence la situation critique
des m6res c6libataires et des femmes repudi&es ou abandonnees: la plupart d'entre elles
vivent dans des conditions deplorables. Meme si elles ont droit a l'usufruit des terres, les
champs sont trop petits pour les nourrir ainsi que leurs enfants. Ce qui les pousse A
recourir au commerce de leur corps pour se faire un peu d'argent pour survivre. Cette
situation est aussi dramatique en milieu urbain qu'en milieu rural. Il y aurait un nombre
croissant de meres celibataires a Kigali qui vivent d'exp6dients et ne beneficient d'aucune
aide, ni pour elles ni pour leurs enfants.

3. Obstacle culturel A la planification familiale de vie dktect6 par les enqueteurs

Les effets alarmants de la croissance demographique et l'absence de resultats
tangibles de la planification familiale ont 6galement ete soulignes par lFenqu6te. Meme si
l'ONAPO a fait des efforts de sensibilisation de la population, la fertiit6 reste
extremement elevee et la mentalite pro-nataliste encore fermement ancree dans les esprits.
La mortalit6 infantile elle aussi tres elevee pousse la population A mettre au monde
beaucoup d'enfants afin qu'il y ait au moins quelques survivants. Dans certaines r6gions
comme celle de Rutsiro (Kibuye), la population est redevenue tres r6ticente envers les
m6thodes de limitation des naissances se basant sur le principe: plus une famille est
nombreuse mieux elle se defendra. Le systame polygame et le nombre croissant de m6res
c6libataires viennent encore aggraver le probleme de forte natalite.
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B. PROBLEMES SOULEVES ET SUGGESTIONS DES ENQUETES
CONCERNANT

1. Ltagriculture et ltllevage

I1 convient de rappeler ici que l'echantillon choisi pour l'enquete est un echantillon
raisonne ciblant les menages les plus pauvres des communes enquetees. En consequence,
la surface des terres est tres reduite (0,25 ha environ) et ne suffit pas A nourrir les
m6nages. La revente des produits agricoles ne se fait que pour satisfaire des besoins
primordiaux, la production 6tant en general entierement auto-consommee et le stockage
inexistant. Le rendement de toutes les cultures a diminu6 dans des proportions
significatives. Aucun des 96 m6nages interroges ne possede de cultures de rente (banane A
biere, cafe, the).

L'absence d'assistance technique adequate et de moniteurs agricoles competents est
durement ressentie par les paysans. Dans les prefectures de Gikongoro et Gitarama, par
exemple, le service de vulgarisation existe au niveau communal, mais ne s'est jamais
manifeste sur le terrain pour donner des conseils ou distribuer des intrants. Les hommes
des menages demunis sont souvent des ouvriers agricoles pour survivre et cultivent les
terres des mieux nantis. Leur salaire journalier est extr6mement bas (70 FRW en
moyenne). Dans la commune de Karama par exemple, les indigents visites ne sont meme
capables d'adopter une strategie pour survivre et ils n'ont pas de biens mobiliers ou
immobiliers A vendre ou A louer pour se procurer un peu d'argent.

La guerre et les mouvements de population dans la prefecture de Ruhengeri ont
accentue le probleme de l1exigu!tW des terres et de leur productivite. En consequence,
disettes et famine y regnent et comme les m6nages n'ont d'autres ressources que les
rebsources agricoles, il n'y a pas de strategie de survie en periode de soudure.

Parmi les possibilit6s d'extension de terres cultivables disponibles, il semble que
seules les terres en haute altitude de la Crete-Zaire-Nil peuvent etre lou6es. Mais le type
de culture y est different et les agriculteurs n'aiment pas y rester A cause des conditions
climatiques difficiles. La productivite de ces terres n'est donc pas ce qu'elle pourrait etre
si des agriculteurs s'y installaient.

L' elevage est extremement reduit, faute de paturages et de fourrages, et ne
rapporte pratiquement rien. On trouve toutefois un peu d'e1evage de poules, de chevres,
de lapins, de porcs et de moutons tandis que l1'levage des bovins reste l'apanage des plus
aises. Environ la moiti6 des menages interroges ont seulement la garde du petit betail.
Presque tous les m6nages des communes rurales se plaignent du manque de paturages et
souhaitent pouvoir eIever du petit betail (porcs, lapins, chevres, moutons) ou de la
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volaille. I1 faut encore ajouter que les vaccins et les soins v6t6rinaires sont inexistants ou
trop coiteux.

Parmi les suggestions des enquetes, les themes suivants sont a retenir pour les
besoins de cette 6tude:

I. Des procedures innovatives de cr6dit agricole devraient etre etudi6es pour
permettre aux paysans l'obtention de produits dont ils ont grandement besoin tels
que les intrants: engrais mineraux, semences s6lectionn6es, etc.

2. Une assistance technique et un service de vulgarisation offerts dans les
zones les plus d6favoris6es et les moins desservies du Rwanda, portant sur tous les
types de cultures et pas uniquement les cultures de rente.

3. Des possibilit6s d'6levage de petit b6tail pouvant procurer aux menages de
l'alimentation et de la fumure organique.

4. L'instruction de la meilleure fawon de pratiquer l'6levage de petit betail et
de volaille sans paturages, ltelevage en stabulation, la construction de chevreries et
les possibilites d'obtention des vaccins, de medicaments et d'encadrement de
veterinaires.

5. Le d6ve:oppement agricole des marais dans les pr6fectures de Ruhengeri et
de Butar6 m6riterait de faire l'objet d'une 6tude approfondie compte tenu des
besoins aigus en terres cultivables.

2. L'Education

Les resultats de l'enqu6te r6velent que plus de la moitie des chefs des menages ne
savent ni lire ni ecrire. Le plus haut niveau d'instruction des menages enquets est le cycle
primaire. De rares cas d'6leves anciens ou actuels des CERAI apparaissent et la plupart
sont des garcons. I1 n'y a pas eu parmi les menages enquet6s de cas d'eleves inscrits au
cycle secondaire.

La plus grande difficulte rencontree au niveau de l'6ducation est le cofit de la
scolarisation, c'est-a-dire, le minerval, les fournitures scolaires et l'uniforme. La presque
totalit6 des parents 6prouve beaucoup de peine a payer ces couts. Certains parents payent
par tranches, mais malgre cela, ils n'arrivent pas a r6gler la totalite du minerval. Dans la
plupart des communes, des organisations caritatives prennent en charge la scolarit6 des
enfants en tout ou en partie. D'autre part, les indigents sont exempts du paiement du
minerval, mais ils n'arrivent pas a payer les fournitures scolaires et l'uniforme. I1
convient encore de remarquer que le nort de l'uniforme n'est plus obligatoire dans la
plupart des communes.
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Les performances scolaires laissent a desirer et le pourcentage d'enfants acceptes
au .. reau secondaire est minime. Le redoublement, l'absent6isme et l'abandon de la
scolarit6 en cours de route sont des ph6nomenes courants parmi les enfants pauvres et dans
une plus grande proportion chez les filles que chez les garcons.

Les familles se sentent peu concernees par la vie de l'6cole car elles sont trop
preoccupees par leurs problemes de survie quotidienne. La plupart des parents se
contentent d'appr6cier le classement de leurs enfants a la fin des trimestres mais rares sont
ceux qui persoivent la valeur relative des points obtenus par ces demiers aux
interrogations et aux examens. Tout en reconnaissant les vertus de I'alphabetisation et de
l'instruction, la plupart des parents manifestent un int6ret limit6 au deroulement de la
scolarit6 de leurs enfants, ce qui ne fait que decourager ces derniers. La pauvrete dans ces
m6nages entraine un d6faitisme qui se traduit par la question rituelle: "A quoi bon ?".
Cependant, pour des r6alisations concretes, les parents sont volontiers plus actifs (refection
ou construction de bitiments scolaires par exemple).

Enfin, en ce qui concerne les distances parcourues pour se rendre i 1'6cole, elles
restent dans les normes acceptables au Rwanda grice A des infrastructures scolaires bien
r6parties dans le pays.

1. Education et Formation des Adultes: Centres Conmmnaux de Developpement et de
Formation Permanente (CCDFP ou IGA)

Le taux d'analphabetisation varie assez fort d'une commune A l'autre. Dans la
commune de Karama o4 il s'eleve A 28,32% (9.021 sur 31.859), 1'enquete rdv6le que
70,3% des analphabetes ne s'int6ressent pas a l'apprentissage de la lecture et de
l'&riture,et parmi eux, 41,1% sont des hommes et 58,9 % des femmes. Pamii les 29,7%
qui voudraient apprendre A lire et A ecrire, 52,15% sont des hommes et 47.85% des
femmes. nl n'y a donc pas beaucoup d'int6ret pour l'alphabetisation, la demande est
cependant plus importante chez les hommes que chez les femmes.

La m6me commune comprend 40 associations pour la formation au niveau de
I'hydraulique rurale, la lutte contre les maladies infectieuses, l'utilisation des engrais et
l'intensification de l'6levage. Cependant, les ressources communales ne parviennent pas A
couvrir les salaires des animateurs qui n'ont pas les moyens de se deplacer et souvent
n'ont pas le niveau requis. De plus, la population n'a pas I'argent n6cessaire pour se
procurer les engrais et suivre les conseils des animateurs.

Dans l'ensemble, les m6nages interroges recourent rarement A ces Centres pour
l'alphabetisation fonctionnelle et autres formations populaires qui ne semblent pas
constituer des structures mobilisatrices pour les menages pauvres.
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2. Enseignement primaire

Il convient de noter tout d'abord que les ecoles maternelles (gardiennes) n'existent
qu'en milieu urbain et la demande ne parait pas exister en milieu rural.

A part les communes de Ruhondo et Rutongo ou 32% d'enseignants n'ont pas les
qualifications requises, la qualification des instituteurs est satisfaisante a plus de 80%.

Les chiffres concemant les taux d'abandon de l'ecole primaire ne sont pas toujours
disponibles et ceux qui le sont ne precisent pas en quelle annee ces abandons se sont
produits. On peut toutefois noter que ces taux sont eleves pour Karama, Rutongo et
Mukingi. Les causes de ces abandons sont le vagabondage (souvent des orphelins ou des
enfants de meres c6libataires), la famine ou l'impossibilit6 de payer le minerval. En milieu
urbain, la delinquance est aussi souvent citee.

Les taux de redoublement varient d'une classe A l'autre e! depassent parfois les
25%. Les raisons invoquees sont les memes que celles des taux d'abandon. Dans trois
communes, le mat6riel scolaire est fourni aux 6leves par des associations caritatives
(Caritas, Bomefonden, Rhenanie-Palatinat) ou encore par la commune ou la paroisse. A
Rutonde, les eleves etudient sans materiel. Quant aux uniformes, ils sont obligatoires
dans la plupart des communes sauf pour les pauvres et ils sont fournis dans deux
communes par les organisations caritatives.

Selon les instituteurs, le programme impose par le Ministere de l'Enseignement
Primaire et Secondaire est surcharge par rapport aux possibilites des enfants souvent mal
nourris. Les programmes des 5Sme et 6eme en particulier devraient etre r6examines.
Certains avancent que le francais devrait etre enseigne des la premiere annee. Ils
souhaitent que le programme soit congu en tenant compte du milieu et en collaboration
avec les enseignants. Les programmes mal concus seraient A l'origine des echecs
rencontr6s en fm de 6eme et du petit nombre (parfois moins de 10%) accepte au niveau du
secondaire.

3. CERAI (formation post-primaire de trois ans)

II y a quatre etablissements dans les communes de Kigali et deux dans toutes les
autres communes enquetees. Cependant I'enqu6te n'a foumi aucune information sur les
CERAI.

4. Enseignement secondaire

Dans les communes enquetes, le nombre d'etablissements d'enseignement
secondaire varie entre un et deux a l'exception de Kigali. L'enquete n'a pas foumi de
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renseignements sur l'enseignement secondaire car les m6nages enquetes n'avaient pas
d'enfants A ce niveau.

5. Integration dans la vie active

Il n'y a en general de travail ni pour les non-diplomes ni pour ceux qui ont un
certificat du primaire ou du CERAI. Dans certaines communes cependant, des
coop6ratives sont mises en place ou se joignent A des cooperatives existantes. Les files se
placent dans des ateliers de couture et les gargons dans des ateliers de maconnerie ou de
menuiserie. Toutefois, ils ne peuvent ecouler leur production par manque de marches.

3. La santi

La malaria reste la maladie la plus frequente et la plus grande cause de mortalit6 et
ce pour toutes les regions enquetees y compris la prefecture de Ruhengeri autrefois
consid6r6e A I'abri de la maladie. Dans toutes les regions enquetees et surtout en milieu
rural, le kwashiorkor atteint les jeunes enfants a partir de 2 ans. Verminoses et dysenterie
sont egalement cit6es comme affections tres repandues.

En milieu urbain, le SIDA et les infections des voies respiratoires sevissent tandis
que les enfants de 4 a 15 ans sont surtout victimes du SIDA, de la malaria et des maladies
sexuellement transmissibles. Le SIDA a commence A se repandre en milieu rural, surtout
dans la Pr6fecture de Rutonde.

Selon les donn6es de la commune de Karama, les filles de 2 A 8 ans sont plus
sensibles au kwashiorkor (60% par rapport a 40% pour les garcons) et entre 18 et 45 ans
les femmes sont plus sujettes a la malaria (55% contre 45 %). En ce qui concerne la
frequence des visites des centres de sante crees pour la plupart A l'initiative des paroisses
et des congregations religieuses, les donn6es ne sont pas disponibles car ces centres ne
tiennent pas de registre, et ceux qui les tiennent n'ont pas toujours leurs registres a jour.

Les medicaments proviennent du Ministere de la Sante, de Caritas, des subventions
de l'OPHAR ou encore ils sont achet6s a BUFMAR. Certains centres pratiquent
l'initiative de Bamako. Les m6dicaments sont en general distribues gratuitement aux
indigents et aux orphelins.

Le taux de couverture des vaccins pour enfants depasse 1es 90% pour toutes les
communes sauf pour Rwamagana oti il est inferieur a 60%. Pour les adultes, ce taux est
d'environ 30%.

Dans toutes les regions enquetes, la plupart des femmes enceintes font des
consultations pre et postnatales. En milieu rural, presque 90% des femmes accouchent A la
maison avec l'assistance de sages-femmes ou de la famille.
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Le poids a la naissance des enfants est faible en milieu rural (2 A 3 Kg), tandis
qut en milieu urbain oil les femmes enceintes recoivent un complement alimentaire durant
la periode de grossesse, ce poids est plus eleve. L'enquete indique encore que par exemple
dans le Centre Medical de Rwaza (Ruhondo) oii les femmes enceintes regoivent un
compl6ment alimentaire subventionne par CARITAS, le poids des enfants A la naissance
peut atteindre 3,5 kg. A Kigali, les complements alimentaires fournis par les Centres de
Sante sont des fruits, du lapin et du poulet, au Centre de Rwaza du riz et des haricots et au
centre de Kabuye, du lait, des legumes et de lt'huile. Les autres centres enquets ne
fournissent aucun compl6ment si ce n'est de la bouillie de sorgho au centre de Cyanika
(Karama).

Services rendus par les centres medicaux

En g6n6ral, tous les centres medicaux visit6s assurent des consultations aux
malades, leur fournissent des medicaments quand ils sont disponibles, hospitalisent et
effectuent les transferts des cas graves. Les consultations sont de 120 FRW au Centre de
Sant6 de CYANIKA, de 300 a 1000 FRW au Centre de Sant6 de RWAZA et de 1000 A
2000 FRW a l'hopital de Rwamagana. Les seuls couits declares de transfert A l'h6pital de
KIGEME s'elevent a 1500 FRW.

Les problemes rencontres dans tous les centres de sante sont le manque de moyens
financiers, de m6dicaments, de personnel et de materiel

Automndication et medecine traditionnelle

Dans presque toutes les regions, les malades ont tendance a recourir aux m6decins
traditionnels ou a l'automedication avant de venir se faire soigner au centre de sante. Ceci
est dui a la fois A l'ignorance et a la capacite limitee des paysans de payer les frais de
consultations et de distribution des medicaments.

4. La planification familae (PF)

La sensibilisation de la population A l'utilisation des methodes de PF tant naturelles
que modernes se fait dans tous les centres de sante. Cependant, les centres medicaux
diriges par les religieux ne distribuent pas de contraceptifs. De meme, la plupart de
menages interview6s ne comprennent pas les methodes de la PP, en particulier dans la
commune de Rutonde.

Quant aux methodes les plus utilisees, les donnees disponibles de l'h6pital de
Rwamagana revelent que l'injection (57,6%) est la plus populaire et viennent ensuite la
pilule (28,3%) et le Dispositif Intra-Uterin (6,0%). Parmi toutes les femmes qui
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pratiquent les methodes modernes de contraception, 3,8 % utilisent le Norplan. La
vasectomie est pratiquee par 0,3% de ces menages.

En rapport avec la PF, les problemes des meres celibataires, des femmes repudiees
et de leurs enfants ont e souleves de la maniere suivante:

Les enfants n6s des meres celibataires et des femmes repudi}es sont le plus
souvent victimes du Kwashiorkor;
Le nombre d'enfants nes des meres celibataires augmente de fagon
inquietante;
Les hommes qui vivent en concubinage abandonnent souvent leurs enfants
apres s6paration.

S. La nutrition

La majorite des menages enquet6s vit en etat de malnutrition chronique. Leur vie
meme est en danger: pendant la dur6e de l'enquete (25 jours), a Rutsiro, une vingtaine
personnes sont mortes de faim. La commission nationale agricole a estime que 57% des
m6nages agricoles (soit 94 % de la population rurale) sont incapables de degager un
surplus de leur production. Au moindre d6sordre climatique, cette situation se transforme
en famine.

Dans toutes les rdgions visitees, les menages pauvres vivent principalement de
patates douces et d'autres feculents et aliments a base d'amidon dont la production
dininue sans cesse. II a ete constate que pour produire les 2100 calories indispensables par
personne selon les rendements actuels, il faut disposer d'au moins 0,7 ha. Or, la majorite
des menages disposant de moins de 0,5 ha, ils sont donc exposes a une malnutrition
chronique. De plus, les activites non agricoles sont rares et ne permettent pas de g6nerer
un revenu suffisant pour compenser le deficit alinentaire.

Les pathologies infectieuses et la malnutrition constituent un cercle vicieux, l'un
entrainant l'autre et vice-versa. Au Rwanda, plus de 5,2 % des enfants de moins de 5 ans
souffrent d'une malnutrition aigue et plus de 52% souffrent d'une malnutrition chronique.
La guerre a encore aggrave cette situation dans les prefectures de Ruhengeri et Byumba,
mais il n'existe a l'heure actuelle aucunes statistiques a ce sujet.

La malnutrition se manifeste particulierement dans les cas d'unions libres, de
polygamie et de meres celibataires. En effet, dans les unions libres et la polygamie, les
femmes se retrouvent chefs de menage avec peu de ressources et peu de terres. La
situation des meres celibataires est encore pire dans la mesure oii elles sont souvent en
conflit avec leurs familles dont elles ne reqoivent g6neralement aucune assistance. Ces
femmes et leurs enfants forment donc le groupe le plus d6muni parmi les pauvres en
milieu rural et en milieu urbain.
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En ce qui concerne le nombre de repas par jour, rares sont ceux qui mangent deux
fois par jour. La grande majorite ne mange qu'une fois par jour et certains ne mangent
parfois pas de toute la journee. Les aliments de base sont la patate douce et le manicc
(cultures de soudure) car le haricot s'est rar6fi6. Les interdits alimentaires sont rares et
l'enquete revele que tout ce qui est disponible et accessible est consomme sauf certaines
vieilles femmes qui ne premnent jamais la viande de porc, de chevres et de lapins pour des
raisons de croyances populaires.

Centres de Nutrition

Dans toutes les regions visitees sauf Mukingi, il y a des centres nutritionnels mais
la plupart sont peu frequentes. Autrefois, les femmes se rendaient aux centres nutritionnels
pour recevoir de l'aide alimentaire plut6t qu'une formation. Actuellement, I'aide etant
devenue rare, le taux de frequentation a chut. La plupart des centres s'occupent surtout
des enfants qui souffrent de malnutrition et de ceux atteints de Kwashiorkor.

Le centre de Rwamagana semble le plus actif et suit l'6tat nutritionnel de 64% de
la population enfantine cible. Les responsables font des visites A domicile pour sensibiliser
les familles sur la vaccination, la nutrition et la planification familiale. Les autres centres
enqu8t6s sont moins frequentes ou le sont principalement pour les enfants a faible poids.

Probl6mes rencontres au niveau des centres de nutrition

A Kigali, selon les menages enquetes, les problemes lies a la malnutrition sont dus
A i'augmentation des nombre de femmes libres, d'orphelins et d'enfants de la rue, du
manque de travail et des maladies contagieuses.

En milieu rural, l'arret des subventions de PAM et CARITAS dans deux
communes (Karama et Rutonde) represente un probleme majeur pour les centres. Parmi
les autres problemes, le manque de bois de chauffe a Ruhondo suite A I'abattage des arbres
par les deplaces de guerre et le manque de locaux et l'ing6rence de la commune dans la
gestion du centre a Rutongo peuvent encore 6tre cites. Parmi les solutions pr6sent6es, la
demande d'assistance alimentaire, la distribution de parcelles de terre et d'engrais et la
sensibilisation de la population A lt levage de lapins, de poules et de rats comestibles
semblent etre les priorites.

6. Les infrastrctures

Les resultats de l'enquete en ce qui concerne les infrastructures ne sont pas tres
d6taill6s, mais permettent toutefois de se faire une idee tres g6nerale de leur etat.
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Etat des toutes

Les routes et ponts joignant Kigali A Gikongoro (Karama: PSTP-HIMO) et Cyahafi
sont en general en bon etat, mais celles des prefectures de Rutonde, Rutsiro, Citarama et
Rutongo sont en mauvais etat et mal entretenues.

Etat des marches

A ltexception des march6s de Kigali (Nyarugenge et Rutongo) qui sont en bon etat,
couverts et bien approvisionn6s, les marches des autres prefectures enquet6es ont lieu une
A deux fois par semaine et ne presentent que les produits de la region A des prix juges
exorbitants par les enquetes. La prefecture de Ruhengeri (Ruhondo) qui n'a presentement
qu'un seul centre de n6goce a un projet de construction d'un marche public avec la
commune de Rixensart (Belgique). Le marche moderne de Nyacyonga A Rutongo est
actuellement hors fonctionnement car il abrite des deplaces de guerre

Approvisionnement en eau

Les communes de Ruhondo et Nyarugenge (prefectures de Kigali) ainsi que
Karama (Gikongoro) utilisent l'eau du robinet et des fontaines et ce A des distances jugees
raisonnables (entre 200 et 500 m). A Karama, chaque paysan participe a l'entretien en
payant 100 FRW par mois? et ils ont forme un comite de gestion de trois paysans par
robinet.

Les autres communes enquetees utilisent en zone rurale l'eau des fontaines, des
robinets, des marais, des lacs ou l'eau de ruissellement des ravines. Les distances a
parcourir pour chercher 1'eau sont souvent tres grandes et lt eau n'est pas potable. Par
exemple la commune de Rutonde a exprim6 le desir d'avoir au moins un robinet par
secteur.

7. Les projets de d6veloppement

Les projets de d6veloppement dans les communes enquetees ont et6 examines par
les enqueteurs. Leurs objectifs, la population ciblee, le role de la population dans le projet
et enfin l'acceptabilit6 du projet par les b6nificiaireb ont e evalu6s dans la mesure du
possible.

Le projet PADEC (Coophration Intemationale des Pays-Bas) a de multiples
objectifs concernant les coop6ratives dans le developpement rural et vise principalement
les m6nages a reverm moyen. Dans la commune de Mukingi, les coop6ratives sont
devenues tres actives, mais dans la commune de Masango, oil ce projet est egalement en
cours, la population et les cooperatives sont nettement moins motivees.
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Par contre, le projet Kibungo II (Cooperation belge) dans la commune de Rutonde
dont les objectifs varient de la production de nouvelles cultures (soja et mais),
l'amelioration des techniques d'elevage (ins6mination artificielle) et de la construction
d'infrastructures aurait 80% de ses objectifs atteints. Cependant, les resultats concernant
l'acceptabilit du projet indique que bien que les fenmnes soient actives dans la culture du
soja, elles seraient peu motivees par le projet. Et la population elle-meme, selon les
enqu6teurs n'aurait pas compris le r6le du projet et seraient peu interesses par les
nouvelles techniques agricoles.

Le projet Bornefonden (Cooperation du Danemark) dans la commune de Karama
est destine a reduire la pauvrete de la region et s'occupe de 600 menages d6munis. Les
actions de ce projet portent sur des subventions pour les frais de scolarite, l'aide a l'auto-
construction, 1'6levage et la distribution de produits alimentaires et de soins de sante aux
enfants. De plus, un programme d'alphabetisation et de planning familial complete ces
activit6s. L'enquete souligne le fait que les femmes sont particulierement actives dans ce
projet tandis que les hommes pr6ferent s'occuper de politique. Certains problemes
subsistent cependant qui sont lies au decouragement des menages devant l'6normit6 de la
tAche, A leur ignorance parfois et au manque de collaboration avec les centres de nutrition.

Enfm, le projet SOPRORIZ finance par la Cooperation Rwando-Chinoise a ete tres
apprecie par les beneficiaires pour les avantages qu'ils ont retir6 de la culture du riz.
Cependant, les agriculteurs ont du mal A ecouler leur riz A cause de la concurrence du riz
import6.

Les derniers projets rapport6s par les enqueteur sont des projets qui
s'autofinancent. L'un est un projet de d6veloppement agricole et l'autre de transformation
de cass6rite. Les activit6s de ces projets se sont ralenties consid6rablement en partie A
cause du manque de ressources.

C. CONCLUSION

A la lecture des resultats de l'enqu6te, l'on peut noter que, parmi les solutions
envisag6es par les m6nages enquetes, aucun n'a mentionne la possibilit6 ou l'option
d'6migrer vers la vile et aucun n'a fait reference aux limitations administratives impos6es
par l'Etat A l'exode rural. Cette constatation est assez surprenante quand on se r6t*re aux
th6ories des d6terminants economiques des migrations: l'effet "push" incite vers l'exode
lorsque les moyens de survie dans le lieu d'origine deviennent precaires meme si l'effet
"pull" (opportunit6s economiques dans le lieu de destination) n'est pas entiFrement
d6montrd. Ces th6ories, valables pour beaucoup de pays du Sud du Sahara, demontrent
aussi que meme si les emigrants savent que leurs chances de trouver du travail sont
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minimes, la disparit6 entre les revenus urbains et ruraux est telle qu'ils la tentent quand
meme.

I1 serait donc int6ressant A cot 6gard de mesurer l'ampleur des transferts du milieu
urbain vers le milieu rural. Dans }'hypothFse la plus plausible de transferts minimes, I'on
peut comprendre que 1'exode rural est une solution A laquelle les agriculteurs ne donnent
pas de suite ou n'ont peut-etre meme pas envisag6e. Mais si les transferts ne sont pas
negligeables, une s6rie de questions se pose, et en particulier, pourquoi, malgr6 la
politique gouvemementale, aucun effort n'est fait pour infl6chir cette politique ou pour
6migrer soit dans des villes secondaires ou encore A lF6tranger.

Un autre facteur qui peut-etre n'est pas entierement independant de ce qui pr6c&e
est que la plupart des m6nages s'en remettent A l'Etat pour la solution de leurs problemes.
BI y a eu peu d'initiatives personnelles ou de suggestions relatives au developpement
communautaire. Cela indique que des efforts importants devront se concentrer sur
l'encadrement et l' assistance au developpement communautaire incluant une formation
pour la participation active de la part des ben6ficiaires dans l'initiation, la pr6paration et la
mise en place des projets de developpement.

Dans le domaine agricole, 1'enquete a not6 une demande considerable, desesperee
meme dans la mesure oit il s'agit de survie, d'extension des terre zultivables,
d'encadrement efficace avec moniteurs agricoles competents, d'approvisionnement en
intrants et d'acces au cr6dit agricole. Pour repondre a cette demande, parmi les voies
possibles, l'applicabilit de l'exp6rience du Burundi peut etre explor6e. Cette m6thode
participative de vulgari&ation intgrant la recherche et le d6veloppement et encourageant la
collaboration entre paysans et services agricoles a eu tellement de succes qu'elle va etre
d6veloppee A l'chelle nationale.

I1 ressort encore de l'enquete la possibilite de d6velopper la culture du soja de
fa9on gen6ralise. Son rendement est eleve 6conomiquement (M,9% de rendement reel
par rapport au rendement theorique dans la commune de Runymya) et son apport
nutritionnel excellent .

Dans le domaine de l'ducation, de grands efforts devraient etre consentis pour
ameliorer l'enseignement primaire, motiver parents et enfants et les convaincre du bien
fonde et de l'utilit6 de l'instruction. Pour arriver a des r6sultats tangibles, les barrieres
suivantes devraient etre surmont6es: frais scolaires eleves (minerval, fournitures et
uniformes), malnutrition et morbidite des enfants, mat6riel scolaire inad6quat et
programme non adapt6 aux besoins et capacit6s des enfants. n1 convient encore de noter ici
qu'aucun des menages n'a 6mis de suggestions concemant I'amelioration de
l'enseignement.

L'insuffisarse de medecins, de m6dicaments, de moyens de transfert des malades
et m8me l'insuffisance d'eau dans certains cas ne font qu'aggraver la situation critique de
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la sante au Rwanda. Les besoins sont inimenses et la lutte contre la malaria, le SIDA et le
kwashiorkor pour ne citer que ces maladies exigerait la mise en place de vastes
programmes. Les cons6quences des mouvements de deplaces et de refugies se font aussi
sentir dans le domaine de la sante et devaient etre pris en consideration dans l'elaboration
de ces programmes.

Alors que le niveau eleve de la croissance d6mographique est l'une des causes
principales des problemes agricoles et en particulier du morcellement et de
l'appauvrissement des terres, les progrbs realises dans la planification familiale restent
nettement insuffisants. Tandis que la sensibilisation, l'information et la communication en
la matiere semblent &re repandues dans tout le pays, la distribution des moyens
contraceptifs modernes est interdite dans les centres de sante tenus par des organisations
religieuses. L'enquete revele aussi que les populations de certaines communes s'opposent a
la contraception soit pour des raisons religieuses ou culturelles soit pour des raisons
politiques. Par consequent, les actions de sensibilisation et d'information realisees jusqu'A
ce jour par i'ONAPO devraient etre reexaminees et reconduites avec un personnel qualifie
dans les communes oii l'acces aux contraceptifs reste difficile tandis que les autres
communes continueraient A beneficier de ces services.

Etant donn6 l'tat alarmant de la nutrition specialement parmi les groupes les plus
d6favorises de femmes et d'enfants, il est imperatif d'examiner la possibilite d'inclure
automatiquement dans les programmes existants et dans les programmes mentionnes ci-
dessus les composantes destinees a procurer de l'aide alimentaire aux plus demunis. Et,
6tant donne que la distribution d'aide alimentaire varie largement d'une commune A
I'autre, il est essentiel de mettre en oeuvre une action collective assurant une distribution
egale et suffisante dans tout le pays.

En ce qui concerne les projets de d6veloppement en cours dans les regions
enquetees, il est difficile de degager une conclusion sur leurs activites. Ils pr6sentent tous
des problemes s6rieux et meme s'ils atteignent une grande partie de leurs objectifs, Us ne
semblent pas bien acceptes par la population A 1'exception de SOPRORIZ. Ce dernier est
un projet ax6 sur la culture du riz; il est bien defini, n'utilise pas de main-d'oeuvre
f6minine, mais il a et tres bien accept6 par les beneficiaires. Tandis que dans celui de
Bornefonden dont les objectifs sont la lutte contre la pauvrete dans ses multiples aspects,
les femmes sont les plus actives, mais le projet rencontre beaucoup de difficultes dans la
r6alisation de ses objectifs.
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AGRICULTURE ET ELEVAGE

_________________ 1. Communed.K Krm.l Pr6fecture de GfkoMero _________

Typo de ciltares, ProblAmes rencontris Solutions propos6es
Superficle et Elevae _

Patate douce, soja Agriculture Agrtculture
Haticot + sorgbo Manque d'tnais, petiides, Monagi, vivres et taros D ny a pas v6ritabmfleent de
Sun.:les 213 out entre 20 et Etat de pauvret6 absolue, les besoins de base ne peuvent plus etre satisfaits; Les indigents solutions pros6es et les besoms
60 srcs et U3 nt plus de I nsits ne sent menm plus capables d'adopter une stratgie potr la sarvie. Ils nont pas de biens sont immenses.
ha. mobiliors ou iwiobiliers a louer pour se procurer Utin peu do revenu. -Engrais chimiques, smcencos

sdlectionndes, pesticides des
demandes ont m e ete faites
pour uin crddit en nature pour les
engrais et les semnuces
stieclionnhes
Ouils (houe, etc.)

-Monagris competents
-Aide alunontaire
-Terres a louer

13evage Elevage
Rievag Vente danimauxc 7 mnnages ont d6clard quils vendent tours animaux pour deux motifs 11 mnaages sur 12 souhaitent
porc, chevre, pounes, vache majeurs: trouver de Ia nouniture et acheter des vftements et satisfaire d'autres besoins. Un avoir d'autres aniatux pour le
(I sw 12) La moitih des mAnge a declare quil mange ses pores lorsqu'ils sont nalades. petit betaiJ ou la volaille car,
manages est proprietaire, le Plturages: 9 minages ont declare ne pas avoir de paturages; I soul declare possdder un estiment-ils, ils ne demandent pas
resto est gardien e partage ptwiage sunfisant et se plaint du fait quil n'a pas beaucoup danimaux; le demier possmde un beaucoup despace ct sont dorc
Ils profits. petit lopin de pAtrae. plus faciles A elever. Parmi les

Ceratais soins v6trinaires sont foutmis grfice au concours du ccf Bornefonden, mais il ny a pas petits animaux soubaites, it y a
de distribution de mdicamnents. notazmiment les cavias, les lapins,

les cbdvrs, les moutons et bien
s4r Ia volailte. fs souhaitent
.galeamnt qu'il y sit des facilites
pour vacona et soigner leurs

1,, S , , R , - _ . _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~niaw
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_____________Com_ 2. rmune de MukinaL Pr6fecture de Gitarana

Type de cultures, Probl6tues rencontr6s Solutions propos6es
Superficle et Elevage

Patate douce, manioc, Exploitations trop petites. pauves et surexploit6es; mnque d'engrais non d6clare
haricot, soja, colocase, fruit Ds gagnent un peu d'argent grace a la sous-traitance (main cfoeuvre agricole) rnais leur etat de
Sup: 2 m6nages oant mnains sante fait qu!ils ne soat pas rentables.
de 10 ares, S ont entre 10 Les encadrirs agnicoles ne sont pas d'une Smnde aide car aucun ne les contacte et eux-nAnes
d 40 ares, at 4 entre 40 et n'osent s'adressar aux techniciens.
75 ares. 11 n'y a pas de systeme de credit agncole car ils ne peuvent pas founir de garanties. Cormn

stratedgie de survie, les homnes deviennent des ouvriers du secteur agricole.
Elevage Elevage
3 mndages sont pas de piturages, les sous-poaduits sont trss peu rentables et la vente se fait rarement et Blevage
propuidtaires d'ume vache, sulement pour acheter des produits indispensables. non d6clare
les aulres mages out
chacun un animal (ch6re,
prc et lapin).

_____ _ 73. Commune de Nvaruenone. Prefecture de Kieali
Type de cultures, Problimes rencontrhs' Solutions propostes
Superficie et Elevage

Patate douce + manioc Terre cultivable rare car milieu urbain non d6clare
Sup, ntd Vivent d¶activit6s salari6es non sp6cifites par l'enquete ou d petit commerce. Les famnilles les

plus d6munies vivent de lraide do Canitas ou do certains bienfaiteurs.
Pas d'elenge Eievage
masque do paturage Manque do moyans pour pratiqueir l'lvagce
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4. Commune de Ruhondo, Pr6fecture de Rubeneerl

Tye de cultures, Problemes rencontres Solutions proposees
Suporflde et Elevage

Hericot + patate douce Toute la prduction est consomede; Pour ainliorer les revenus
utiquement Presque tous les mdnages utilisent les engnus orgawaques (compost). Les engrais chimiques et agricotes, et assurer la s6curita
Sup. entre 0,2 et I ha. les pesticides sont connus mais no sont pas utilis6s par manque de moyens. Trts peu de alimentaire, la plupart souhaite:

menages regoivent les visites des monitews agricolcs et ces visites ne leur appoltent rien -I'utilisation des itansts agncoles
quantA ramelioration des tebniques cultuWales. (ongrais chimiques, pesticides, ... )
Les disettes se sont instelides dans la rdgion, d la fmine a ete aggravde per la guerre et le afin daugmenter la production;
phdnomdne des ddplacds de guenre dans la rgion. II n'y a pas de stmatdgies de survie bien -recevoir les conacis des
definies en cas de disette ou de p*riode de soudure, les mznages n!ayant pas d!autres sources agronomos et aninateurs agricoles
de revenu quo lriculture. qui lea ndgligaet Pouvoir
Aucun m6nage n'a r=u do crddit agnrole. combiner reage A 'agdculture
Taerr infartiles; Prdsonce des ddplacds aggrave ls situation et utiUiser le crdit bdtil (porc);

-recevoir une aide ali_,entsir
-recevoir un crdit agucole;
-la mise en valou du marais de
Mukinga serait dtme grande
imporwace.
lUIge
-un peu plus d'espace pour les
piturages et pour la coustnrction
desaesetdes ptulaillers.

Uevage ievage -des aliments pour le btil et
vaches, moutons ch&vres Manque de pAturages pour la volaille.
in moite des ndnages nta
pas de bdlatl, 4 ont 1 vache
et 3 oat une chdvre ou I
mouton
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.5 Commune de RuInnja. Prefecture de Yutare .,Type de cultures, Problemes rencontr6s Solutions propos6esSuperfide et Elevage

poate douce, manimc, Towe infeatile, collines couvetes deragrostis, tere acide (Ph=5)k manque drengrais, de -Ddveloppr la culture des patatessorgiho, haricot fiunure, de chaux, de pesticides et de Monagris capables. et du mniaoc53M- n/d Tows savant quw les semces de vulgarisation et de distribution 'Pintrants existent. Certains ont -Pratiquer lirrigation1/3 des mdnugs estimo mnme appris a les utiliser mais cela n'a servi A rien car ils ne peuvent pas Iutiliser chez eux -Cultiver tous les mnaaisavoir une superficie faute de moyens. -Demander de Paide auxsuffisante si la tere etait En cons6quenco, la production est insufisante at entiement consommn6e n n'y a ni vente ni ddpartmts mirnistrielsfertile; las autres estiment de stock. Pour surivre, certains membres de m6Wages travaillent comme salarids agricole cbez Avoir recours au PNAS et Aavoir une superficie les paysans plus nantis. Ces salaries agricoles sont souvent lea chefs de m6nages. GCPIINT1542/IA-FAOinsflisunte pour leurs 
-Trouvar des sources pour desbesoins. 

_ intranls d pesticides
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6. Commune de Rutonde P6iecture de RwaMan,_

Type de cultures, Problhmes rescontr6s Solutions propos6es
Superfile et llevage

Patate douce, he:ioot, Exploitations trop petites, mnque de Monagris, engrais chimiques et pesticides; peu de gens - La population souhaite que l¶Etat
bonane, srgo, manioc cependant connaissent l'utDisation des engrais organiques (3 nmi*ages sur 1 1). leur remette 50 ha dune
ftg: a /d Presque tous les m6nages consomment toute leur production: pas de stockage coop6rative des riches *leveurs

Les cultures a meilleur rendement sont la beanme et la hanicot. qui occupe plus de 1/3 de la
n n'y a presque pas de sevics de vulgansation agncole (exemple: tn mngc sUt onze a eu superficie cultivable du Sectur
recors A uD vUlgarisateur i y a 3 ans. NSINDA
Les diselles scat r6curentes et elles sont loin de disperalttre du fait que la surface cultivable - Pour amelioie le revenu
devient de plus en plus 6troite alors qua Fagriculture eat ractivite principale de Is population agricole. Us oDt suggdC que les
Trois mdnage sur onze adoplet des statdgies de suvie. Deux minages S'WCupent du agrvoomes encadrent correctment

_cauner et uo autre a des membres qui soat des salanids agracoes. Ia population pour que Ics intrank 
agdtoles soient accessibles A tout
le monde, quon amnide de
nouva espaces cultivables et
qtton lear domne des semaces
sdlectondes. Aucuo mage
pmi les onze iniaoges ne
connait un sdime de cr4dit.

Elong. Rlevge
Pturages n_itas et dlevage peu rentable -Intuire les gem anw la meibleur

Eleg f&on do pfatique l'levage du
Chavres, poules pOUr peit bftail et de la volaille seas
seuement la moitic des pAturages
mdnages ct 2 sur II -Disponibilite et accessibilt6 de
poessdent des es lalimentation du btail
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a_7.Comu de Ratoaom _Ptecture de KaN U
Type de cultues, Problm reteotrds Solutions proposes
dSerfide et ilova

Potate doac haricot, Explo gricods trap exggues, y a un cas o£ 2 inEnages se paltagent une tdmre -Besoins en engais, pesticides at
bann manicpa par rotion (une fois sur 2 ans). Tons ls m6nages exploitent toute la superficie somc silectioimes.
Cltamec mgnaes: riz, cnltYabk -Encadronent plus ad6quat pr les
petit p aahide sja LA culture dB bact doCnn un r_ndent caisfaisent comme roafirme 8 mnges sur 12. Tous mites agricoles.

; nId leas m6nages utilihsat du composd Un mAnage ulilse des pesticides pour la cldture du riz Ces -Extension de ts ambls per
pescides soat foumies A cridit at & un piix raisnnable par la riziculture de Kabnye hutilisaion des parcelles fatiles
(SOPRORIZ). sou5-oloitEes per lfurw actuels
Un autm mdnage a utilise des pesticides pour les plauts de patates dauces. Ces pesticides ont propaires(qui ne sont ni
ete vulgariss dos le cadre du projet de denloppement ra intdgre de MURAMBI (DR . agdculteurs, Sn de la rEgion).
Leur coAt estimd hors de partde des mAn (112kg= 100 f&). -CollAboration accrue avec le
Les services comanux d!encadreenagncole eistent mis nppchent pas bs paycans. projet de developpement DRIM
Ceux-ci deplorat rinaccessibil6 de ces services. Un mAnage avoue que lorsque les inetallk dons le r6gion.
encadres daignet aoler dcez le paa, 'eet pour eoccuper de la culture de cafe (culture do
ronte, surce de devses). Les encadres agricoles du prMjet DRIM sont plus proches des

Certains revenus nt aussi obtenus par la vente do fruits (mangues, bananes) de charbon de
bois et de produits d"asnat. Uevage
Huit mbAages cur 12 survivent grlice au saLadriat agicole. -I'elevage en slabulation;

lo e Elevag -la costucion de d*bArie,
caprins, poules: I a 2 bWtes PAturages quosi-ineistant". -le recours aux soins vEtdrimires
par mAnages; la moitie n'en Absence de vaccinations pour caprins n cas de maladie des betes,
a que ia garde et repoit en CoAts deves des mAdicaments (150 FRW pour I conmpim6 do vennifuige). -I'encadrement et le conseil des
chage le premier Wa. va6finaism

-une alimentation amdliorde pour
les dhevre,
-ra6gmn de piltusage
-un mnage suggere la diffusion
do races slctionnes.
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8. Commune do Rutsimo. PrAfecture de ICibu.e _

Type de cultures, Problusres mencontrAs Solutions propos6es
Superficle et levage

Patate douce, haricot, Exploitations trop petites et iferles en relief accident6 .O6veoppcment du petit levage
manioc, beam En plus de leur parcelle, beaucowp re ed t la location des tres dans les rgions de haute pour le fume
j; 3 mdnages smr 11 ont altitude (8 mAnages). -Icu tuwver des ais

plus dhun be. Aucme cuture ne donne utn reement satisfaisant LeA besoms en fimnue sont ea pui par ehmiques
tous mais Iltilisation est nuie. -leu trouvar de legent pour louer
Persom e nulise engs chmes et les senences s9l6ctionn6s. La production eat des tones
inufisente at il nly a ni vente ni stocge des produits agdcoles La plupart des gens
snwivent grAce au salariat agdioe Lc saire jounalier est de 70 fiw.
Elelne

haig Pas de pages Elevnae
tIrs pen dWlev 2 Peu de ssodusits dlevae non d6clard
mnes nWat p
Eanhuinc,4 at une vache
et 2 autres seat giens
ftme chwi e da un oaT_. MM-I_I -_'_____

+ cutors paiqWas c assolen ent
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L'EDUCATION

Nombre d'enfants inscrits a Taux d'abandons Coats Participation des parents
I'ecole primaire ou au CERAI I I

Karaw, Gikongoro
Niveau d'alphabetisation: 7 Les enfants des autres 7 menages Certains m6nages beneficient de rappui du projet CCF Sept families sur 12 parficipent
sur 12 chefs de menages sont ont abandonne, Bornefonden (4) pour le paiement du minerval, des aux reunions orgams6es par
illetres causes: maladie, faiblesse des uniformes et des fournitures scolaires, d'autres (4 r'cole et visitent de temps en
Ecole primaire: 6 menages resultats, mauvais traitement des menages) ont des difficultes de payer le minerval qui temnps leurs enfants a I'ecole (2
sur 12 enseignants. s'eleve A 300 fr par enfant et leurs cnfants ne portent d'entre eux). Une famille
CERAI: un enfant pas Ibmiforme scolaire faute de trouver les 1.000 frs declare qutelle n'a pas le temps
CCDFP: 2 enfants pour l'achat tandis que deux d'entre eux parviennent de participer A la vie de l'cole.

difficilement A payer quelques fournitures scolaires.
Une famille est declaree indigente et ne paie pas les
frais scolaires.

N _yarugenge - Xigali
Niveau d'alphabetisation: la f y a des abandons mais le nombre Quelques menages les plus indigents beneficient de La participation des menages
moitie des menages ne savent n'est pas mentionne, causes: frais raide de Caritas ou de la gratuite de renseignement. dans la vie de lrcole est presque
ni lire ni ecrire scolaires trop eleves. Parmni les menages enquetes, 3 seulement arrivent A nulle. Un seul menage panni les
Ecole rimaire: I5 enfants prendre en charge les frais scolaires. A titre douze avoue y participer. ns

des 12 mAnages enquetAs d'exemple, les 3 mAnages prenant en charge la disent que l'ecole est tres utile
CERAI: un enfant scolarite de leurs enfants paient pour le minerval pour I'avenir de leurs enfants
CCDFP: 2 enfants 900, 1500 et 6000 FRW, pour lunifonne 1500, mais que le problAme majeur qui

1200 et 4500 FRW et pour les fournitures scolaires reste est celui des frais scolaires.
800, 210 et 1600 FRW.
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Rutongo - Kigali
Niveau~~~. .f ItI Mqiotf6unhl

Niveau d'a1phabdtisation: Les 2 CM qui ont frequente le Le manque de moyens financiers est A lrorigine de la Deux menages sur 12 avouent ne
1/3 des menages savent lire CCDFP ny ont rien appris et ont non scolarisation des enfants dans -' m4nages et de pas participer A Ia vie de I'Acole. Ce
et ecrire abandonne; causes: deterioration r'abandon precoce de la scolarite de certains enfants sont 2 m4nages oht le CM est
Ecole pnimaire: 7 parmi les des infrastructures. dans la quasi totalite de menages enquetes. analphabete.
menages enquetes ont leurs f y a des cas d'abandon A r1cole Les coAts scolaires sont les suivants: Les autres menages psrticipent
enfants A 1t6cole primaire mais le nombre ifest pas minerval: 300 FRW, uniforme fille: 350 A 600 FRW, dans la vie de l'ecole en assistant
CCDFP: 2 CM disponible; causes: manque de uniforme gar9on: 600 A 800 FRW, fournitures aux reunions des parents, en

moyens, maladies, difficultes scolaires: 300 a 1.000 Frs et cotisations diverses: 100 sinformant sur la scolarite de leurs
scolaires ou redoublements A 350 FRW. enfants, en contribuant aux travaux
multiples. manuels de rdfection des batiments

scolaires.

Rutonde - Rwamagna
Niveau d'alphabetisation 6 Pas de chiffres disponibles, mais Les parents ne savent pas evaluer avec exactitude Les menages intelTog6s participent
sur II menages savent lire et beaucoup d'abandon; causes pas les cotts scolaires de leur enfants. Ce qutils rarement A la vie de l'ecole. lus payent
ecrire les moyens de payer les frais de peuvent savoir c'est seulement le minerval car le minerval mais vont tres rarement
Ecole Vnmaire 7 menages scolarite celui-ci est fixe en general par l¶Etat. dans les reunions des parents. Les
envoient tous leurs enfants A parents qui savent lire et erire
I'ecole, les autres 5 n'en suivent les progres scolaires de leurs
envoient que quelques uns enfants (rdpdtitions des lesons de
(pas de chiffres disponibles) calcul, lecture du francais ct du

kinyarwanda). Certains parents
participent aux frais d'entretien des
batiments scolaires.
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Ruhondo - Ruhengen
Niveau TalnhabAtisation 7 sur Le nonmbre d'abandons par rapport minerval 300 FRW par an, et tres limnit6e
12 menages savent lire et ecrire au nombre des enfiants scolarises est uniforme 800 A 850 FRW
Ecole primaire 10 menages significatif dans 6 menages. La
envoient leurs enfants a r6cole: totalite denfants scolanis6s ont dfi
56 abandoMnor l'cole dans 4 menages,

et pres de la moitie dans 3 cas. Un
seul menage avoue n'avoir jamais
envoyd un enfant a IrAcole.
causes: pas les moyens de payer les
fiais de scolaritA

___ Mu'dn - Gitaramna 
Niveau d'althab6tisation Sur 7 abandons sur 35 enfants. Les frais de scolarit6 minimum La participation A la vie de 1'6cole se
les 11 mAnages intmrogAs, 6 Causes: d'apres les parents: les sAl&vent a 300 FRW par an. 5 manifeste par leur prAsece aux reunions
hoInnes et 5 femmes savent lire abandons des A la paresse des m6nages achetent les uniformes (rares) des parents sur convocation des
et 6crire enfants, faiblesse a l'cole qui scolaires, d*autres laissent les enfants enseignants; par le suivi des progres des
Ecole piimair Sur les II dacourage renfant et pauvrete des porter n'ipmorte quoi. L'ecole nest enfants scion la s6v6rite des parents et
menages intenoges, 7 ont des parents. plus aussi exigeante. par la participation aux travaux
35 enfants an Age de scolaritA Les fournitures "colaires varient communautaires de constructions des
parmai lesquels 22 ont frequente suivant la classe et les finances du bhtimnits scolaires.
I'ecole, 7 ont abandonne et 1 I menages: 5 menages paient entre 300
sont A rAcole (au moment de et 1000 FRW par an et par enfant, 3
lenqu6te). mAnages entre 100 a 300 et un

mAnage 500 FRW I
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._________________ Rutsiro - JaCib
Niveau dalhtb6tiation Suir les Sur les 33 eifts scolaris6s, 2 ont /d -t/d
12 mnages enquets, s_ement abandosm6
2 hommes CM et 2 femmes CM Causes manque de fournitures
savent lire et ecrire scolaires
Ecole primai Sur les 43 aefants
an Age de scolarite, 31 out et
scolaris6s, 2 ont abandonn6 et 18
i}rquoutaicnt recole au moment
de le

__________________________ Runy inya - Butare
Niveau dalDhab6isation Sur les 10 menages Sur les 8 enfants scolarises, 2 ont Un seul m&nage a ddclar6 payer le minerval, les Les manages
enquetes, seulement 2 hommes CM et 3 abandonid founitures scolaires et les uniformes, les participent a la vie
femmes CM savent lire et &mire Causes pauvrete, maladie, paresse montants Wont pas ete donn6s. Les autres scolaire umiquement
Ecole primaire Sur les 20 enfants an Age de ou manque dcint&rAL. mnnages laissent les enfants sans foumnitures par les travax
scolarite, 8 ont 6t6 scolaris6s pami lesquels 2 scolaires ri uniforme. Le minerval et communautaires de
ont abandonne. difficilement pay6 si non pas du tout. Les construction de

enseignants ne renvoient plus les enfimts qui badtiments scolaires.
dont pas paye le niinerval ou ql ne portent pas
d'uniforme.
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QANT ETPrrOfANIFICA MON FAMILUAL 

c,ntre Maladies Morte0les PLANI 4'ATION FAMILIALE ?ROELiMES RENCONTRt - SOLU ONS ST SUGGESTIONS

MEthode ut0bec Contraceptl
dbtibtues

Nyiranuma Paludism, SIDA Sonsibilisation aux Typeo nod Beaucoup de malades et peU d'agents de sante Domande quo tca autoritcs compEtentes
m6thodes modrnes Coft: ratuit puissent augmcnter le peonnel Mdical

Rutsiro Paludisme. famine n/d |nd &F: Les mWnagos cnquetes no suivent pas ea consoils de l'ONAPO car Diet sout Personnel sulisant
cst maitre do la via quSl dispense sclon son bon voutloiir. Polyamie telv6e (jusqe'A Sensibilisr la popultion
4 feninss). Bcaucoup mettent au mondc uno nombruse psogdnituro pour quSI y Propretd dans des restaurmnts et cabarets.
ait des survivants

Cyanika Adultes: Paludisme Sensibilisation aux Distribution Laido en medicaments en provenance do Is Belgique est arretee. Pas de mndecin Prevoit do demander a un paysan 300 fr et to
Enfants: Kwashior-kor. m6thodes do intardite: sul b (le Dr bIge cst parti avoc tout l'cquipement), pas de pharmacie, pas d moyxns soigona touto uneana6e, Demander A rEtat
pneumonic, rougeodo. I'ONAPO ct aux m6thodc naturelo financias pour payer le personnel et manque de moyens pour to suivi des femsue d'cnvoyer un m6decin ct recourt A i commtun

m6thodes naturcUes. at admise per lo utilisant ta methodes modeies do contraception car interdites au Centre de Sant. beige de Krainem pour robtention d'rn m6decin
Centre do Santc et dun C.S.

Karama Paludisme, mcningito, Sensibilisation aux Distribution Manque do m6dicaments at personnel insuffisamment forrn. - Dcmande des c16ments do motivation
dysonteri m6thodos nazuriles intordite E: La nombre des m6ras-c6fibatairca augmeoto consid6rabtement: dans cortains (mondtaircs antre autesm) pour to pmonnd

mdnages on trouve plus do 3 m6res,cdlibataires; ocuvrant en milieu rural
ls avortmcnts provoqu6s sont tres frEquents; besauoup d'unions libres; bs
femnmos et files so prostituent pour uno bouch6e do pain; Les mdthodes
contraceptives sont mal acceptdos a causc de la mntatt natalistc foremnt
an¢rce chbz ls rwanis,

Rwamagana Paludisme, broncho- Toutes Its mdthodes |-njection -Manque do sonsibilisation do la population par los autorit6s locales -Sensibilisation de la popultion par tes
pneumonic, SIDA, -Pilule -Instabilitd suite A Is guerre qui entratne nombre 61cvc do malades indigents. institutions religiensos ct par les rcsponsabils
m6ningite -DIU PF: Los m6thodes de PF no sont pas bien comprises Is anfants n6s do meros des dtablissemonts scolairs.

cdlibataires at de femmes r6pudi6es sont souvent victimes du kwashiorkor. _
Rwaza Patudisme Sonsibilisation aux Le Centre do Sant6 -Manque do locaux -Repas complet aux melades

mdthodes moderncs no distribue pas do -Manque do rocettes pour achat de mcdicaments -EnCadrement A l'ygiene
contraceptifs -Bonne utilisation des latrines

-Domande de subventions pour Its
mddicaments
-Demandc quo Is population suive lbs
instructions donnEei par leas agents de sant6.

Mukingi Paludisme Sonsibilisation faite Typ:Injection, I-es locaux du C.S. sont etroits et vieux, Pas de mddecin ni assistant m6dical; -Demande a rEtat do trouver une solution A
une fois par swmainc; Pilule, Norplan Manque d'eau; Manque d'ambulance tours probbrmes.
mdthodo ONAPO EP: Probleme aceru de concubinage; ls femmes nutilisent pas tes m6thodos

modernes de PF car. solon dles, ces mothodes entrainent des maux do tete et
Coat: gratt !obdsht; los hommes se refusent A utiliser los pr6smrvatifs.

Kabuyc Paludisme, cholera -Sensibilisation au |Type: Injection, Manque de pasonncl, de matEriel ct d'unbulanco -Demrnade aux autoritds compdtcatos do trouver
Centre do Sant6 Pilule do solutions a teurs probldmes
-Visito des families
-Affichago dans Is
. sands centrCs. Coat: gratuit ._._.
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ONO eta Obieci Actions mrho d lparb proit AoG m R_._. . la _
SOPRORIZ (Rt ) -AFprende ax peysm la cuawe du fiz en ler twrimnt do i -AmoUioim & la cuttut du riz La pri oatbemwup 11 Ua *posmdotma
f per la Coopqaba acdr et des aBuaonw% Recyd4ges aiculs ar6 hkrjd pmubcai etlaa
R watdOain -Ada la riz d cem payms et luw dlitwer I sto*dd mapamu

-TrAfnmuAtice et

Le.dz uawmapsyasdumpourpwealerwdm I mi&d
FRW
Rdl isde uaimu Coaver kt ra m et _ hrdcolte
8OPRORIZ

CNPE(Klbuy*Ruton)tinm6 *Auf rw b bdsil ea omnb et en *qulda n/d *-cydapdmf _ de
pwr: avant 197: FAO-PNUD -D u do peit dep du Ia popuation Nhugwswrd cad.
Apra MINAoRI Pam uAsPb ean coop_vAm: vilc dos pa
AaUll_ at utotla co oop&*hpm sebsadien. dabum et vota do _ amu 4 y&dm fill. dqAt

pays. kuw duchcer le ia11 dnb tscomp*oi d.e vade
R& de h oWm 4ndaa hamet: Ser&air toopbatm CNPE

. D~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4yadnf_wnmu
ftwl dmksdmpdu

ALICOM (Iauma. Rtag) Aar k tansfobm do la caun e t _ omairlahaati A Suite x PROBLEME8 avec Ia REDEML a n!y a phu de Wd has -o fatma-Apa um.
Aaa__ bdndEcI savitf ot s calca. usr tafrs
epuw vide: Lo ds'Os AJ M mOst avaflto t dea
Yx a_nosm de lasocMt Pus do 50%du tmvailu sodt de
RUTONGO. ALICOM ve eanmoyau 400.OOD frdeua* im

_manel *aba x remadi_wus de RUIrONGO.
gitdeo Pop"= don teal Lou payum edet ALICOM
___ ___ _ tutmrcassltd_
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PROBLEMES RENCONTRES ET SOLUTIONS PROPOSEES

ONG ET PROJETS PROBLEMES RENCONTRES SUGGESTIONS DE SOLUTIONS
PADEC (MUKINGI) -Peu dlactions non agricoles -Une vmat politique de planing familial

-Taux daccroissezent de la population -Ramn la paix darns I pays.
-D priont6 aux travaux agncoles

KIBUNGO II (RUTONDE) -Paysans non interesses par les nouvefles non d6clard
tchniques agricole.
-chute des ventes du mais et du soja suite aux
licencienents des ewadreurs de base.

DUTERIMBERE; CENTRE non d6clare non d6clar6
IWACU; KORA; ARTC;
BORNEFONDEN;ARDI
(NYARUGENGE)

BORNEFONDEN (KARAMA) -ignorance des parents non d6clar6
-La population s'est d6couragee
-nbre d'enfants par famille est trop eleve
-parents sont desint6ress6s
-Manque de collaboration avec le C.N. qui refuse
de soigner les enfants du secteur Muganza.

PSTP-HIMO(KARAMA) non d6clar6 non d6clar6
SOPRORIZ (RUTONGO) -cimat instable L'Etat Rwandais devrait lutter contre la fraude.

-Manque de march6 suite a rabondance sur les
march6s du riz import6.

CNPE (KABUYE-RUTONGO) -Tres peu de ressources financieres -4s sont entrain de chercher une source de
-Leurs commandes de poussins au sin des tinancement.
couvoirs ne sont pas toujours honorees.

ALICOM (KARURUMA- -Pas de pierres precieuses A traiter; ils utilisent non declare
RUTONGO) celles en provenance du Zaire.

-Redemi na pas honore ses engagements car lui
I aussi exporte les pierres precieuses.
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